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The Aillik Bay alkaline intrusive suite comprises dykes of 
I 
alkaline lamprophyre (sannaite and olivine sannaite), ki~berlit~ 
and carbonatite. Str~ctural -~nd rnineralogisal criteria indicate 
that the dykes are (elated to an intrusive centre· of 
nepheli.nite-carbonati te type situated beneath the Labrador Sea 
to the northeast of the _study area. 
Dykes were emplaced tn three structural episodes; two 
concentric sets are separated in time by ~dominant radial set. 
Sannaites make up the first set and the bulk of the second 
whereas kimberlites and carbonatites exclusively occupy the 
third dyke- set. Formation of segmented dykes is attribute4 to 
flow instabilities enhanced by a volatile-rich fluid oovfng 
ahead of the magma. This fluid · was presumably ex:s'olved ;f;om the 
! 
magma as a result. of pressure reduction during empla~e~ent, and 
" • . .I 
also assisted in the formation of parallel fracture zonfs 
adjacent to kimberlites and carbonatites. 
Sannaites are characterised by leucocratic ocelli which are 
frequently zoned: a central ~one dominated by carbonate and 
analcite gives way to an outer zone of Fe-mica. pyroxene, 
nepheline, K-feldspar and analcite. The outer zones were formed 
by segregation of late-stage melt. One sample bears globules 
which are clearly the result of liquid immiscibili t y. 
Immiscibilty and . segregation __ .. are accompanied by concentra.tion of 
incompatible elements. Groundrnass mineralogy shows chet;~ical 
evolution similar to· nepheline syenites. 

















• /~~- · .. 1 
~;io~ oxygen beginning at depth in ' ·' fugacity environment. 
Kimberlites lack high pressure equilibsated. diamond 'marker' 
mine~als. and thus diamond pbtential ls low. Carbonatltes . 
typically exhibit relict kimberlitic textures. 
'i 
I 
' . . Sannaite and /1ivi~e sa~naite were derived by' flow 
differentiation from a parental magma, the composition of which 
is defined. All rock types were derived by partial melting of an 
incompatible · element: enriched .mantle source. Structural 
inheritance permitted successive emplacement of rocks 
representing progressively smaller and deeper derived melt 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
LOCATION AND ACCESS 
The area of study is situated on the east coast of Labrador 
' 0 I 0 I 0 1 0 I between 59 08 and ~9 23 W and between 55 09 and 55 19 N (fig • 
... 
1-1). Access· is by float plane or coastal boat, the latter of 
wlrl.ch operates in the ~;ummer months and stops at. Makkovik. Many 
large lakes or shel~ered inlets can be qsed by float planes 
serviced from Goose Bay or Northwest River, 200-220 km to the 
southwest. 
PREVIOUS WORK 
The first geological reports on the Aillik Bay area were 
<f 
parts of reconnaissance surveys (Daly,l902; Kranck~l937, 1947, 
1953; Douglas. 1953; Christie ~~.,1953). Kranck (1953) 
desc r 1 bed the numerous int rus 1 ve episodes and noted the presence 
of ultramafic lamprop-hyres 'which he termed aillikites. 
Unf!Ublished theses by Moore (1951), Cooper (1951) and Riley 
(l951) cover aspects of Kranck ' s surveys in more detail, with 
Moore (1951) . inc luding petrographic descriptions of the 
(; 
lamprophyres. 
British Newfoundland Exploration Ltd.(BRINEX) started 
explorat i on on their large concession. area in 1953. This has 
" \ resulted in many unpublished reports on molybdenum and 
especially uranium showings, summarised by Gandhi (1976). 
' Several university theses are studies of geology and 
mineralisation q"f_- the Aillik Group (Barna, J969; Gill, 1966; 
1 
... 
0 60 w 
Goose 





location map of the study 
area. Dotted 1 i ne rna rks 
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3 
King, 1963). White (1973) and Minatidis (1976) concentrated on 
uranium mineralisation, which occurs over a wide area along 
strike from acidic volcanic beds at Cape Makkovik in the study 
area. 
The Geological Survey of Canada (GSC) undertook radio!'1etric 
dating in the area (mostly K-Ar whole-rock and _mineral ages) as 
part of a project to define provinces within the Canadian Shield 
(Leech~ al., 1963; Stockwell,l964; Wanless~ al., 1970, 1972, 
1974), Taylor (1971, 1972) defined a Makkovik sub-province o.f 
the Nain province ( f lg. 1-1), in ~hich structural trends are 
northeasterly as compared with north to northwesterly in the 
Archean Nain province to the north. The Makkovik sub-province in 
the study area includes the Aphebian Aillik Group as w-ell as the 
sbuthern extremities of the Archean Hopedale . Complex. 
' The Newfoundland Government started mapping the Labrador 
Central Mineral Belt (Smyth~ al. 1 1975) in 1974. The Aill.ik 
Group is included in accounts by Bailey (1978), Bailey et al. 
~~ --r 
(1979), Doherty (1980). Gower (1981) and briefly by Ryan (1979). 
The first 1/100,000 map was recently published · (Bailey .£.E_ 
al.,1981). 
The most detailed accounts of the Aillik Group in the 
Makkot.'ik area are by Ga.ndhi et al. (1969) and Clark (1971, 
1974), These authors recognised that felsic tuffs and lavas, 
previously mappe-d as metasediments, form a large part of. the 
Aillik Group, . with Makkovik as the volcanic centr'e (Clark, 
1979). King's (1963) thesis is the most detailed account dealing 
specifically with the succession on ' the c;ape Hakkovf.k peninsula. 
0 
The GSC radiometric dates, coupled with further data by 
Gandhi et al. ( 1969) and Grasty!.!.~.( 1969), have assisted in 
distinguishing between many post-deformational igneous 
intrusions. The emplacement of felsic stocks ceased before 1400 
Ma, whereas diabasic dykes are dated at around 1400 :-fa and in 
the range 700- ·1000 Ma. Diabase dykes wer-e earlier studied by 
Wheeler (1933). A lamprophyric intrusion close to ~ak~ovik 
village is dated at 1550 Ma (Wanless !!_ ~·, 1970). Lamprophyres. 
east of Cape Harrison, 80km to the southeast of Makkovik were 
discussed by Elders and .Rucklidge (1969). These are believed to 
be part of the 1550 Ma event since they are cut by diabase 
(Gower • 1980) related to th~ Michael Gabbro (fahrig and 
Larochelle, 1972; Gower 1981). The Adlavik Intrusive Suite. an 
earlier post-Hudsonian mafic igneous complex, is described by 
Stevenson (1970), Clark (1974, 1979) and Gower (1981). Gandhi et 
~· (1969) suggested that one of these gabbroic bodies was the 
source to the abundan_t dioritic dykes of Cape Makkovik. 
The ·dykes · of the Aillik Bay intr~sive suite are · briefly 
described by Kranck (1953), Moore (1951, p.39-47) and Ki11r. 
(1963). King and McMillan (197.5) suggest a Mesozoic age for 
carbonatitic lamprophyre based on identification of microfauna 
in a brecci.a cut by lamprophyrlc dykelets at Ford's Bight (fig. 
1-2). This raises the possibility of two distinct phases of 
activity because Leech~~· (1963, p.ll6-117) dated a 
l.amprophyre at 535-570 Ma (K-:Ar on bioti~e). However, Hawkins 
( 1977) suggested the latter date may he innaccurate due to 
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Hawkins (1977) examined the petrography and petrology of 
the Aillik Bay suite, concluding that ki~berlites (the 
aillikites of Kranck, 1953) are genetically related to 
ca~bonatites and monchiquitic lamp_rophyres. He catalogued 
. • 1 
ultramafic nodules occurr i ng within the dykes, which he 
. 
interpreted to be of cognate origin. He also suggested forceful 
injection of dykes from an igneous centre .located to the 
northeast of Aillik Bay, and that their emplacement was 
·'-associated with rifting in the Labrador Sea (Currie, 1970, 1975; 
King and McMillan, 1975). 
··_; .t 
PURPOSE OF THIS STUDY 
Recent studies in 'the geology of - kimberlites have ~hewn 
that true kimberlite; with minerals equilibrated at high 
pressures, and .thus with potential diamond content, are not 
normally associated with lamprophyre and carbonatite activity. · 
The main purpose of this study is to present microprobe analyses 
of minerals from the Aillik Bay dykes in order to clarify the 
affinities of the suite. 
~- · Mineral chemistry is also 'usedt in conjunction with 
whole-rock data, to more close.ly investigate petrogenesis of the 
suite. A reclassification of the lamp~ophyres differing from 
that of Ha~kins (1977), shows that they ~an all be related to a 
parental ,magma, the composition of which is' defined. 'The 
processes by which _,t:he individual rock types are believed to 
have been .. deriveq from that parental magma are discussed. These 




accumulation and carbonatisation. 
Structural and other evidence is accumulated to verify the 
suggestion of Hawkins (1977) that the suite is part of a central 
complex relatec:l. to rifting of the Labrador Sea. 
TERMINOLOGY OF MAFIC DYKE' ROCKS 
Kirnberli te: 
The term kimberlite is generally used for a potassium-rich, 
·inequigranular ul t rama f ic rock which may contain u l trar.1afic 
xenoliths of mantl e origin and di amond. Olivine is an essential 
constituent and occurs as phenocrysts, normally of two 
generations, with ant o~, the following minerals: calcite, 
serpentine, garnet, phlagopite, diopsid.e, perovskite, ilmenite, 
spinel and mon.ticellite. The t~\m is thus generally considered 
to include d1.amondifl1rous r~s such as those in southern Africl\ 
;{Dawson,l97l) and Siberia (Lebedev,l964), as well as diamond-
_) 
free varieties occurring as part of alka line ~entral complexes 
such as Fen, Norwa y (Griffin an4 T~ylor,l975) ·. 
Mitchell ( 1979) criticised the All:· inclusive use of the 
term, and suggested that it should be restrlc~ed by mineralogy 
and field associa tions. Kimberlites would then be rocks with 
magnesian ilrnenl tea, and in which garnets are pyrope- rich and 
clinopyroxenes ·are At-poor dio~sldes. They would not be 
associated with alkaline c entral co~plexes, carbonatires, or 
structurally associated with rift zones. A number of 









mineralogical considerations (e.rnyman,l974), but are intended 
to serve restricted areas and so cannot be applied generally. 
The 'central:complex kimberlltes' (Dawson,l967) are 
characterised by titan if erous magnet Ltes, Ti-Al sa 11 te-augltes, 
manganoan ilmenites, and garnet, which if present, may" be 
andradi te-grossular or melanite. They are intimately as.sociated 
with a w~de variety of alkaline rocks and carbonatite. 
The world's two largest kimberlite provinces, southern 
Africa and Yakutia, USSR, have a zonation of kimberlite type 
. . 
away . frorn the craton centre (Dawson,l980, p.l6-20). 
Diamondiferous kimberlites occur on the cratons, and are usually 
unaccompanied by_other intr~sions, whereas the outer zones have 
various olivine-rich rocks with leucite, nepheline, melilite and 
montlcellite. A middle zone is garnetifer·ous but diamond-free. 
This configuration impli~s a gradation between high- and 
low-pressure kimberlites rather than a simple division. In order 
to investigate this possibility, more probe data is needed on 
occurrences such as Bargydamalakh (Soviet Un ion), where 
kimberlite is said to form a cor.!posite i ntrus it;m 'With olivine 
melilitite (Ukhanov, 1965). 
In this thesi~~ reference to kimberlites as defined by 
Mitchell (1979) .will be to .'t:rue kimberlites'. 'Kimberlite ' is 
used for rocks of the central- complex type, since these occur 
abundantly in the ·Aillik Bay suite. Mitchell (1979) suggested 
they should be called lampr.ophyres, but they. do not fit any of 
the recognised lamprophyre names, and so perhaps a new narna is 















resurrect the name ailliki te (Kranck,l9.39,19S3) exce·pt for the 
fact that the Aillik Say dykes are a~parently part of an 
alkaline complex of uncertain type (see chapter 3). If a new 
~ 
name Is to be chosen, the type rnck should h~ve known 
associations. 
Lamprophyres: 
Lamprophyres are generally considered to be porphyritic 
melanocratic . dyke- rocks in which all phenocrysts are mafic 
minerals. Olivine, if present, occurs only as phenocrysts, and 
felsic minerals are restricted to the groundmass which is 
usually altered. Panidiomorphic texture and hydrous mineralogy 
(esse~tial mica and/or amphibole) are characteristic~ 
There is a great variety of possible minerals, especially 
in the alkaline and ultrabasic lamprophyres. This results in a 
large number of names, many of which are so closely de~ined as 
., 
to be useless outside the type aren. 
The commoner names are listed in table 1-1 as they appear 
in most petrology texts (Hatch ~.~.,l972,p.419; Willi~ms et 
.!!_· ,1~36, p.BS;· Chatter jee,l974, p,. 392; Huang,l962, p.l6l). 
A di vis,ion is commonl,y made ·between 'syenl~ ic' lamprophyres 
in which orthoclase is the prJnclpal felsic phase, and dioritic 
·-where .plagioclase predominates. Ro ck (1977) reclassified 
lamprophyres into shoshoniti~, . alkaline; ultrabasic, and leucite 
lamprolte types, of which only' the first two are cor=ton. Under 
shoshonitic he inc.luded minette, vog~sit-e, spessartite and 






TABLE ~1- 1: 
----
Commonly used classification of lamprophyres as it appears in many petrology t exts-. . :·--:.:c:>. 
. -
Sannait~ wo~1~. fall into the Orthoclase x Ti-amphibole/biotite square. 
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. I . 
interuu~idiate 8102, and are co!jllllonly· associated wit"' granites or 
I , 
mildly/ potassic alkaline rocks. The lUGS subcommission · <?n 
I 
n6menclature (Streckeisen,l979) reco~mended that Rock's 
I 
shos~Gnitic group be termed the calc-alkaline group. The 
alkaline ,lamprophyres are characterised by phenocrysts of 
olivine (Fo 80-85), kaersutite/ barkevtkite, titunpyroxe ne and 
titaPibiotite in a matdx of pyroxl.'ne , ar~(>h i bo le and/or b iot~te 
~ith feldspars and/or feldspa t~nida. They are associated with 
nepheline syenite, gabbro or alkaline ba~alt. The ultrabasic 
lamprophyres are associated with carbonatites and are 
., 
Cfaracterised by melilite, calci t e and perovskite. Rock 
(1977,p.l62) states that lamprophyre dyke swarms generally 
consist of only one of these sub-gro_up.<;. 
Rock's classification is , preferabl~ in that it plices m~r~ 
emphasis on the composition of the mafic minera ls present, 
Alkaline lamprophyres may contain the same felsic phases as 
shoshonitic types and thus be confused with them unless the 
Ti-rich nature of biotite or amphibole is recognised. Alkaline 
lamprophyres are commonly misidentifi ed, and given the names of 
shosho.nitic types, so that the correct alkaline names are 
unfamiliar 'to most petrologists. An example is the 'minette ' of 
the Naja vo vol canic fie l d in Ari zona which- contains ~inerals 
characterising sannaite (Roden;l981). 
The Aillik Bay dykes fall into the alkaline and ultrabasic 
classes of Rock (1977), RGck (1977,p.l37) cites Aillik Bay as a 
__ possible example where two coexi sting sub .... groups ·can be 
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His conclusion is correct, because he uses the descr.iptions of 
Kr'anck (1953), who identified the dioritic (H2) dykes (see 
' · .. r 
'· 
chapter 2) at Aillik Bay as lamprophyres, but made no 
distinction between dykes of the alkaline complex. Th~ 
association of alkaline and ultrabasi c types poses no 
petrological problems sin.ce ne"phelinitic and carbonatitic rocks 
commonly occur together (e.g.Ferguson and Currie,l971; 
LeBas,l980; Currie,l975a; Melcher,L966; Garson,l96&; G~ld,l970). 
Hawkins (1977) used the terms minette and monchiquite to 
describe the Aillik Bay dykes. The use of minette- is wrong, 
since it implies association with granitic rocks, and fails to 
account for the Ti-rich biotites. 
Monchiquite is variously described as feldspar-free, 
analcite-bearing, or as having an isotropic o~ glass base 
possibly altered to ~eolites. After an extensive literature 
~ 
survey, Rock (1977,~161) conc l udes that monchiquite should 
refer io 'any feldspar-free alkalin~ lamprophyre with a fine 
grained, practically amorphous base which now comprises a range 
of feldspathoids ~nd . zeolites, though .it may originally have 
been glassy'. The.presence of analcime and absence of feldspars 
· can~ot be used to define.rnonchiquite, since they are not 
mutually ex~lusive (e.g.Gallagher,1963). 
Monchiq~ite is in~ppiopriate for Aillik Bay dykes even 
though they contain feldspathoids and zeolites, since feldspars 
ar~ predominant. 
The minettes and monchiquites of Hawkins (1977) are 
described in this study 'as varieties of sannalte. The term 
1] 
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sannaite was coined by Br~gger (1921), and is defined as a 
'lamprophyre containing phenocrysts of augite with aegerine 
rims, barkevikite·rimmed by biotite, and biotite in a base of 
alkali feldspars (orthoclase and /alb~te). augite, aegerine, 
nepheline, etc.'(Sorensen,l974,p.573). It clearly describes 
alkaline lamprophyres. with es\cntial, alkali feldspar, and .it's 
use'will avoid confusion with minettes. Sannaite if one of the 
lamprophyre names reco~ended by the rues subcommission 
(Strec'keisen,l979). The Aillik sannaites differ from the above 
definition in that many contain olivi~e, and have Si02 contents 
. . 
below"the 4,P-46 wt% typical of alkalin'\lamprophyres (R~ck,l97 7 • 
~.132). Both these features are explained by ~he asso~iation 
with kimberlites and carbonatites. 
GEOLOGY OF THE AILLlK BAY AREA 
GENERAL GEOLOGY· 
Aillik Bay lies in the northwest part of the Makkovik 
suh-p:rovince, as de[J,ned structurally by Taylor (1971, 1972). 
This su~province is an Aphebian- Paleohelikian 'window' 
pr~served between the Archean Nain province to the .north and the 
Grenville province to the south. 
The rocks to the northwes t of Kaipokok Bay, including 
Turnavik Isla~d, are Kenoran-deformed gneisses and migmatites of 
the Hopedale Comp1ex (fig. l-2). It now appears that these wece 
reworked in Hudsonian ti~es, although absolute ages of 
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term 'Makkovik gneiss' has been suggested for the gneisses of 
Sutton's(l972) Hopedale Complex·in the area close to Kaipokok 
. . 
Bay, following more extensive regional surveys of the Archean to 
the north. The gneisses and migmatites of Turnavik havE a 
< 
do~inantly north _to n.ortllwest,;ard str'{~tural trend, althou~h 
this is modified to northeastward ~lose to the cont~ct with the 
Aillik Croup, hence the inclusion of part of the Hopl"dale 
Complex in the Makkovik sub-province. 
The coast from Kaipokok Bay to Big Hight, including the 
Cape Makkovik pen~nsu~a, is made up of Aphebian Aillik Group. 
The Aillik Group comprises Hudsoni.an-deformed felsic _(with minor 
mafic) tuffs and lavas, plus quartzites and ·arkoses believed to 
be their epiclastic derivatives (Clark, 1974; Candhi ~ ~·, 
1969). 
The main P,enetrative deformation in the Aillik Group 
resulted in a planar fabric ~olded about north to northeast 
., 
trending axes; Shearing parallel to the main foliation obscures 
contact relationships and fold axes, such that the thickn ess of 
. 
the Aillik Group is difficult to estimate (Bai ley~~·· 1979), 
although estimates of 7620m (Gandhi~~·· 1969) and. 8S00m 
(Cla rk, 1974) have be en made . Cla rk (1974, 1979) describes 
several stratabound tectonic slides and envisages a large zone 
of simple sh~~r ·as the cause of t~i Makkovik sub-province 
structural trend. Clark (1974) introduced the first 
stratigraphic subdivision of the Aillik Group, which is 
reproduced here as table 1-2. 
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> ' POMIADLUK FORMA T I ON MANAK BAY FORMAT! ON 
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·DOTER COVE RANGER PE RRET'S P6INT FORMATION •(1545:!:_ 14 Ma ) 
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~ (1497:!:_ 22 Ma) 
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TABLE 1-2: Schemati c representation of the relationships between f orma t ions of the Ail li k Group 
in the Makkovik area (after Clark, 1979)~ \ 










numerous granitic to dioritic stocks, and rarer maflc to 
ultramafic rocks. Many granitic stocks and nafic dykes 1o1ere 
intruded pre- or syn-IIudsonian, and so are now strongly 
foliated. There wer~ at least six episodes of mafi c. to 
ultramafic dyke intrusiQn, at least three of which post-date all· 
other igneous activity. The Aillik Bay intrusive suite is the 
latest igneous event. 
In the present study, ~lapping was generally restr i cted to 
the good coastal outcrops, and some changes to the maps of King 
(1963) al'ld Hawkins (1977) have been made (figs. 1-3 and 1~4). 
The geology of Turnavik. Island is further subdivided, and more 
structural information i:. given. HatJkins (1977). identified an 
anticlinal dosure d,n the ..Cape Aillik peninsula approximately. 
. ~ ~ 
4km to · the west of Cape Makkovik. He used this to suggest that 
the Cape Hakkovik succe.ssion is right way up and on the eastern 
limb of the anticline. S~veral small folds not mappe4 by Hawkins 
, ·/ 
; 
(1977) show that· in detail the structure is more c~r,lex. 
TIJRNAVIK ISLAND 
Mig'matites of the Archean Hopedale Complex (Sutton,l972) 
are prese rved 90 the wes ter n pa r t of the south coast of 
. ( ' 
. . 
Turnavik. ·The · pal~osome consists of mult ide f ormed gran i tic 
gneiss, 
biotite 
\ I . ' 
amphibolite, quart z-veined plagioclase-hornblende-
' . 
. ~ 
selll.i pelite, tona lit ic gneis s and massive, f ine ~ gra ined 
quartzofeldspathic psammite. These are cut by quartz, epidote 
and {:hlorite dykes and veins later fold e d about axes no1o1 

















The neosome is orthoclase-rich granite in composition, and 
irregularly cross-cuts the paleosome, in places bx-ecciating it . 
·to fol"lll an agmatite (fig. l-5). These migmatites are equivalent 
to the 'younger migmatites' of the 11akkovlk Gneiss (Ryan and 
Kay, in press), which crop out west of Kaipokok Bay. 
Two major generations of deformed granitic rocks intrude 
llf',; 
the migmatites and form the greater part of Turnavik.. The first, 
' 
and volumetrically lesser, is a mediuo grained granitic gneiss 
in which biotite and hornblende define a strong foliation 
trending consiste ntly j1,1s t east of north. It contains several 
thin (lOm wide maximum) melanocratlc amphlbolite banc;ls in which 
occassional tight fold closures predating the main foliation can 
be found plunging at a moderate angle (most ly 40-45°) due west 
(fig. 1-6). 
Later intrusions of hornbl.ende-bearing K-fe ldspar 
megacrystic grAnites are foliated parallel to the· earlier 
gneissic granite, or else cut it at an acute angle to the north. 
K-feldspar megacrYrsts commonly measure 2-Scm, and are elongated 
' parallel to the foliation • 
.. 
The contact between the two granite types is in places 
clearly intrusive, with stoped blocks of gneiss and amphibolite 
. up to 2 ·metres across within the -megacrystic granite. }fore 
.:.-."" 
commonly, however, · the contact is the s i te of later intense 
shearing which causes a reduct i.on in grain size and an i ncreas'e 
'
t 
in flattening up to-half a metr fror.1 the. contact. Length to 
... 
width ratios of megac rysts are commonly doubled in these z;ones . 








Figure 1-5: Migmatite (unit 1) on the south shore of Turnavik 
Island. Paleosome is tonalitic with disrupted rafts of 
amphibolite. The neosome is granitic to syenitic. 
Figure 1-6: Quartz-rich pegmatite developed in fl fold closure 








the contact zone in places. Similar megacrystic granites and 
'migmati):es occur to the west of Kaipokok Bay, about 18 km to the 
southwest of Turnavik Island, where Ryan and K~y (in press) 
consider the granites to be emplaced synktneaatically vi th a 
'straightening event' affecting the Archean .. 
Sinuous thin syenite, and later, thicker (up to 50cm) 
granite pegmatite dykelets cut the megacrystic grahites (fig. 
1-7). These dyke:i.ets cut the foliation at high angles and 
~ 0 r W~ 
occasionally foll'ow granite contacts, tt<J marty sho~·-.evidence of 
multiple intrusion. 
The pcgmatitep also cut elongate po~;> u·p t?-> 1'10 x 20m of 
' ~ . i..t:.:~ 
quartz-veined semipelitic leuco-amphibolite schists similar to 
those seen 1~ the migmatite paleosorne (~ig. 1-8); Tl'te margins of 
these tectonically emplaced ,blocks are later sheared,·causlng 
tight foldil\g in the pegmatite. 
The ptygmatic: nature of the pegmatites within the 
~ 
me&acrystic granite suggests that the host rock's foliation may 
belie a complex structural history. 
A melanocratic diorite to hornblende-gabbro forms the 
southwestern headlapd. of Turnavik. It is compositionally 
homogl!neous, and possesses a weak foliation trending 
I 
approximately 340 • It postdates the migmatit.es. but its age . 
' 
relative to .the gnei~sic granite~ is .uncertain. It~is possibly 
\ . 
e'uivalent to the 'hornblendite-hornblende gabbro noted "by \ . 
Hawkins (1977, p.24) on West Turnavlk (incorrectly marked as 
<> 
East Turnavik by him) and Graplin islands. Thes e hornblende-rich. 





















Figure 1-7: Granite pegmatite dyke occupying a shear zone which 
crosses the contact between the two major types of foliated 
granite on Turnavik Island. The contac between the two 
gneissic sub-units is frequently sheared. 
Figure 1-8: Semipelitic leuco-amphibolite occurring as a 
fault-bounded pod within megacrystic granite, south shore of 









- . .. ---· . ---- ------ -- -----
(Clark, 19~ 9). .;} .. 
CAPE MAKKOVIK PENINSULA 
The rocks of the Cape Hakko¥ik p~inaula are the northern 
equivalents of the Big Island (units 2-6) and Makkovik 
. . 
Formations· (units 8-9) of Clark (1974). .t. · .. • 
Gneiss with tectonic ~reccia .(unit Q 
This unit comprises fine grained gneiss ,' originally 
_ quartzofeldspathic sediments and/or acid volcanics, and a 
.. "• 
· carbonate-rich tectonic breccia (fig.l-9). The · gneisses are 
banded parallel to strong foli.atlon on the scale of ot:s,_ to 4cm. 
60% of the bands ar~ quartzofeldspathic and weather white to 
yel~~· whereas the rest are light green to grey due to a higher 
content of epidotis~d mafic minerals. 
"The breccia consists of blocks of this gneiss ' plus rarer 
metamorphosed mafics (epidote- actinolite- chlorite- calcite), 
. in a carbonate matrix. Blocks vary in size fr~ less than lcm to 
lm x JScm, and form SD-80cm thick bands within the unit. 
-'V--
Fragments are 110re rounded, smaller .• . s-parser and more. elongate 
in matrix dominated zones. Blocks_, are mostly sub~ngular due to 
abrasion by ' lilov.ement 1 _including rotation within the !latrix. 
A similar, but thinner breccia within unit 9 entrains par t 
/ l 
of a lllafic dyke fpr 50m along strike, suggesting that the 
/ 
breccia m!;ly be the locus for consider~ble strike-slip movement. · 
./ 
Many blocks are cut perpendicular to the foliation by 





Figure 1-9: Tectonic breccia (unit 2). Psammite blocks of 
variable size in a dark matrix dominated by carbonate. 
Imbrication of blocks suggests movement toward the northeast. 
Figure 1-10: Feldspathic psammite displaying platy jointing due 
to differential weathering of foliation planes. A lens of 
bright orange calcite is in the centre of the photograph. 
21 
.• 
veins are rare in the gneisses outside the brecciated horizon, 
and so they may have caused the localisation of brecc1at1op. 
They probably fill tension cracks perpendicular to the princtpal 
axis ~f least stress during the flattening event. 
In restricted .areas this unit is gradational into unit 3. 
Gneisses with calcite lenses (unit .ll 
. 
The western edge of this unit comprises a finely banded and 
folded feldspathic gneiss with rounded quartz and pink, 
secondarily .feldspat,hised clasts. It originates' at least in 
part, as a conglomerate or breccia. The feldspathised clastEt 
diminish in number eastwards. 
The thicker eastern part of the uni_t is composed of similar 
gneisses impersistently folded on a small scale. These are 
postdated by thin breccia unit~ similar to those of unit 2 but 
with smaller' and· sparser blpcks. Anastomosing networks of 
carbonat~rich fine gr4ined material define platy blocks 
approximately 6 X 2m. CarbOnate thus forms no more tllan 10% of-
i 
the rock. 
Unit 3 also includes pods up to 30cm x 3cm of bright orange 
calcite frequently rimmed . by :amphiboles ({ig.l-10). This calcite 
.is app~rently unrelated ~o the breccia matrix, but· is 
represented in mafic pods incl~ded in the breccia. 
Feldspathic gneiss 
Unit 4 is· a sequence of fine grained quartzofeldspathic 
gneisses . wi~h alkali feldspar-rich J>at'ches 5-lOcm across. Small 
22 
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scale, inhomogeneous low amplitude/long wavelength folding of 
the fol'iation can be seen as a result of co.l,our varl!ltion. Unit 
. 
4 also contains mafic pods, elongated along th~ foliation, which 
exhibit well formed crystals of epidote, quartz. actinolite and 
, 
subordinate pota.ssic feldspar (fig. L-11). These originated as 
mafic liykes or lavas. 
Feldspathised Gneisses (unit 5) 
This unit is approximately 250m thick .at Buttr~ss Point 1 
' . . 
· but tapers out completely to the BO\lth. The dominant rock is a 
hornblende-bearing plagioclase- rich psamm1t1-c augen schist 
(fig.I-12), Mafic minerals make up 10% of the rock, and are 
concentrated in wisps up to 80cm long and l/2cm .wide, 
Quartz-feldspar-mica schists occur in two 8-9m thick zones; 
one central, and ·one at the wes.tern edge of the unit where it 
,. .. .... 
was mapped as a separate unit by King (1963) and Hawkins (1977). 
Red-stained quartz veins are common in the central schist 
~ub-unit. 
The expression . of !eldspathiaation varies from .. 
l-2mm irregular red crystals in the matrix, to replacement of 
L 
augen and overgrowth -of the foliation (fig._l-13). The large(:, 
K-f·eldspar n~oblasts are cOncentrated in, various parts of the ~. 
unit to form up to 60% of the rock. 
Variat>le schists and leucogneisses (unit 6) 
This -unit is best exposed near . Low Point where 1t varies 
. 







Figure 1-11: ~Iafic pod (epidote-quartz-actino1ite-
K-fe1dspar) within the fe1dspathic psammite unit 4. 
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Figure 1-12: Plagioclase-rich psammitic schist with mafic 
wisps; unit 5. Cape Makkovik peninsula west shore. 
Figure 1-13: Secondarily feldspathised part of unit 5. A later 
minor foliation dips at a moderate angle to the southeast. The 
principal foliation is parallel to bedding. Secondary red 
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quartz-plagioclase-epidote~amphibole rocks with minor ~ed 
garnet. The easternmost part is whlte, K-feldspar 
porphyroclastic, leucogneisses with mafic wisps which 
increase in abundance eastwards to form greenschist horizons 
making up 20% of the rock. Rarely, quartz-chlorite segregations 
occur within the mafic schists. to the south, these mafic 
·schists anastomose around 10...:20m pods of quartzose rocks. 
Relationsh~ps with adjacent units are mostly obscured by 
·l.ater intrusions· •. The contact with amphibolite ofo unit 7 at Low 
Point is gradational although shearing clos~ to the contact is 
considerable, evidenced by disruption oof post-schistosity quart~ 
veins in the amphibolite. 
Amphibolite (unit !J. 
The amphibolite has two major variants: a biotite-rich 
schist and a do~inant hornblende-plagioclase rock with minor 
quartz, chlorite and small garnet-pyrite pods. The latter tY,pe 
~ patchy on the scale of a few centimetres, and varies from 
., 
planar foliated to an a~gen schist. 
Pillow structures were found just ~ to the southwest of this 
area by Clark (1971) in a unit correlated with unit 7 here by 
Gandhi (1976). No such ev~dence for origin could be found · in 
this area. 
Quartzofeldspathic protomylonlte (unit ~ 
Most of this unit consists of white e1orlkated quartz and 
feldspar lmm or less in· length forming augen in an extremely 
L 
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fine grained foliated matrix of similar composition (fig.1-14). 
Inhomogeneous defonnation allows recognition of earlier 
features in some parts. Just east of Low Point the rocks 
resemble banded tuffs, varying from dark grey to light green 
· eastwards. Pyrite is abundant, especially in the lighter· ' 
. 
• - coloured rocks. In the central part of the unit, l0-10m thick 
layers rich in both mafic and felsic minerals suggest 
development by deformation of ash-flow tuffs. 
Development of later .. c1eavage tryiing approximately 
north-northeastward& has remobilised material fro,m mafic wisps, 
resulting in en echelon pat terns between the two cleavages. 
The easternmost · rocks of unit 8 are thinly banded white and 
. 
light green with sporadic gneissic layering in coarser parts 
which grades in and out from the mylonite. The contact between 
this and unit 9 is gradatfonal wi~h increasing abundance of 
porphyroclasts (fig.l-15). ! 
' This unit is lhe site of numerous molybdenum and uranium 
showings, currently under investigation by Placer Development 
Ltd. The- protomylonite is evidently the nor~ward equivalent of 
the Hakkovik Formation tuff member on Big Island, lOkm to· the 
south of Cape Makkov1k (Clark, 1974, p.39-40) •. 
I 
Porphyroblastic. _gneiss (unit !2 
( More than 80% of the rocks of thi s uni t consist of quar t z 
and feldspar porphyroblasts (2-Smm) in a very fine graine~ 
mat·rix containing less than 201 m.afics. Deformatior is variable, 












Figure 1-14: Protomylonite unit (8). Rocks probably originated 
as bedded tuffs. 
Figure 1-15: Eastern part of the protomylonite unit~ including 
incompletely disrupted gneissic layering. 
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length:width ratios of .4:1 defin i ng severe flattening and 
moderate con.striction in others. 
The rocks are generally yellow in ~~lour, or light to mid 
grey in areas of higher m·oda~. plagioclase or mafics. Mafic 
minerals are dominated by biotite, and generally occur' ·in S-lOcm 
· x 5mm :wisps. They var:y iTI abundance throughout the success i on 
and also· along the foliatio.n. 
Late shearing occurs in restricted zon.,es oriented SI~-NE; 
cutting quartz vei~s whiqh• cross the earlier f oliation. This 
results i.n a r e duction,; .in grain size and wenthering to a white 
friable rock. The edges of these sheared 
f 
zones grade r ap idly 
r / 
int~ the normal ro~k type. 
} On the east coa H, seve~al variants of unit 9 bear a marked 
res~rnblan& to rocks seen on t ~e· we'st c;oast'. These i nclude 
secondary K-feldspar replacing augen, thin ·. elongate len~es .of 
plagioclase-white mi ca rich rock, and t ec tonic breccia wj th a 
carbonate matl:'ix. These occurrences suggest genetic li nks 
b etween r: ocks on e i t her s ide of the myloni te zone , a s suggeste d 
earlier by Clark (1974, p.103- 10 5 ) for the s outh side o f 
Makkovik Bay. 
The Ra nge r Bight slide on Bi g I s land occurs i n a maf i c 
unit, probably J'qu i va l e nt t o t he a mph i bolit e s o f uni t 7. The 
gradational contact between units 6 and 7 h e re sugge s ts tha t the 
· Range r Bight Comple x o f Cla r k ( 1974 , p .lOS-106 ) should be part 
of the Big I s l a nd ·Forma tion. The Ranger Bi ght slide ma y 











The contact between the amphibolites and protomylonite at 
Cape Makkovik is obscured by shearing and later intrusions. The 
relationship between the Big Island a'nd Makkovlk Format i ons thus 
rem a 1 ns uncertain ; 
INTRUSIVE -~ 
Small stocks, mostly lef#S than 80ni across, occur i n great 
abundance on Cape Makkovik peninsula. Cross-cutting 
. 
~elationshlps and xenolith content permit the deline<J.tion of two 
malor generations: (i) diorites and quartz diorites and (ii) 
monzonite, monzosyeni te and quartz syenite. Many contacts are 
confused by igneous brecciation and associated lcucocrlitic 
dykelet and vein injection. Epi diorites, characterised by green 
' , - .. ' ~ 
pseudomorphic amphibole, presumably after pyroxene, are co~only 
fDund cutting the porphyroblas t i c psammites of unit 9. Ki ng 
(1963) ide ntified scapolite in some of thes e epidiorites . 
The earliest intrusions are pre- or syn-deformational, but 
._ exhibit a weaker fabric than their country rocks. Later stocks 
postdat·e the .main deformat i on, but are affecte d by weak shea ring 
para llel to it. 
" A small mon7:ogabbro on the east coast, and a hornblende 
peridotite near L"Ciw Point a r e the youngest stocks, s i nce they 
. . ., · 
.show no sign of. d~fornat i.on. 
Rela tio~ships between . the many small stocks here and the 
numerous· :lntrusi v~ even~s withi~ ~he Aillik Croup as a 1-1hole 
\Gandhi et aL, 1969· ~ Clark,l979) ~re uncertain. 
' . -- . . '------
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listed ~elow in approximate chronological order: 
(H 1) Pr eme tamorphic mafic dykes, now amphibolite' schists. 
(H2) Blue weathering diorite dykes with low angle dips. 
(H3) Pink felsit';. dykes. 
(H4) Diabase dykes, frequently porphyritic. 
(H5) Lamprophyres and carbonatites of the Aillik Bay intrusive 
suite. 
The first four are described briefly here, and,the fifth is 
covered in detail in the next chapter. 
AMPHIBOLITE DYKES (Hl) . 
At least t~ periods Qf amphibolite dykes are seen on ~~e ' ~ 
i 
f l. 
' I ( ' 
'\..1 I 
Makkovik; the dykes are mostly l e ss than two metres thick 
(fig.l-16). Variable features include plag i oclase 
porphyroblasts, some replaced by gr.:tnular feldspars, and T · , · . 
calcite-biotite, amphn,ole-chlorite and epidote-quartz-chlorite 
mineralisation. Some mafic pods described as part of the country 
rocks may also have originated as mafic dykes. 
DIORITE (H2) 
This is the roost voluminous dyke set in the area, forming 
mostly low angle dykes (fig.l-17), dipping g~ne rally 
southeastwards (sec next chapter, fig.2-4). The dyke s are 1.5 to 
3.Sm thick and form up to 157. of some outcrops. 
The rock is generally .f i ne-med i urn grained • homogeneous, and 
essentially bimineralic hornblende and plagioclase, with ~ain~r 
, 
sphene, quartz, and opaque oxi de s . Amphibole crystals 0.2 . to 
l 
Figure 1-16: H1 amphibolite dyke cutting psammites of unit 9. 
Figure 1-17: H2 diorite dykes froning typ ical flat-lying 
sheets. 
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~.Ocm, mostly with red oxide ri~s, occur sparsely, as well as 
0 
rarer irregularly shaped feldspathic . patches which may be partly 
digested xenolithic-mat~rial. 
These dykes have been variously described as diorite 
(Gandhi!!_ al.,l969), quartz~diorite (Sutton,1972), ~nd 
kersantitic iamprophyre (Kranck, 195:l; Moore, 1951). Hovever, the 
interstitial plagioclase · is only slightly al cered to ciay 
minerals and Is of medium grain size, and amphibole doclnates 
the mafic phases. Sp.essartite w~uld therefore be the correct 
term were criteria sufficient to wa~rant a lamprophyre name. 
FELSITE (HJ) 
-Homogeneous pink to white aphanitic felsite d'ykes are the 
least abundant of any dyke-type. They ~re 80cm to- 2m thick and 
frequently have poorly defined chilled margins. 
•• 
·- Both HZ_ and ll3. dykes are unmetamorphosed but show signs of 
minor shearing, and are frequently int@rnally fractured along 
their margins. A few H2 dykes ·exhibit unusual sigllloidal joints 
'(Kranck, 19~1; King,l9,63) apparently due to late shearing 
- :.;-
parallel:to th~ country rock foliation. 
DiABASE (H4) 
Several near-vertical dykes 8 to 24m wide strike 
approximntely 080 across the Cape Makkovik peninsula. They 
commonly have 30 - 50% large (22clll max, 3-8clll ~verage) 
plagioclase phenocrysts which do not normally show . any preferred 





Figure 1-18: Porphyritic example of H4 diabase. Phenocrysts 
are up to 22cm across. Note the mat of smaller crystals at the 
left of the picture. 
Figure 1-19: H4 diabase with few plagioclase megacrysts. Note 
the concentration of phenocrysts at the dyke margin at the top 
of the picture. 
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widest dykes often have 2-5~ wide phenocryst-free borders. In 
• dykes with fewer phenocry!ilts. (e.g.fig.i-19), phenocusts·may be 
, . 
/ alignel! parallel to dyke m~rgins. Co!lcentration of · phenocrysts 
at dyke mar.gins occurs in a dyke on the east 'coast of Cape 
Makkovik peninsula. This contradicts normal flow laws 
· (Bhattacharji, 1967) and ~s . probably due to multiple intrusion 
. . . 
or varying speed of intrusion. 
Many thinner (lOcm to 2m) fine grained basaltic dykes 
follow a · similar s .trike. They wea.ther a similar mid-bro'wCl colour 
. I 
and are almost certainly related to the porphyritic dykes. 
/' 
Porphyritic dykes are not seen on Turnavik, but continue west of 
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CHAPTER!__ STRUCTURE ~~CHARACTERISTICS OF AILL~k ·BAY DYKES. 
A, REGIONAL DISTREBUTION 
The alkaline lamprophyres and carbonatites of the Aillik 
Bay alkaline intrusive .suite ate conceotrated in the northern 
. " ' 
parts of the Cape Makkovik and Cape Alllik peninsulas, and on 
the Turnavik Islands ( fi.&• 2-l). They rapidly diminish in number 
southwards and are rare south of the north end of Banana Lake on 
the Cape Makkovik peninsula . La~prophyres occur sparsely- on Dunn 
and Strawberry Islands (J.G.Burns, pers.comm.), but do not 
persist further along the coast to the southeast (C.F.Cower, 
pers.comm.) •· 
On Turnavik -Island, the vast majority of dykes are steeply 
dipping and strike between 040 and 060(fig.2-l), an~ so 
cross-cutting relationships to distinguish between periods of 
dyke eMplacement are not availab~e. 
·Three principal sets are present on Cape Makkovik 
( fig.2-2), and are lis-ted below irr approximate chronological 
order (oldest to youngest) as defined by cross-cutting 
relationships.: . 
(1) Vertical or steeply dipping, east-west striki~g dykes. These 
are c~rbonate- poor sannaites and olivine sannaites. 
(11) North to ·no-rthwest striking, steeply dipping dyke~> including 
ocellar sannaites wi t h variable amounts of c arbonate, and 
kimberlites. 
.-
(Hi) Low. angle sheet intrusions vith variable strike, mostly roughly 
. I. 







Figure 2-2: Contoured stereogram of poles to· alkaline 
complex dykes on the Cape Makkovik peninsula', .Contours 
at 1%, 3%, 7% and 11% per 1% ar.ea. 96 readings.· 
• 
.. 
Figure 2-3: Contoured stereogram of poles to foliation 
planes for the Alll i.k Group on the Cape Makkovik 
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.,.,· 
kimberlites and sannaites. 
Rarely, dykes of the second· set are seen to cut those of 
the first set. suggesting a small degree of contemporaneity. The 
low angle sheets are always youngest., 
Figures 2-3 to 2-5 summarise structural trends existing 
prior · to emplacement of the alkaline dykes. The main foliation 
of the Aillik Group (fig.-2-3: the 02 deforaaatlon of Clark, 
1974,1979) defines a structural trend not followed by any of the 
. . 
alkaline dykes. The abundant Heliklan diorites (H2 - see chapter 
2) form flat-lying sheets (fig.2-4), and the H4 diabase dykes 
have a consistent strike of approximately 080 degrees (fig.2-5). 
;The latter trend has clearly influenced emplacement of the first 
alkaline dykes, and the diorite sheets .may have influenced dips 
in the carbonate-rich lamprophyre sheets. 
The north to northwest striking second set of alkaline 
dykes on the Cape Makkovik peninsula · is not related to 
pre-existing structures. Together with the dominant strike of 
Turnavik Island dykes, it appears t o form a radial dyke system 
defining an intrusive centre to the northeast (fig.2-l). Data 
for the smaller islands of the Turnavik group are takert from 
Hawkins (l977). The bul.k of thes~. data are from Cape Aillik 
so that the apparent ~isagreement with the proposed site for the 
intrusive centre is exaggerated. The low angle sheets could be cone 
s:tleet.s- of the central complex, as will be discussed later. 
The regional joint patterns (fig.2-6) correspond t o dyke 
t r ends, incl.uding· the pre-akaline complex dykes, and isno~e earlier 
structures such as folds 'ana foliations . 
0 
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Figure 2-4: Stereogram of poles to H2 diorite . dykes. · 




Figure 2-5: Rose diagram showi ng orientation of H4 
" diabase<J"Ykes . 31 readings. 
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!!It~ 2-6:_ Contou!"ed stereoeram of poles to joint 
planes on the Cape llakkovik peninsula . Contours at 1~, 














B. FIELD CHARCTERISTICS OF Al.KALINE-COMPLEX DYKES 
(i) Sannaites 
Sannaites are mid-brown weathering dykes 6-60cm wide with a 
mid grey-blue fresh surface. Small phenocrysts of biotite with 
variable amounts of pyro1tene and olivine are set in a grey 
matril( with variable carbonate. Pyroxene-rich dykes with 
relatively little carbonate form Qassive dark br~.n dykes 
(fig.2-7), whereas more carbonate-rich dykes are lighter 
coloured and frequently have calcitic veins or . segr'e8ations • 
. The sannaites commonly have a coarsely porphyritic 
appearance due to carbonate and felsic globules up to 2cm 
across. The globules are i r regu la r in shape but a l ways have 
rounded edges. ;rhey may be ri!llme d by a thin film of fine gra i ned 
/ 
/ 
green or red material, and 'the carbonate within them may be 
stained red • 
.;--~-
Many dykes are banded parallel to - dyke margins due to 
multiple intrusion. Multiple intrusion is demonstra ted in 
fig.2-8, whe re a later dyke s epara_tes from an-earlier dyke and 
then intrudes it. Globules are generally larger toward the 
centre o f eac h in'trus i ve phase, and coarse r in l a ter magma 
pulses. Cont a cts bet;ween bands !'lay be sharp or grada tional. 
Sharp contac ts are most likely due to flow differentiat i on 
..  
causing concentra t ion of l arge r phenocrys t s t oward centre of 
... 
intrusive phases (Bha tt acharji, 1967; Ba r rie re,l976). Grouftd Mass 
minerals f r equently show li t t l e grain size c onr:ras t a c r oss s har p 
I• 
boundaries.< 





Figure 2-7: Carbonate-poor sannaite dyke. Chilled 
margins are only very poorly developed. 
~ 
Figure 2-8: Multiple intrusion in sannaites demonstrated 
by separation of bands. The later ocellar band 
reintrudes the earlier dykes. Host rock is 
hornblende-bearing megacrystic granite of Turnavik 
Island. 
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Hawkins (1977 0 · p.46-57); ·Ultramafic xenoliths are rare :ln tile · 
sannaites, but•do occur in thicker, more carbonate-rich dykes. 
( U) Kimber lites ( 
Kimberlit_es are easily distinguishable in the field by 
their yellow-orange weathering surface and nunerous megacrysts 
of bronze mica up to 3cm. across. 'rhe . fresh Sllrfac,e is light blue 
to grey with variable amounts of carbonate veining. Kimberlites. 
generally form much thinner dykes than sannaites. They rarely 
exceed 30cm in width, and. also occur as thin dykelets onl~.J.·-:-2cm 
wide, frequently parallel to a larger dyke. Mica and olivine 
phenocrysts are ubiquitous. 
Many dykes contai n elo-ngate rouncf'ed to sub-spherical 
' 
nodules as well as country rock slivers of variable size (up to 
45 K 20cm). Nodules are normally difficult to . identify due to 
fine grained red-brown alteration rims. Glimme~ites (biotite 
dominated rocks) are the most common ultramafic type, and 
usually measure Z-5mm, al thp,ugh some are up to )em across. 
Hawkins (1977 ,p.97) catalogued nodule types, and suggested they 
belong to the MARID suite as defined by Dawson and Sni th (1975). 
Titanomagnetite megacrysts occur ·in a kimberlite at thl! 
northwestern part of Turnavik Island (sample locality 378). 
Well defined carbonate globules are rarer in kimberlites. 
They are much more irregularly shaped and do not occur i n bands, 
and so are probably l a te s tage segregations. 
Multiple intrusion is common in kin~berli tes, frequently 
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intrude the margins of pre-existing d:rkes. Multiple intrusion is 
coomonest in the low angle sheets (recall fig.2-2), where the 
majority .of intrusive phases are carbonate-rich kimberlite 
( fig.2-9). 
(iii) Carbonatites and cArbonatised lamprophyres • 
Discrete carbonatites occur very rarely, but 
carbonatisation of other dykes is common. Alvikites (hypabyssal 
calci te-c:arbonat i tes: von Eckerm,ann ,-1948, 1966; . Heinrich, _. _ . 
1966,p.l2) are patchy red to greY: weatherin~ __ ?_ykes, and inf(ude 
' a large · number of xenolithic slivers. Thin alvikitic dykelet 
occasionally occupy cross-fractures in sannaite dykes whi~h w .· re 
presumably caused by epntraction during coqling. A befors it.e 
' ' 
(dolocitic equivalent of alvikite) occurs .close to Aillik 
I' 
village (Hawkins,l977), 
. ' Carbo~atisation is dominant in kimberlites, where carbonate 
forms the major part of ~ grol}ndr.~ass, and in thin section is 
seen to ps<!udomorph oli.v~e. In sannaftes the effects are less 
marked: some' carbonate~ in the groundm(lss, 
restricted to late v: ins or. dyke selvages. ·.Carbonate 
0 
precursors to later pulses' of san11..aite can result in 
but most; is 
rich 
carbonate-rich hands within sannaite dykes (fig. 2-10). 
Bands in kimberlite& are often poorly delined, apparently 
' 
due _to modifi ca tion of contacts between bands by late moveme'!t 
,. 
of carbonate-rich !luids .• Moveme nt of these ,fluids can' re.sult in 
carbonate 'f.rnnts' across which un~ffectea r _ock becomes becomes 












Figure 2-9: Banded carbonate-rich kimberlite dyke. 
Bands are due to multiple intrusion and flow 
differentiation of late-stage carbonate segregations. 
Figure 2-10: Multiple intrusion in kimberlitic dyke. 
The carbonate-rich selvage to the later intrusion is 
taken to be evidence for a volatile-rich precursory 
fluid. Mica is concentrated in the latest intrusion 
head, showing it to be volatile enriched . 
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(iv) Related ultra~fic · dykes 
U~usual medium-coarse grained ultramafic dykes occur ~t_ 3 
localiti,es; on~ on Turnavik Island (s~mple localities 369-370), 
and two on t"he wes_t coast of the Cape Makkovik peni¥ula (386 
and 429). The ,Turnavik dyke is a 60c::.m wide green- gt.~y. . 
weathering phlogopite-clinopyroxene-peridotite. The Cape 
Makkovik dykes are a green weathering mica-pyroxenite and a 
bronze-black p~oxene-car~onate-glimmerite. The mafic mineralogy 
is alkaline, and all the dykes have groundmass carbonate·. They 
r . 
are interpreted to be .related to the lamprophyr~ su+te, and not 
to earlier hornblende peridot •tes described by Hawklns (1977), 
The gJil1llllerite exhibits limited autobrecciat ion. j 
f 
i 
C. STRUCTURAL FEATURES OF INDIVIDUAL DYKES { 
, 
(1) Description of features 
Many _dykes are accompanied by 1- 6m wide zones of closely 
spac~d patallel jointing of the adjacent country rock. The 
joints are mostly several metres . long an~ ma·y be spaced a _s 
closely as 5-lOcm, particularly adjacent to nearly vert leal 
' . 
dykes. Fracture zones are restricted or . absent around sannaites, 
but alway~ accompany kimberlites and carbonatised rocks 
···· 
(fig.2-l2). 
Many dykes are not continuo·us along. th.elr length, but ·occur 
in segruents normally a few tens of metres long which have horned 











Figure 2-11: Carbonatisation front in a kimberlite sheet 
intrusion. Carbonate- rich yellow weathering kimberlite 
gives way to carbonate-poor kimberlite in the space of 
50cm. 
Figure 2-12 : Carbonate-rich kimberlite sheet intrusion 
forming part of the youngest dyke set. Note developnent 
of the fracture zone parallel to the dyke, and also local 
variation in dip. The dyke is cutting psammites of unit 






be connected by thin dykelets (fig. 2-lSa), or may have horns 
curved to face ea~h other (fig.2.:.15b). Tapered terminations are 
·fi:f 
commonest in dykes with a poorly developed fracture zone. 
Cooplex struc.tures (figs 2-15 e-g) oniy occur in dykes 15cm or 
less in' width. 
Dyke segments with i n paralle l fracture zones occur in an 
apparently random fashion, and are not arranged en echelon . 
across the fracture zone. Thi s situation also occurs in 
· ' 
. 
Greenland kimberlites (Andrews and Eme1eus,l975). 
Fracture~ adjacent to dykes are frequently filled by yellow 
weathering . carbonate-rich kimberlitic- material (fig.2-13)". These 
dykeiets are commonly found a& anastomosing networks between 
dyke segments within a fracture zone (fig.2-:14); and appear to 
be continuations of the selvages of the dykes. The dykelets may 
therefore be formed by a volatile-rich precursor t; dyke 
emplacement as described by Currie and Ferguson ' (l970). Rarely, 
zqnes of parallel fractures occupied by · in dykelets but with 
no- main intrusive body 9ccut. Anderson explained how a 
.lower "vi scosity fluid wnl assis t rap i d growth by s t ress 
· corrosion cracking. The mor e be unable 
to proceed to the end of the (Pollard, 
1973), 8\ld so the extremities of a dyke 'will r ema in. as th i n 
c~acks fi l l ed only by the . volatile~rich precuEso r y flu i d. 
Intrusion of the main magma body will reheat the d yke selva ge s· 
which 9ul h~ve chilled due to r .apid ex pans ion f n t he r apidly 
growing crack (Currie and Fe~gus?n , l970). This lea ds to 










Figure 2-13: Development of thin yellow-weathering 
carbonate-rich kimberlite dykelets in a parallel fracture 
zone adjacent to a kimberlite dyke. Host rocks are 
foliated granite (unit 10; bottom) and D2 diorite. 
Figure 2-14: Carbonate-rich kimberlite forming a 
vertical dyke on Turnavik Island. Dyke segments are 
interconnected by an anastomosing dykelet system which 
occupies cracks within the fracture zone. 
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Figure 2-15: Geometry of 
termination structures to 
Aillik Bay dlfke s. 
Scal e bars are lOcm, 
. ,. 
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. \ body, thus confusing age relationships. 
(ii) Formation of fracture zones and segr.lented dykes 
... 
McHone (1978) suggested that closely spaced joints adjacent 
to lamprophyres in New ~ngland could be cooling fractures. Later 
' 
minor tectonic movements could cause localisation of deformation 
at dyke margins due to contrasts in mechanical properties 
between dyke and host rock . Neither of these mechanisms explains 
the lack of such fractures adjacent to the earlier diab~se 
dykes, many of which follow the same stri~e as alkaline complex 
.. 
dykes. The occurrence of fracture zones wi t h oniy thin dykelets 
I 
' : · interpreted to be precursory to dyke ecplacernent suggests that 
fracture formation is an inherent part of carbonate-rich dyke 
emplacement and immediately precedes it • 
. . 
I 
Segmented dykes with or without tel"'mination structures have 
been described from dykes of differing COQposition 
(Ka.itaro, 1953; Barr~ere,l976b; Pollard~~·, 19 75 ) . 
Disconnected' parallel fractures associated with ·dyke 
intrusion have often been_assumed to be related to shearing 
- - - ~ 
(Hill,1977; Kaitaro,r-9-52). KV.taro (1952) ·s.uggcsts that shearing 
sim~ltaneou~ with dyke intrusion i~ hard to disprove where a 
I 
cros~-connecting dyke extscs (e.g ~ fig.2-15a). However, in cases 
' 
where th~ cross-connection is not present (e . g.fig.2-l5b) there 
is no evidence of shearing. · 
Segmented dykes are easiest to explain if they are assumed 
\ 
to split intO', fingers as they are intruded, rather than belng 
\-










in fig.2-i~ he treated as being 'Perpendicular to the maximum 
principal axis '\f 'the _stress field (0'1) into which th\ magma was 
intruded. The dyke segments ' would therefore bE simu1taneously 
intruded, and then progressively enlarg~. 
Rotation of principal axes of stress within the6'2- d3 plane . 
• i 
would cause a sheet to 
segments would result. 
~orne unstabl e, . and. breakup_ into 
The rotation of components would • 
presumably be due to very local inhomogeneities. This process 
would.ideally lead to an en echelon ,pattern (fig.2-16), but the 
Aillik Bay segmented dykes a·re apparently random. The dyke 
0 seg~~nts would exploit the weakened planes of a parallel 
fracture zone, and movement of magma within the fracture zone 
may mask the. en echelon pattern ). The fracture zone may even 
create the inhomogeneity required to initiate breakup of the 
sheet. 
Whilst the abov~ process ~ay explain ~egmented dykes within 
parallel fracture zones, the occurrence of sone segmented dykes 
without fr.acture zones sh'ows that other mechanisms · rous t be -
considered. 
Pollard et al.(l97~) described a possible mechanism for 
.l 
breakup of sills into fingers with no change in locat i on of 
_principal stress axe.s. This was i nvoked to expla in t he nut:lerous 
fingers at t~e periphery of a sill a t Shonkin Sag , 'Montana 
(Hurlbut ~nd Criggs,1939; Pollard et.al. ,1975), lntrusl,on of 
magr:La as a sheet requires much less ene_rgy expenditure than 
intrusio~ ~s fingers, because fingers must overcot:le greater 
. 
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Figure ·2-lp: Diagram showing breakup of a dyke into en 
echelon fingers by rotation of the inJermediate and 
minimum principal axes of stress. Intrus jon direction is 
indicated by the arrows.· Local wall-rock inhomogeneities 

















Pollard~ ~.(1975) cited tile fluid flow experiments of 
Saffman and Taylor . (1958), and prqposed that flow instability 
could lead to initiation of ··finger,s. By this mechanisc. several 
points on the leading edge of a m~gma sheet would move faster 
due to very local variations in effective shear strength of the 
wall rock, thus creating lobes in the advancing i nterface. 
\ ' 
Pollard.!.£ al.(l975) state that the magnitude of the instability 
will be approximately proportional to the viscosity contrast at 
the interface. Volatile- rich magmas have low viscosities and. 
would therefore be more lik~ly to break up. Also, the gr owth of 
fingers will be limited by cooling and crystalHsation: rapid 
solidification w~u~d occur unless volatiles remai n trapped 
within the . dyke. so that this process could be importa nt in 
volatile-rich ·dykes without fr ac ture zones. 
Horned termination st:ructurcs will occur where dy ke 
segments grow laterally past one another in the d irec tion of.(2 
(f ig.2-17)_. -·Enlargement of the s·egment:s.wi'fl be dominated by 
. ' 
.. 
lateral ext:ension 8?s intrusion proceeds from 2-17a ~:Jo 2-17b, 
. since deformation will concentraterat dyke edges .( Po llar~ and 
o, 
J ohnso n,l-973; Pollard,l973). Stress concentration \Jill occur in 
till/ region of overlap, and mutual' attraction toward the region 
of overlapping yield zones \Jill oc.cur (fig. 2-l7b: Frank,l965) • 
. 
Union of two segments ma y be rea l i sed where a cross- fracture 
occurs (as ~n. fig.2-15a). The l a t e ral move rncn t of magma -explains 
rotation of . blocks of count ry rock be tween dyke scgJJents 
( f ig. 2- I 5 c ) • 
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Figure 2-17: Diagram t:o explain cross-connec tions and 
horned terminn t ton structures. All diagrams are cross 
sections perpendicular to the principal direction o f 
intrusion. Dyke segments (a) expand in the direction of 
sigi!U!I c.2 _. When adjacent segments overlap (b) stress 
concentration occurs at x and causes mutual attraction. 
Horned termination structures (as f ig.2-15a) are caused 
by segments propaga ting past each other at a distanc e too 
great to r e su l t in stres s concentration (c). After 
extenslol,l in the direction of sigma 2 occurs, thic ken i n g 
of the segments h possible, suc;h that the critical 
distance y' becomes small enough f or mutua l a'ttraction t o" 
occur. This process leaves relict horns. 
A 8 
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-stress concentration was great enough to cause attl;'ect ion 
(f1g.2-l7c). Continued intrusion causes thickening as '..'ell as 
extension of dyke segments, until overlapping of yield zones 
causes formation of the connection (f1g.2-l7d). The horn would 
.. be a~andoned as soon as mutval attraction occurs. 
Irregular and lobate terminations (fig.2-l5 e-:-g) cay be due 
to the co111bined effect of pre-existing fractures and volatile 
action. The alkaline nature of volatiles trapped ~t the sides of 
'11/, a propagating dyke will assist corrosion of wall rock 
· (Hartin, 1980; Paterson,l97S,p. 78). Rapid accur.JUlatlon of 
volatiles will facilitate· t: apld c t: ack gt:owth a·nd opening of 
pr e-existing fractures by stress corrosion (Anderson,l979; 
Mart in and . Durharn,l97S) • 
. D. THE A ILLIK BAY INTRUSIVE SUITE AS A CENTRAL CO~!PLEX 
(a) Structural features of central complexes 
As noted ear lier, the orientations o f dykes on Turnn vik 
. r 
Island and the Cape MakKovik peninsula suggest tha t the y r adiate 
about a centre to the northeast (fig.2- l). The east-west 
striking dykes on Cape Makkovik and thei r' rare~ cou[\terparts on 
Turnavi k could be cone sheets. Fig. Z-i inc lude s da t a from Cape 
Aillik and other islands of the Turnavik group from Ha'...'k i ns 
(1977). 
A verti ca l dyke on Strawbe rry Isl.a nd has · a s o utheas t e r-ly 
s t rike (R.A.Doher t y, pers . comm.), support ing the radial swarm 
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Turnavik Island. where they are of northeasterly-or easterly 
strike. However, the bulk of measurements are from only 65 
degrees of arc, and s~ch a sample is, on its own, perhaps too 
sinall to justify the supposition of a central complex. lt is 
therefore pertinent to consider the ev.idence· of other features 
at Aillik Bay. 
The following features support the idea of a central 
c 01:1ple x: 
(i) Radial dyke systems are often centred around a visible stock, 
as at Rhum, northwes~rn Britain (Dunham and . Emeleus,l967) and 
Spanish Peaks, Colorado (Ode,l957; Johnson,t970). 
( ii) Kimberlitic lamprophyres are so commonly asso.ciated with 
central complexes, as at Alno, Sweden (von Eckermann,l966) and 
Fe~, Norway (Griffin and Taylor, 1975), that Dawson {l967L 
proposed the name 'central complex kimberlite' • A.l so, Rock 
(1977, p.l40_) remarked '(dyke) swarms unconnected with central 
plutons seem to carry proportio.nately fewer lamprophyres than 
those r 'adiat ing from plutons'. 
(iii) The prescnc.e of· low angle . sheets in the intrusive suite is 
only easily explained by a nea r by magma chamber (Ph1llips,l974; 
Faller and Soper,l978). 
The last of these ~equi~es further explanation. The 
presence of carbonatite in the low angle sheets cannot be used 
· , 
to infer a separate strw;,tural event because carbonatis·ation 
commonly .occurs along pre-existing dykes. Kimberlite occurs both 
, 
in radial dykes and low angle sheets. 
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significance. Ramsay and Sturt (1970) introduced a cutoff of 
30cm in their study of dyke emplacement in nort!twestern Norw<~.y, 
below which thickness they considered sheet dips could be 
entirely a facet; of ver;y loc_alised stre,ss fields. 
The 3 dy~e sets at Aillik Bay can be explained by ~ simple 
model with ·a gradually rising ma~ma diapir. This is 6ull)Jllarlsed 
in Fig.2-18d. 
As ·tne diapir rises due to density cot1trast between its 
magma and the surrounding rocks,(l is vertical or near-ve-rtical, 
and d3 is radial (fig.2-18a). The relative magnitude of d1 will 
gradually increase due to lessening of overburden as the diapir 
nears the land surface, until failure occurs in a plane 
,g 
perpendicular tod3 (Anderson ,I 951). Intrusion of ma:gma into 
• f.ractures formed in this way will result in conic . dykes. The 
east-west early s~t of dykes at Aillik Bay are interpreted to 
have formed in this manner. 0 . Th~ . formation of radial dykes requires doming of the 
surface around the upwelling magma. On a well-developed dome, 
the weight of the rocks will tend ' to slide off the .magma dome, 
so that the r.Jagni tude of cf3 increases away from the centre of the 
dome_. Thus, a central zone of lateral tension. gives way to a 
-
zone of compression (f ig.2-18b) ~n whic~ frac tures will be 
· radial. 
The low angle sheets could be caused by a hui ld up of 
pr~ssure in the magma chamber (Phillips,l974: fig.2-18c). Under 
~ 
these conditions,dl would be perpe-ndicular to the magr-rock 
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.Figure' !:..!.!!.:_ Development of dykes sets seen at Aillik 
Bay in relation to a central complex. (a) Vertically 
directed s.,.t.resses. due to emplacement of a magma chamber 
cause ring dykes in the region of incipien~ uplift. (b) 
Doming of rocks with continued upward movt!tnent causes the 
minimum principal axis of stress to change from radial to 
concentric a\.ray from the C:entre due to th~ weight of 
uplifted rocks tending to slide f rom the dome. Resultant 
fractures are therefore radial at a distance from the · 
cent r~. (c) Expansion of a high level magma chamber by 
retrograde boiling or introduction of volat i les frow 
"below causes tangential sigma 3·.: The surface 'is the only 
direction in which material can inove in order· to 
alleviate pressure buildup. Shear fraitures develop as 
shown, and will' extend to surface if shear stresses are 
maintained, or else will flatten out to form sheet 
fractures as seen on Cape Makkovik. (~) Emplacement 
model for Aillik Bay dykes using a combinat i on ~f a, b 
and c. An upward moving magma cha.mber (I l-I2-I3) could 
cause ring dykes (dl) followed by radial dykes (d2) and 
low-angle sheet intrusions (d3). 
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3 dimensions) in fig.2-18c), and(} is tangential to the magma 
chamber. The roof of the magma chamber would be the only part : 
able to move to car.tpensate the compression, ahd -.so s~ear 
fractures would develop as shown. The fractures would either 
steepen to the surface if shear stresses were maintained 
(Phlllips,l974), or flatten out _to lie in ~he6J-n plane (Piper 
and Gibson,l972). The increastng importance of volatiles in the 
later stages of intrusion at Aillik Bay supports this idea, 
This process is clearly more applicable at shallow depths 
_, 
because of the .relatively limited rise 'in cagma pressure needed 
to 9Vercome the ov_erburdcn. The increased aspect ratio of t .he 
intrusion (diameter of magma chamber/ dept? below surface) at 
shallow depths wouid assist form~tion o( cane sheets with low 
angle dips (Phillips,l974). 
..  
B~hat (1979,198Q) h~s recently suggested formation of cone 
.. sheet fractures by a Hert:o:ian fracture process as the""N.rst 
stage in the structural evolutio~ of an igneous ceptre, This 
th~ory is developed from experiments where brittle solid is 
loade~ith a spheric~l indenter (Bahat,l980,p.46)-464) 
producing a cone shaped fracture which is :ini~ia;Lly steep but 
becomes progressively flatter away from the source (fig.2-19). 
This process could apply to . the two 'ring dyke' epi~des at 
Aillik Bay. Dy.kes of the earliest set may appear artificially 
steep due to the in! luence of the earlier H4 diabase, and so the ' . 
applicability of a Hertz ian fracture model is difficult to 
assess, Hertzian fracture may be preferabl~ tor expla i ning this 
early dyke ' set;, ' because cra·ck propagation could .occur at 
64 
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Figu-re 2-19: Typical shape of Hertz ian conic fract'ures 
(c) produced experim_entally by injection of a dense 
liquid into a cylindrical hole .(i). Init-ially steep 
fractures (A) flatten out to interme~te dip. A thinner 
plate (or _shallower intrusive centr~~auses low-angle 
sheets (B) which fl a tten out d{stally. S- represents 
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relatively low magma pressures (Bahat,l980,p.466). 
Conic fractures developed later from higher igneous centre 
(13 in fig.2-18d) would have a proportionately lower angle of 
dip. (fig.2-l9b). Dyk.es utilising such fractures may be less 
prone to follow earlier vertical structures. 
Any preference for either process of fractu~ing does not 
'affect l:'he proposed sequence of events. 
. (b) The Size~ the Aill'ik ~central complex 
. . 
.. 
Extrapolation of dyke trends can only give an approximation 
of tl:!e location of the centre of the complex, and so other 
factors must be used to gain an idea of the size of the complex • 
. On the Cape Makkovik ~eninsula dykes diminish rapidly in 
I . . num~er to the sou~h, and are rare south of t,he north end of 
-.. 
Banana Lake (f ig.2-p. Radial dyke swarms characteristically 
show concentration of dyk~s wl t h i n a few degrees of arc in 
several direcrions (Kaitaro,l953; Agard,l960; Johnson,l970,p.403 
and 416). A·relatively small scatter of dyke orientations such 
as exists on Turnavik &nd Cape Makkovik (fig.2- l) would be 
66 
expected I dyk~-rich zones , " 'Ail~tk Bay dykes do not occur on 
the rnainlan4 coast other than at : cape Aillik and Cape ~lakkovik. • 
J ' Ex,tensions from radial dyke systems arc most .J.ike .~y wht:rt-e 
I 
radiay fract~res can expl?it a set of pre - existing pa ra llel 
frac~ures. The alter native view of a local increase in the 
devi~toric !tress field reduc ing scatter i~ dyke orientation 
(Davidson and Pa rk,l978) is no t in keeping with_formation of 
radial dykes by hydraulic tension fracture, which requires low 
... 
. : 
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' ~ •\ : ... ~ .. ,. ,. .r.. " ·1. 
.. 
deviatoric stre\ s• There 'apparently is no dyke-rich zone 
parallel to the \egional ~oli~tion, since Clark (1971) did not 
see abundant lamp\ophyres on the shores of Kaipokok Bay. 
The area cov~ed by radial dyke systems fro~~central 
c01:1plexes ..is extre~ely variable. Dykes extend up to 2Skm fro1::1 
the 4km di.ameter Al~o complex in Sw~cn (von Eckermaon,1966; 
Kresten,l980), 9km t ·rom the 3km diameter Tundulu complex in 
- I • 
Malawi (Carson,l966; Gittins,l~66,p.431), more than 20km at 
. \ . 
McClure Mt., Colorado (Gittins ~ 1966,p.S31), 5km \t Chisangaya, 
Zimbabwe ·(Hcinrich,l96 ,p.29) and 
I 
Nam~bia (Gittins,l966,~.463)~ ! 
i 
I . . . 
30km at Swartbooisdorf, 
More extensive swarms are . commonly associated with a number 
.. ,. . , . I 
of centres, as at the 40km long ~allander Bay-Manitou 
'Islands-Burrit Island-Iron Is~anJ group in Ontario •(Currie, 
I I 
I975,p.72-83), or with a numh r of satellitic stocks around a 
-~~ \ I 
large intrusion. · Exi\mples of t~e la.t ter type .are the 90km swarm 
. . . \ 
at Gross Brukkq~:os, Namibia. (Ja\e ,1969), 25km at Jombo. Kenya 
\ . 
(Gittins,I966,p.422), 100 square ~iles at Shawa, Zimbabwe 
~ .' \ 
(Johnson,l966,p.2ll) and the e,xtre1~ely large Pilanesbe rg centre 
.·T 
. l 
• i,n S.\)uth Africa (Ferguson,l973) • 
A lOOkm lamprophyre swarm in lew Zealand is related to a 
rround surface ( Cooper , 1:-~rge intrusion .he low the pres ~nt 
1971,1979). 
i 
~he Aillik Bay swarm c ould th~s be c onsider ed quite 
extertsive, assuming that it l~ related to a s i ngle s tock at the 
• position· shown ,in fig.2-l. 
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' unusual, but Walker (1975) notes that flat lying sheet~ with 
locally variable dip are characteristic of distal cone sheets. 
Secher and Larsen (1978) describe tangential dykes 20km from the 
centre of the Sarfartoq carbonatite in western Greenland . 
(c) Regional Considerations ~The Labrador Sea rift 
The A1111k Bay intrusive suite is one of a series of 
alkaline rock occurrences on the borders of the Labrador Sea. 
_(til 
There were at least three major periods of activity, naDely 
s 
1300-1000 Ma, 600-570 Ma and Mes ozoic. 
Lamprophyres, -carbonatite~ and kimberlites occur along an 
. . 
llOOkm stretch of the coastline of West Gr<!enland from lvigtut 
in t~e south to Umanak in the north. 
Cardar age (1300-1000 Ma) rocks co~prise numero~s alkalic-
igneous complexes, mostly foyaite, nordmarkite and granite, of 
~hich I limaus s a q and Igdlerfigssalik are the best known. The 
.. ' 
Gar:dar intrusions include late-stage alkalic lamprophyres 
(Upton,l970,1974; MacDonald,l966; Emeleus and Upton,l976). 
' . Ki~berlites and lamprophyres of late Precambrian and 
Mesozoic age are concentrated in tbe Ivigtut-Frederikshaab 
Isblink area (Andrews.l969;· Andrews and Emeleus.l975,1976; 
Ha~sen,l980) at around 62°N and south of Hols t e i nsbo rg at 66-67° 
• N (Bridgwater~ al.,L973; Escher ,and Watterson.l973; Brooks et 
~1. • 1978; Scott ,1979). 
Kimberlites of the Fredcrikshaah area have bee~ dated 
i sot opically at 609-584 Ma (1.':-Ar : B:ddgwa t er , 1970 , 1971) and 
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Bridgwater.l970), Alkaline lamprophyres and ·carbonatites in this 
'·area are Mesozoic (168-162 Ma by K-Ar: Walton,l966; Larsen,. 
1966; Bridgwater,l970; Larsen and Moller, l9684). 
The Holsteins borg dykes include l~te ... Precambrian (Andrews 
and Emeleus,l976) kimberlites ~nd lamP(ophyres which a~e 
believed to be related (Scott,l979). The S carbonatite 
complex in the eastern part .of the Hq)s t e insborg a 
developed dyke s~tem (Secher, and Lars~n,1978,1980; 
Lar~en,l980) .'' 
Lamprophyres occur in the Umanak area at. 71° )I and appear to 
.  
be of two ages: . 600 Ma (K~Ar: Larsen and Moller,l968b) and 
I 
. 
Tertiary (30-40 Ma: Clarke and Pedersen, lj76). The Tertiary 
69 
lamprophyres are said to include kersantite, camptonite and 
__( 
monchiquite, and cut Tertiary basal tic lavas which are believed 
to be rela ted to the rifting of Ba ffin Bay (tlarke and 
Upton,l97l). 
The history of extensional tectonics in the L'abrador Sea is 
t~ought to cover almost 660 Ha. Ooig (197 0) suggested that the 
600-570 Ha alkaline rocks are assoc;iated with. a · widespread 
rifting episode including the St.La~rence rift (Kumarapeli. 
'· \ 
1978) . .Disturbance at this time is supported by t lie 
palaeomagnetic wo rk of Fahri g ~ al.(l 971_), but no r.1ajor 
continental separation occurred until after the Hesozo ic 
emplac~ment of the coast-parallel dyke swarm of West Greenland 
(Watt, l969; Fahrig and Freda ,l9 75 ). This swarm is cu t ~y 
lamprophyres dated at 16 2 Ma by Larsen and Mo l ler (1968a). 






of the southern Labrador Sea (Andrews and Emeleus,1975). T.he 
later Umanak lamprophyres are probably related to late 
Cretaceous-Terclary continuation of the rift into Baffin Bay. 
' As noted earlier, the "8e of the Aillik aay roc:ts is 
uncertain: an age of 570 Ma was obtained radiometrically (K-Ar: 
Leech~~· ,1963), and a Mesozoic ~;~ge was obtained b>· King and 
McMillan (1975) on tile ~as~s of Mesozoic nannofossils found in a 
breccia which is cut , by carbonatitic dykelets. Both ages fit in 
~ith known periods of alkaline activity in the Labrador Sea 
area, but Hawkins (1977) considered that the 570 ~Ia date 1o1as 
influenced by excess argon in micas "(Eva ns and Tarney,l964). 
Dates of around 600 Ma in Greenland have been simila rly 
questioned -. It is possible that the btrik of the Ai llik Ray dyke 
'swarm was emplaced 570 Ha ago, and that it was affected by 
carbonatite activity in M~sozoic t imes . 
Later magmas c~monly focus on earlier intrusive centres. 
McHone (1978) describes lamprophyres in New England '.Jh i.ch are 
concentra ted ~round centres ~hich they clearly postd~te in all 
cases. The link between coexistlng alkaline rocks may be · 
structural . rather than genetic . A nunber of int~u~ions, either 
discrete or cupolas of a much larger intrusion at depth, will 
greatly complicate stress patterns. La~~r intrus~o n9 are likely 
to be influence d by fracture. syst~s fo rmed by earlier stocks 
(Moore,t975). 
Alkali n e central c omplexes are very commonly as so c i ated · 
with major geological lineament s , which may be major geological 
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Stracke!:..£~~ .1979). The Aillik Bay complex sits astride t:he 
Archean-Aphebian boundrt')\_ (fig.2'-l). This boundary was the site 
'1 \ 
') 
of considerable movement during the Hudsonian orogeny 
. I " 
(Marten,1977), and may have €ontrolled the siting of alkaline 
magmatism. 
Igneous centres on the margins of rift zones· are sa i d in 
many cases ,to be focused on lineaments transverse to the rift 
(Mohr and Potter,l976). These may be landward extensions of 
oceanic fracture zones (Stracke~~· ,1979; McHone, 1978). 
Mathias (1974) suggested that the Walvis Ridge fracture zone in 
the southern A,tlant ic may have influenced parallel zones of 
< • 
alkaline rocks of the Lu.capa graben, Angola (Rodrigues,l970) and 
the Damaraland region, Nam i bia (Martin_!£~.,1960). 
Increasing alkalinity .away fron rifts is a comnon feature 
of rift-related igneous activity (Neumann and Ramberg,l9 78). 
This relationship .holds for transverse linearne~ts in 
I 
southeastern ·Australia (Stracke~ al.,l979; Feq~uso n, 1980) 
where kimJ;>e r 11 tes are t he furthest inlAnd expression of the 
lineaments. Alkaline magmatism migr a t es t oward cratonic areas 
h.ence the occurrence of carbonatite as the latest phase of 
activity at Aillik Bay. The position of the Sarfarto q 
carbonatite compleJt at t he .eastern · end of the Holsteinshorg 
' 
alkaline intrusive region ls · not eworthy. 
• ' 
' Many o f the ab·bve points can .l:>~ amalgamated to suggest: that 
a distaf position on a simple .rift and t ransverse lineament 
system best suits the evidence at · Aillik Ba y. This ana logy dr a wn 
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Aillik Bay. Detailed gravity and magnetic surveys are not 
available nearshore, but the regional gravity survey defines an 
east- west anomaly aligned with the proposed central complex 
(Van der Linden and Srivastava,197S). The anomaly is 
approximately parallel with the Gienyllle front, which occurs 
50-BOkm to the south (Gower~ al. 1 1980). Van der Linden and 
Srivastava (1975) state that left-lateral offset, which occurred 
in the southern Labrador Sea during rifting, was on strike from 
the Grenville Front, so that deep structural control associated 
with this feature 'is very _ likely. 
Geophysical surveys led Van ·der Linden (l975) to propose a 
model ,Jf extension by crustal attenuation for the Labrador Sea, 
althou'gh he notes that preference for this or for more · 
conventional sea-floor spreading models is largely a oatter of 
ch~ice (Vander Lindcn,l977,p•210), Black~ 2..!.•(1976) note that 
modification of a continental margin by, such a process : could 
lead tQ · considerable changes in stress fields' which may in turn 
affect intrusive pat.terns. 
, 







CHAPTr;R 3 : PETROGRAPHY and MINERAL CHEMISTRY 
SANNAITES 
Sannaites are alkaline lamprophyres characterised by 
titanium-rich biotite or kaersutite set in a fels~c groundruass 
dominated. by K-feldspar. The sannaites can be divided into 
olivine-rich and olivine-poor varieties. The amount of olivine 
may vary considerably within banded dykes suggesting ~eparation 
of olivine-rich and olivine-poor types from a similar so.urce. 
Mineralogical differences are more extreme in discrete dykes of 
each type. 
Phenocrysts in the sannai tes are olivine · and salt tic 
pyroxene· plus later mica and titanornagnctite. These form a 
I • 
seriate panidiomorphic texture with groundmass minerals which 
may include pyroxene, titanomagne tite, biotite;· apatite, 
K-feldspar, rutile, nepheline, carbonate and analcite. 
Olivine is ·the earliest formed phase and now occurs a!; 
roun,ied phenocrys_ts between O.Sram 'and LSmr.~ in size. Olivine has 
most of the chemical features described later for the 
'"':;: 
submicrocrystall1ne carbonate.-~ 
olivine-rich. sannaites, but: ·is usually totally pseudor.~orphed by 
' . · :' 
Clinopyroxene phenocryst's are cotnmon only in olivine-poor 
sannaites • which are also characterised by more abunda nt felSic 
- ~inerals (K-feldspar and nepheli"ne) in the groundmass. The 
pyro~ene forms colourLess to pale grey euhedral phenocrysts or 
rarer glomeroporphyritic aggregates. l'henocrysts are strongly 
















and poorer in Si (table 3-l,analyses 1-_5). 
Small cores of green sodic pyroxene occur rarely in large 
phenocrysts. ~t is not known whether these are xenocrysts or 
early phenocrysts. 
Clinopyroxene also forms the bulk of the groundmass in the 
form of pale green O.Olmm to O.OSmm long tabular to acicular 
pyroxene crystals. 
Groundmass pyroxenes are variable in composition. In the 
HgSi03-CaSi03~eSi03 system most plot in the wqllastonite-rich 
region beyond t~e diopside-hedenbergite join (fig.3-l). "They are ; -.:~ 
{ 
rich in Ti02, Al203 and Cao · in common with those in oany silica 
undersaturated alkalic rocks (Hitchell,l980; Akasaka and 
Onuma,1980; Curtis and Gittins.l979). Thin deep ·green. rims to 
. . 
groundmass pyro~ene crystals are found in the more evolved 
feldspar or nephel1.Ae ocellic sannaites (fig.3-2). The rims are 
too thin for re].iable ptobe data to be obtained. but Cooper 
(1979) described acmHic rims in very sitdlar·. rocks from. New 
Zealand. A ~ate acmUic trend is common in pyrox;enes _of 
. ' . 
nephelinitic rocks (Mitchell,l980; Comes~!.!.·· 1970). 
Oxide and opaque phases are extremely varied ,in the 
s'nnait~s. Host are euhedral groundm~ss crystals and crystal 
aggregates O.Olmm to 0.2mm across. Early-formed c r ys tals nay ' .be 
Up to 0.7 X Q~)mm, and are mostly . relatively pure, 
titanomagnetites. Grou.ndmass titanooagnetites contain 
appreCiable Mg and Al, and have lower . Ti contents (table 3-2). 
The ·low Ti contents may ··be due to contam.poraneous · rutile 
_crystallisation. Rutile occasionally occt-urs ·as intergrowths Cith 
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TABLE 3-1: ' Representative anal yses of pyroxenes from sannaite. 
Sample no. 325-71 325-72 325-76 32>-79 325-82 33.32a-54 
SHJ2 45.62 46.28 43.90 44.89 45.13 47.91 Al202 
-7.63 8.72 9.84 8.50 6.65 4.45 T102 2,64 2.16 3.00 2.37 . 2. 77 2. 7 5 FeOt 6 .• 75 8. 76 6. 75 ,6 .25 7.62 6. 38 CaO 23.33 21.26 22.88 22.88 23.39 23.51 MgO 12.45 11.06 11.61 12.35 12.53 13.24 
MnO 0.09 0.16 0.07 o.o& 0.11 0.10 Na20 0.58 l.lB o.ss 0.62 0.34 0.55 ~20 o.oa 0.01 0.02 . 0.01 0.00 0.01 . 
---~-----------------------------------------------------Total 99.11 99.61 98.62 97.95 98.54 98.91 
End members (by the method of Cawthorn and Collerson,1974) 
. Jadeite 3.88 •7 .67 3.67 4.03 2.26 3.95 
Acmite 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 ., 
CaTiTscb, 6.68 5.46 7.58 . 5.91 7.17 7. 61 CaTsch. 13.04 15.65 16.96 17.38 10.36 . 0.05 Wollas; 35.50 3 i.31 33.14 33.36 36.94 42.32 
Ens tat. 31.26 28.88 29.07 30.53 32.13 36. 15 
Feiros. 9.64 8.84 9.58 8. 78 11.13 9.93 
Sample no.3332a-2a L519-33 LS19-36 408-67 408-68 408-10 Si02 45.86 50.59 50.73 . 46.83 46.85 45.96 -~ ..... ,, 
Al203 4.30 1.99 1.60 3.30 4.13 "4 .28 
Ti02 2.34 3.35 1.34 3.42 3.42 4.20 
FeOt 5.87 . . 9.23 5.52 6.69 6.45 7.29 
<;a6 ·24 ~OS 
... 
19.62 21.50 24.76 23.07 25.45 MgO 15.38 14.54 16.02 14.34 13.38 13.22 
MnO 0. 14 0.11 0.04 ·0.07 0.10 0.07 
Na20 0.45 . 0.64 0.66 0.30 0.77 0.29 
' 
.. _ Kto 0.02 0.08 0.02 o.oo >, 0.02 .0.01 
-----------------.-----------------------------------------
I 
Total 98.41 100.15 97.43 ' 99.71 98.19 100.80 
End members· (by the method .of Cawthorn and Collerson, -1974 ) 
Jade it~ . . 3.08 5.41 4.92 2.13 5.72 2 .}0 
J 
Acmite o.oo . 0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
CaTiTsch. 6.04 10.1.4 J:ao . ... 9.43 9. 70 ,,11.55 . I · CaTsch. 2.25 -16.24 -5.40 -6.73 -6.77 -6· 75 
· Wollas. . 40.65 41.32 42.89 45.61 4.3.43 45.77 l Ens tat. 39.95 43.64 45.03 39.19 37.59 36.03 
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Figure 3-2: Development of green pyroxene adjacent to 
felsic groundmass in sannaite. Groundmass here is 
carbonate, analcite and apatite. 
Magnification x 200 
Figure 3-3: Sannaite: acicular pyroxene and apatite 
plus granular opaque phases in a felsic gcoundmass. 
Poikilitic inclusion of these minerals in mica (centre) 
demonstrates late formation of mica. 
Magnification x 60 
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TABLE 3-2: Representative analyses of oxide minerals from . · 
sannaite 
I 
Sample ·no. 333-03 333-04 333-06 333-05 333-07 
Cr20'3 0.00 . 0.00 o.oo o.oo 0:.00 
"Al203 0~96- 2~87 0.96 0.05 0.5~ \ . Ti02 7.00 11.93 24.89 95.35 93.9.2: . 
FeOt 84.76 76~41 7L29 0.49 0.63 
HgO b.tB 3.56 0.02 ·. o.oo o.oo 
HnO 0.13 0. 77 O·. 15. 0.00 0.01 
--------------------------------~-----------------t Total . 93.03 95.54 : t 97.31 95.89 " 9 5 •. l.l 
Stru,ctural formula on_ the basis of 4 oxygens; 
Cr 0.000 0.000 o.ooo 0.000 . 0.000 
Al 0.054 0.146 0.046 0.002 0 .0'18 
Fe 3.396 2. 752 2.411 0.011 0.015 Ti 0.252 0.386 0.757 1.993 l. 979 
! . Hn 0.005 0.028 o.qos 0.000 o.ooo 
Hg 9.013 0.229 . 0.001 0.000: 0.000 
' . ; 
. ' 
\ 
; - .; ., 
·. 
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groun~mass pyroxenes. The oxides lack twinning and exsolution 
f~atures.7The most evolved sannaites contain subordinate amounts 
• • > 
of pyrite ~s the latest. op!lque phase·. Pyrite . forms rims on 
rutile crys.tala. 
Mica occurs as relatively large (up to 3mlll-) but . late 
crystals which poikilitically enclose acicular· salite and 
granular titanor.~agnetite (fig.3-3). The: crys~a1s ar.e str~ngly 
z.oned froc pleochroi.c cores (O(•p~le to !llid green-brown; . 
1 ,X= neu~ral to mid green-brown) to d~p red~brow'R rims. (~­
neutral to pale olive green;~,~~ reverse pleochroic olive green 
to deep red-b~own) (fig.3~4) . . · 
. ·. . . 
Che~ical compositions. of t~e micas are lis_ted in table 3-~. 
Reverse pleochroic red-brow~ riras have been observed in - true , _ 
·-
._ •! 
'kimbe.rlites (Emeleue and Andrew&-,1975) and ij{ ·. ·' 
carbonatlte-re'lated rock,$ (He1ntich!l966,p.l~8; Ml~c~e·t)-'.1980)~ · 
.· .. 
• !! ' . · 
the ·red riM at Aillik B~y have :very hi&h. · F~O/(Fe~~go_) a11d. lo.w ; .-
A-1203 ,r~la~ive to :· th~ ~ores. Ch~m.ca.i'~r-~~ds ' ~t ~e_ri . , · 
' ' • j • -· • - : •• • : · ' : ~ ... . • . , 
('Mitch-ell,l980) -and Pyraad.defjcld -(Emeleus .. and Anlfrews,L975) are_ 
··. . ·.- - :- . . . . . : -
stmila r but Al201• loss . fs.' mor;:~xtt'e~e. ·· Red _ re~e-ts~ ;{~och~oi·~-~ · 
. . ' . . ... . ' ' ~ 
is _attributed to: f'~rric iron s>ccl1P¥ln$ tet-r'a~E~4rat :si'tes Ln 
.,.· 
place of · Al (Faye ·ana Hog~rth, l9~8). 
1._ · -·. ·-
· Hie~~ are conu~only corr'oded : by the- ~c t lq~ of vc;>la t'lles ' 
concentrcated .in · la~e - sta~~" ft~ic.s, · ~~d. 1~' .r:/la,ny cases · the r-~d 
. rlros are __ _ rernov~d. T.he lat~ ted- bro..m Pe:;,ri~h. m!~a is }omlnant ·, _ 
· in sannal_tes wlth ;htghes.t nioda_l mica> wl)e~.~ '~t f~-r~~ :.s::~all 
• ' • ~~ "- • ' ' I ~ : • • '.'~ : ... ' ·~ ' • • .'• • • '. tl • · :. - ~- ' . \ ' - • • • 
e 'uhedr'al..cr¥s.tals a(\d h the lAtellt crys-i:allis~ni mafic phas,e • . 
.:· .. ~- :\·. 
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.. TABLE 3-3: 
----
Representative analyses of micas froM sannaite 
Sample no~3332b-31 3332b-32 333-50 333-51 333-53 333-54 
Si02 37.46 37.50 37.7 5 37 . 02 37.71 37.28 
Al203 15.16 15A54 15.25 15.52 15.02 15. 29 
Ti02 3.17 2.50 2 . 73 3.23 3.25 3. 16 
FeOt 10.55 9.55 9.82 9.88 9.74 9.93 
CaO 0.08 0.08 0.03 o.o6 · 0.04 o.o4 
MgO 18.93 19.55 19.22 19.27 19.39 19.21 
MnO 0 . 11 0.19 0.1 4 0.14 0.14 0 . 14 
Na20 0.36 ·. 0. 31 0.37 0.32 0.37 0. 37 
K20 . 8.51 8.70 8. 77 9.00 9.21 8.91 
----------------------------------------------------------
Total 94.33 93.92 94.08 94.44 94.8 7 94.33 
S tructur<~l formula on t:he ba sis of 22 oxygens; 
Si 5 . 513 5.520 5.55'• . 5.446 5 . 519 5. 486 
Al 2 . 630 -2.696 2.645 2 . 691 2.591 2-.652 
Fe 1 • 29-9 1.176 1.208 l. 215 1.192 1.222 
Ti 0.351 0.277 0.302 . 0. 357 0.358 o. 350 
'ijn O.Ol4 0.024 0.017- 0.017 0.017 0 .018 
Mg 4.153 4.290 4.2l5 4. 226 4.231 4 . 214 
,K 1.598 1.634 1.646 . 1.689 }. 720 1. 673 
Na 0 . 103 0.089 0 . 106 0.091 0.105 0 . 106 
ca o.o i 3 0.013 0.005 0 . 01 0 . 0.006 0. 006 
Samp.J,e no. 333-55 
.. 
333-5'6 333-59 333-60 333-61 333-63 
.I S102 36.52 36.45 36.07 35 .• 15 36. 76 3 7 .13 
Al203 15.09 15.1 L 8.92 8.35 9.or 14.97 
Ti02 ' 2.47 2.64 2.43 2.38 2. 19 2.78 
--- FeOt 12. 34 12.69 29.38 32. 01 28 .31 9.80 
CaO 0.01 0.04 o. 12 0.11 0.21 0. 21 
MgO 17.50 17.95 8.63 1.1. 3 9.18 19 .ll 
MoO 0.19 0 . 27 0.58 0.72 0.60 0.16 --. 
~1%0 0.36. 0 ~ 34 o. 23 0.1.1 0 .09 0 . 14 8.82 9 ~ 33 8.68 8.59 8. 6 0 8.98 
--------------~-------~-----------------------------------
Total 93 . 30 94.82 95.04 94.85 . 94 •. 95 93 ,28 . 
Structural formula on the basis of 22 oxygens; 
Si 5 .503 5.436 · 5.86~ . 5. 823 5. 929 5.526 
Al 2.681 2. 656 1.709 1.631 ,1. 713 z:6z6 
Fe 1.555- 1. 583 3.993 4.435 3 . 81& l. 220 
f <(.~· .Ti 6. 2sn o. 29 6 0. 297 0. 297 0.26 6 0 . 311 -~ .. t \ ~ _. 0, 034 \0.080 Mn 0~0 24 0.101 0.082 0 .020 
Mg • 3'.931 3.991 2.091 1 ~835 2.207 4 . 240 
·~ \ . K 1.696 1. 775 1.800 1 ~816 L770 . 1.705 
Na- 0.105 0.098 0.073 . : 0~035 0.0 28 0 . 040 
c·a 0.002 . 0 . 006 0.0 21 0.020 0.036 0.034 
. · ) 
'~ /:1 
,,. .... .,.. 
Figure 3-4: Deep red-brown reverse pleochroic rims on 
mica . Mica has overgrm·1n pyroxene, apatite and 
titanomagnetite . The K-feldspar bearing groundmass is 
typically altered in this example. 
Magnification x 120 
Figure 3-5: Olivine sannaite. Altered and rounded 
olivine phenocrysts in a ground8ass of acicular pyroxene, 
apatite, titanomagnetite, mica and carbonate. 
Magnification x 60 
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It ~~curs mostly as tabular to acicular prismatic crystals in 
\ . 
the g~ndmass. Where most abundant : it also occurs as 
phenocry~s up to I.Smm long which predate early 
' ' 
titanomagnetites. 
The felsi~, gr~ndma&s is normally orthoclase. but nepheline 
\ 
may be abundant in rocks wit-h large amounts of clino;>yroxene 
\ 
~ phenocryst~. Representative analyses are give n in table 3-4. 
\ 
Carbonate and analcite'\1re minor groundmass phases. 
. \ .· 
Host sannaites cont~i~ leucocratic 'globular structures' 
rich in felsic minerals which vary in size from O.Sr= to in . 
\ 
excess of 6o.m. Many are bordered by tangentially arran'ged 
pyroxene or mica and so can be ter~ed ~celli (Phillips, 1973). 
The ocelli are described in detail in a later section where 
their origin t( discussed. 
~bonate forms up to lOZ of sannaites, mostly as very 
fine-grain~d deuteric or later alteration of groundnass 
minerals. Carbonate is preserved as well- formed interstitial 
crystals in rocks with .restricted growth of subiuicrocrystalline 
deuteric carbonate. It also occurs as earlier pseudo::Jorph3 of 
olivine, and thus is clearly coeval with the sannaites. • 
Carbonate and ·clay mineral alteration of the groundoass is 
alway-s present. bu~ ol i vine-free .sannal tes are the . least a ltered 
of all the alkaline complex rocks. 
-Flow structure i .s frequently well de f~n;d. particula rly in 
banded dykes. by parallelism of acicular p)•roxene and to a · 
lesser extent by mica. Randomly oriented i nclusions· of pyroxene · 
· .. 
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TABLE 3-4: Representative 
---rroiii sannaite 
analyses of K-feldspar and nepheline 
no. 333-20 333-21 333-25 3 33-11 333-18 
64.91 63.88 64.14 63.77 64.47 
18.55 18.63 18.92 18.34 18.54 
0.00 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00 
FeOt 0.11 0.14 0.06 0.19 0.06 
CaO 0.01 0.02 0.00 0 .00 o,oo' 
Na20 0.12 0.32 o. 16 0 . 16 0.13 
K20 16.19 lS .48 15.84 15.96 15.83 
--------------------------------------------------
Total 99.89 .9B.47 99.12 ' 9B.42 99.03 
End members; 
Or 98.84 96.85 98.49 98.50 98 .77 
Ab 1 :11 3.04 1. 51 1.50 1. 23 
An 0.05 0.10 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Sample no. 325-83 325-84 - 325- 93 
Si02 44.57 43.56 45.76 
Al203 32.95 33.04 33.58 
TiOZ o.oo o.oo o.oo .. 
FeOt 0.6& 0.6~ 0.70 j 
CaO 0.80 . 0.80 0.84 
Na20 15.16 14.41 14.95 
K20 5.92 5.7.1 5.48 
----------------------------------
Total 100.06 98.17 101.31 
End members; 
Ne 79.56 79.32 80.57 
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( post-dated only by crystallisation of felsic groundmass 
I 
!minerals, red mica, and some opaque phases. 
'. 
Banded dykes are commonly made up of olivine-poor. bands 
with numerous ocelli, and olivine- rich bands. Ocellar bands arc 
' 
coarser grained and have a relatively high content of felsic 
minerals. Olivine-rich bands tend to be finer grained, more 
melanocratic, .and ·have a better developed flow. texture defined 
by preferred orientation ot·'pyroxene, mic<a and apatite. This 
flow texture is commonly accentuated a"t band marg.ins, where 
olivines are scarce due to flow differentiation (K?mar,~976; 
Barriere, 1976). 
OLlVINE-RlCH SANNAITgS 
Olivine accounts, on ~verage, for 301. of olivine sannaltes. 
i 
it ':occurs as rounded phenocrysts up ,to 4mm across, but mostly 
I 
O.lmm to 0.25mm (fig.3-S). Olivlnes are .commonly altered to 
I 
extremely fine grained ca-rbonate, and less commonly to 
; ! Q • 
ser~entine and iddingsite. Rare exam.ples of all 3 types 
i 
I coe~isting show a progression from 1dd1n$si te, through 
. __ __.....g;-rpentlne"t$-_carbonate towar:d grain margins. 
I , · . 
. i ·-i ·olivine compositio~~ are listed in table 3-5. Phenocryst 
cor,s range f r om Fo77 to 
,· 
most1y around Fo8l, and 
' . sho~ 111uch less variation in Fe content than the cores. 
i 
The st forstefite values are r to the cores of 
lar whereas smaller have. relatively 
cores. 


























Repres~~tative ·analyses of olivi.nes from olivine 
Sa11ple no. L514-21 L514-22 L514-23 L514-24 LS14-r25 L514-26 
,Si02 39 . 49 38.78 39.14 39 . 97 39. io 40.36 
Al203 o.oo .0.04 . 0.05 0.03 0.05 0 . 04 
Ti02 0.04 0.04 .0 . 05 0.03 ·o.os 0.02 
F~Ot 18.23 17 .66. 15.89 16.03 . 16.90 14.75 
' j:aO 0.28 0'. 25 0 . 18 0.21 
" 
0.20 . 0.20 
. I 
z.tgO 42.93 . 43 . SQ 44.19 44.16 4·2.97 • 45.62 
MnO 0.20 o : 19 0 . 19 o.p 0.18 ' o·.16 
• Na20 0.01 .. 0.00 0 . 09 0 . 04 0'.01 . 0.05 . , 
-----------------~----------------------------------------
Total 101.18 . 100.4 7. 99 . 78 'loo·. 61 99.42 101.20 




Sample no . 306-50 306- 52 3D6-53 306-55 306-57 408-Ql ! 
SiOZ 39.90 4D.05 40.07 39 . 66 38 .fl4 39.13 ' . 
• A1203 · 0 . 02 0.02 0.04 O.OD . 0.00 0.02 1 
Ti02 0 : 00 D. 05 o.os 0.00 0.04 0.01 -~ 
FeDt 15.06 15.38 15.29 15.15 16.14 16.23 -~ < CaD 0 . 21 0.68 0 . 73 0.63 0.48 0.23 • 
MgD· 44 . 90 44.72 43.78 43.77 43.77 44.24 . 1 ... MnD 0 . 09 · . 0.18 o: 14 0.13 0 . 14 0.15 .. Na2D . 0 . 05 0 . 04 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.04 
.--.:..- __________ _____ _ _ ____ •_ _ _ .:_ _____ _ ___ _ _ ..l, ________ _ _ -. _ _ ___ _ 
.; 
·~ . . . . 
· Total 100.23 101.12 100 . 13 99 . 35 99.41 lOO.OS ·.1 
·• 
Fo 81..19 80.81 . 80.57 80.68 79 .. 68 79.78 
Sa mple no. 408- 02 408- 03 408- 04 408-05 408-06 408- 07 
Si02 . 38.92 38.46 38 . 8 t1 39 .60 39.34 39.23 
Al203 ' o.oo 0 . 02 o.oz·· 0.05 0.06 0.04 
Ti02 o:oo.· 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Fe Ot . 16.11 16.21 16 . 18 12 . 31 12.17 13.46 
CaD .• 0. 23 6.20 0 . 21 0.20 o. i7 •, 0.20 
t-1gD 43.46 43 . 49 43 .72 47.97 4 7 .93 46. 36 
I MnD 0.18 0. 17 0 .16 O.ll 0:09 0.}2 
Na 20 0. 07 . 0. 00 • 0.03 . 0.02 0.02 0.02 
--------------- ---- - - ------ _____________________ ..._ _________ 
:rot a 1 '98 . 97 9 8. 55 99 .16 100.26 99. 18 / 9 9.43 
Fo 79 . 62 79.53 . 79 . 64 84.94 85.08 8 3. 30 
I 
rich lamprophyres in - northwestern Ontario (Platt and 
_Mi_tchell,l979), and in ~in,_e-bearing ~amprophyres in West 
Greenland (Hansen,t980). Olivines in all three areas contain 
appre2iable Ca ()0.15 wt%), wh ich is also noted in celiliti!: 
rocks (Nixon £!: .!!_, _1980). _ 
In some rare rocks, euhedral olivines occur with inclusions 
of perovski te. These rocks have a . hiatal texture (Moorhouse, 
1959,p.lf>O) but similar groundr.uiss mineralogy to the usual 
sannaite: acicular , pyrox~_ne, and titanomagnetite, which forms 
borders around di!jcrete perovskite crystals. 
The matrix is formed of acicular pyroxene (367. average), 
mica ( 10%), carbonate C97.), opaques (87. ) and minor phas~s 
including 'K- f eldspar, perovs k i t e , apati t e and brown amphibo-le . 
Clinopyroxene phenocrys t s are rare. 
PyroKene and mica analyses are listed in tables 3-6 and 3-7 
respectively. ~yroxe nes are similar to the more calcic sannaitic 
pyroKenes . (fiJ.J-1), excep~ t )la t many arc r icher inTi (up to S 
I 
wt:%). The most Ti-rich pyroxenes are pale orllnge but do not show 
I . 
pleochrois m. Ti-pyroxencs a r e . also ric h .in Al, and poo r in Si 1 
sugges ting domina nce of t he T i -Al c ou'p l e., ·i n subs titutions. Al' 
• I 
would - repine~ Si in tetrahedral co-o~na ti n, and T14+ wot:rld go 
~ 
into oc_tahcdra l s ite s . Ti exceed s Al in s me sannait e pyroxenes 
with low corte~ts of Ti . and Al Cflg. 3 1). ~is l ead s to 
negative Tschermak' s molec (1le in tl c al c ula t e d e nd-membe r s in 
the tables, .because Ti is as s umed to onuJ 111y Ti-:ts che rma k' s 
molecule' by t he method use d (Cawthorn and Col-lerson,l9.74). The 




TABLE 3-6: Representative analyses of pyroxenes from olivine 
sannaite 
Sample no. 379-10 379-21 379-22 379-23 379-24 
Si02 Lf3. 54 43.97 45.47 44.29 43.25 
A1Z03 6.50 ,t 6.55 5.65 5.96 6'.50 
Ti02 4.91 - - .'4.9.5 5.65 5.96- 5.01 
FeOt 7.88 8.15 8.03 8!23 9.82 
CaO 22.80 23.24 22.65 23.18 21.66 
MgO 11.76 11.70 12.49 12.02 10.42 
MnO 0.11 0.03 0.03 0.10 0.14 
Na20 0.63 0.54 0.45 0.47 1.50-
. K20 · · 0.().1 0.04 0.03 I 0.01 0.04 ... 
I . 
. ---------------------------------)7---------------
Total 98.14 99.17 100.4/, 100.22 ·~ 98.34 
End members (by the method of c;iwthorn and Collerson,1974) 
Jadeite 4.62 4.08 ¥,53 3.57 11.28 
Acmite 0.00 . 0.00 /.,O.oo 0.00 0.00 
CaTiTsch. 13.83 13.82 ; 16.47 17 .32 . 14.35 
CaTsch. -3.53 -3.05 -10.65 -11.06 · -10.79 
'Wollas. 39.75 40.0~ 41.48 · 42.09 39.72 
Enstat. 32.84 32.~.1 36.10 34.62 29.58 
Ferros. 12.52 1/70 13.07 13.46 15.8'6 
Sample no. 379-31 3J9-32 379-la 379-2a 306-33 
\ Si02 46. 7v47 .49 47.88 44.32 46.68 
\ Al203 4. 90 3.85 2.82 5.88 3.80 
\ Tio2 3.4 2.86 2.83 4.40 3.36 
fe.,o
0
t 7.tj5 7.11· 6.70 7.93 8.07 
0,... 23/ 27 22.76 23.24 22.83 22.95 
MgO . 13.17 13.82 13.74 12.05 12.20 
Mno j o.11 · 0.04 0.14 0.06 0.10 
Na20 / 0.37 0.33 0.40 0.46 0.38 
K20 1 0.03 0.01 0.01 · 0.02 0.27 
~-------;-----------------------~-----------------
Total 








. 99.57 98.27 97 . 76 97.95 97.81 
(by ~he method 
2 . i5 · .. 2.43 
0 .oo 0.00 
9.58 8.00 
-0.57 . -1.55 
40 . 86 41.72 
35.83 . . 38.29 
11.54 11.12 




























TABLE 3-7: Compositions of ·oxide 
---
min~t:als in olivine 
Sample no. ~79-12 379-13 379-15 379-16 379-01 
Ti02 7.51 9.43 . 12.15 16~19 10.(16 
Al203 1.71 1. 7 5 2. 75 1.97 3.72 
FeO.t. 82.57, 78 . 87 73.75 71.07 75.29 
MnO 0.18 0.21 0.36 0.24 . 0.80 
MgO ·o.37 ' 0.89 1.20 0 . 92 6.31 
Cr203 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.03 o.oo 
--------------------------~------~----------------




_ S.P ::I,Ictural on the basis of 4 Oxygens; 
Cr o.ooo 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 
Al 0~096 0.097 0.149 0.105 0.183 
Fe /.285 3. 113 2.838 2.675 2 .63:3' 
Ti tb .269 0.335 0.420 0.548 0.335 
Mn rf 0.007 0.008 0.014 0.009 . 0.028 
Mg i' 0.026 0.063 0.082 0.062 0.393 
s'ample nb. 379-02 3..79- 03 
T102 / 14.65 14.21 
Al203 / "' .2.61· 2.75 
FeOt / 74.82 74.36 
MnQ / 0.79 0.86 j 
M~~ 6.21 5.93 
c;::_?3 0.02 o.oo 
~ ~---------;;~~~--~;;~~~-























sites is considered unlikely by most authors (eg. Hartman.I969; 
Huggins!:.!_ al.,l977).~Ti must therefore be included in the 
pyroxene . by substitution with cations· other than AI. or else 
form submicroscopic exsolution ~amellae. The Ti-Al substitution 




Ti content in pyroxenes i~~~obably 
phases.- since Ti cannot be )•,.. 
and ~i> ike .1981). The :higher 
due to the paucitt• of oxide 
accomoQated in sulphides. ~-~·- · 
Mica occurs as euhedrai. groundmass• laths which ex hi bit 
normal pleochroism (rJ.= pale brown to red-brown;~,~- very pale 
brown to dark red-bro..m). Reverse pleochroism and extreme 
absorption in rims does not occur. 
'-~icas are comp<;>sitionally zoned to more Fe-rich rims, but 
thia trend is much le~s extreme than in some olivine-free 
sannaites (FeOt max.21 w.t% vs. 32 wt%). Micas are Ti-rich.•(7-9 
~t%), and Si-poor. 
Groundrnass opaques in olivine. sannaites are normally 
pyrite. Th~se are mostly pure, but may have Mg and Ti 
contamination, probably due to i nclusions of other phases. 
The major difference between these rocks and olivine-poor 
· sannaites is the abund~nce of ol}.vine. and ~arity of leucocratic 
~ 
ocelli. Although the olivine"'-rich sannaites are distinctly more 
melanocratic, if the felsic ocelli of the olivine- poor 
sannaites are discounted~ there. is only a 3- 4Z difference in 
colour index. 
Considering the concentration of olivine crystals toward 















olivine-rich and oce\lar b~nds in the same dyke (fig.J-6), it is 
riot unreasonable to suppose that the two types of sannai te 
originated from a common parent by flow differentiation. 
Phases · of magma emplacement may ·be necognised easily in · 
banded rock~ with poor flow textur~ by vartation in ~ineralogy 
of olivine pseudomorphs. Carbonate is generally more abundant 
than in olivine-poor sannaites; in.the same ·modes of occurrence. 
The relative amounts of carbonate types vary between intrusive 
phases within banded dykes. Staining of carbonate with Alizarin 
. . I 
Red and Potassium Ferricya'nide reveals . that many ocel:U are 
I 
calcitic, but are often overgrown at the ~dges by dolomite whicl1 
I 
dominates deuteric alteration of the groundmass. 
. ( : 
In the most carbonate- rich exa~ples, groundmass pyroxene 
laths are pseudomorphed by multidomainal granu l~t aggregates of 
carbonate. 
One · olivine sannaite contains rounded to, subangular 
i 
inclusions of titanornagnetite up to lcm across. These are 
chemically similai to titanomagnetltes in olivine-free sannaltes 
(table 3-8)·, They have serra~ed rims caus.ed by reaction with 
groundmass fluid-s (fig.3-7). 
1\ 
KI MB&RLITE and C ARRONATI SED KJMBt: RL ITE 
""' Kimberlltes corisist of varying sizes of olivin~ and mic~ 
phenocrysts in a matr i x of mica, carbonale, apatite, . 
titanomagnetite and'/or perovskite . Nodules and megacrysts are 
abundan~ in some kimberlites, but are absent in others • 
Nodules are varieties of glimmerite, mostly more than 80~ 
e;. 
90 
Figure 3-6: Poorly defined boundary between olivine-rich 
(left side) and ocellar (right side)·bands in a sannaite 
dyke. Note brown mica and slender greenish pyroxene 
associated with the ocellus. 
Magnification x 35 
Figure 3-7: Olivine sannaite. Titanomagnetite megacryst 
has serrated edges due to reaction with groundmass 
fluids. Note orange tinge to pyroxenes with extreme Ti 
content, and very limited development of felsic minerals. 






TABLE 3-8:· Repres~ntative analyses of micas from olivine 
sannaitea 
-\ 
Sample no.L514-90 L514-91 1514-92 L514-93 1514-94 
Si02 34.77 36.44 35.54 36.63 36.20 
Al203 1s.oz 14.00 14.75 14.25 ll1o33 
' T102 ' 9.54 ' 9.30 . 8.42 8.83 8.85 
FeOt 11.00 10.32 12.68 12.27 11.76 
CaO 0.0, 0.02 . 0.04 0.00 0.02 
MgO 15.75 16.14 14.54 15.31 15.34 
·MnO 0.07 0.05 -0.15 0.06 0.08 
Na20 o.~J - 0.37 ·0,48 0.45 0.43 -
K20 ~ 8.54 8.96 8 .• 21 8.48 8. _55 
------~------------------------------------------
Total 95.17 95.60 94.81 - 96.28 95.56 
Structural formula on the basis of · 22 oxygens; 
Si 5.130 5~329 . '5.284 5.347 5.320 
·Al 2.612 2.413 2.585 2.45'2. 2.482 
Fe 1'-.357 1.262 1 ~577 1.498 1.445 
Ti 1.059 1.023 0.942 0.969 0 .. 978 
Mn 0.009 0.006 0.019 0.007 0.010 
~Mg 3',464 3.518 3.223 3.332 3.360 • l{ 1.608 l.672 1.557 1.579 1.603 
Na 0.123 0.105 0.138 0.127 0.123 
Ca . 0.008 0.003 0.006 0.000 0.003 
Sample no.LS!4-95 L514-96 LS14-97 379-.50 379-51 
Si02 35 .10. _35.84 35.27 34.07 35.11 
Al203 14.74 13.98 13.58 12.80 14.91 
Ti02 8.57. 8,89 9.01 8. 73 7.58 
FeOt 11.2r \2.76 13. 16 21.13 10.69 CaO 0.04 o.oo 0.26 0.01 0.07 
MgO ...... 15.7 14.41 14.89 ' 9.14 ,1&. 55 
MnO 0.14 O.lQ 0.11 0.28 0.09 
Na20 0.37 . 0.39 0.43 0.26 0.34 
K20; 8.83 8.49 '8.41 8.57 8.61'" 
--~---------------~------------------------------
Total 94.7 5 94.86 95.'12 94.99 93.95 
S.tr·uctural formula on the basis of 22 oxygcns; 
Si 5.212 s.ns 5.262 5.310 s:zJ4 
Al 2.580 2.453 . 2.,388 2.151 2.620 
Fe 1'.392 1.589 ' 1.642 2.754 1.333 
-Ti 0.957 0.995 1.011 1.023 0~850 
Mn 0.016 '0.013 0.011· 0.03} 0.012 
Mg 3.486 3.197 3.312 2. iZ3 3.678 
K 1.673 l ;612 1. 601 l.704 1.638 
Na. 0.107 0.113 0.124 0.079 0.098 
















mica with l!linor amounts of the following phases;· pyrox·ene, 
. ' 
apatite, carbonate and olivine. 
The coarsest mica grains within glimmerites are frequently ,• 
deformed (fig.3-8). Glimmerites commonly exhibit decussate or 
93 
idiotopic gfanular textures (Spry,1969, p.187) in areas of finer 
""""! grai~ size. These areas are interpreted to be recrys~allised in 
response to thermal metamQrphism within the magma. A summary .. of I 
nodule types is given-:by Hawkins (l977,p.97). .J · 
Rounded . megacrysts of mica, titanomagnetite and olivine up 
td l~m dcio~s ar~ thought to origiriate within th~ kJmb~rllte 
magma or its _ parental fluids. 
Olivine ranges in size from 5m~ 
phenocrysts tf? second generation crystals ss than a tenth th~t 
is com:o~r than - in the size. Chlorite and serpentine al terati 
sannaites, but olivines are g"'ner ly better preserved in- all 
but the most carbonate- rich mberlites (fig.3-9). 
_· .Microprobe analyses of olivines are given in table 3-:9. 
Phenocryst cores show more extreme variation in ' forsterite 
content (Fo71-Fo87) thart in olivine sanh~lte.s. R:i.~ are more 
. \ . [, 
forsteritic than in sannaites, ranging \frqrn Fo81-Fo86. The 
"'-- \ . . ' 
maximum .variation for rims in one: rock is 3 molr. Fo. The 
. . " , I 
1 .. ..._ \ I 
variation in chemistry' of the ssibly due to removal of 
an out e f equilibrated rim, evide 
. . ; J . 
The most . magnes~'!n core~~equen 
- I . 
roonding 6f phenocrysts. 
more magnesian rims 
-. 
(eg. table 3-9; anal.350-17,18 
\ ._ 
23; and 35D-43 to 
350-47). Al.ternatively, iuixing of fro13 area} of 
slightly ·different 

















/ . f. 
/ 
Figure 3-3: Glimmerite nodule in kimberlite. Large 
deformed micas partially recrystallised to small 
polygonal grains. Interstitial material is mostly 
carbonate . 
Mag?ification x 120 
Figure 3-9: Kimberlite. Fresh rounded olivine and mica 
(upper centre) in a groundmass dominated by carbonate 
(high order white), mica and titanomagnetite. Crossed 
polars. 
Nagnification x 35 
94 
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TABL'E 3-9! Representative an~lyses of ollvines from kimberlite 
-, 
Sample no. 321-04 321-30 321-40 321-42 321-4) 350-03 
. 40.38 39.67 • 39. 79 . .. 39 .• &2 Si02 39.53 38.59 
Al203 ·0.02 o.oo 0.04 . 0~00 . 0.02 o:o·2 l ·Ti02 0.01 0.01 p.o4 0.02 0~05 o.os FeOt 14.32 10.4 7 13.26 2'2.25 16.00 12.40 CaO o.oo Q.02 0.11 0.04 . 0.16 0.17 MgO 45.03 4~.95 4&.13 39.27 44.64 46.25 
MnO 0.25 O.'US o.o7 0.19 0.25 0.13 
Na20 0.09 0.01 O.OB 0.{)0 0.01- :·0.05 
'l 
' 
NiO o.os 0.24 0.38 0 .• 14 0.01 0~38 
I 
. . ~ - ---~-----------~------------------------------------------
Total ; 99.30 100.13 '99.78 100.50· 100.93 99.07 ' 
. \ 
Fo 81.99 87.13 83.44 71.87 8.0 .16 84.38 i ., 
Sample nor 350-04 35Q-06 35~350:..13 35D-16 35Q-17 
.~ .. 
~ 
Si02 40.60 39.89 40.38 40.42 39.33 39.59 ' 
o.os 
..:: · 
Al203 o.os o.os 0.04 . 0.02 0.46 
, .. 
• Ti02 o.oo 
0.01 . . 0.0.0 o.<;>o 0.03 . 0.01 ! 
FeOt 12,41 12.50 12.45 12.47 18.07 15.21 
CaO 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.20 . 0.21 ' 0.20 i MgO 47.16 41.08 47. 71 46.58 42.57 45. i 1 ~ i 
MnO 0.04 0.10 0.10 0.18 0.11 0.13 t 
Na20 0.07 o.oo 0.01 0.04 0.01 o.o 1 
NiO 0.26 0.2J. 0.24 0.27 0.08 0.09 
-------------------~--------------------------------------




84.~2 84.50 '84:7'3 84.40 77.33 Fo 81.11 
· i 
Sample no. 350-18 350- 21 350- 23 350~ 24 350-25 ·350-26 
! 
Si02 39.08 39.01 39. 23 39.32 39.18 38 . 36 
Al203 0;06 0.04 0.04 0.02 0.04 0.09 
T102 0.01 o.os o·.oo 0.04 0.02 · 0.00 
FeO t 15.54 13.88 14.34 15.05 14.42 21.21 
. CaD 0.21 0.24 0. 21 o.zo 0.21 0.02 
. MgO 44.63 45.79 44. 13 44.67 44.86 40.20 
-:: 
MnO 0.22 ' 0 . 25 0 . .\ 8 0 . 16- 0.19 0.20 
Ua20 o.ot 0. 02 0.04 0.01 0.02 0. 02 
Ni O o.os 0. 15 0.07 b .14 0.12 0 ~ 08 
----------------------------------------------------------
. Total 99.84 99.43 98.24 99.61 99.06 100.18 
Fo 80.61 82.69 81.&7 81:12 81.83 73. 29 ' • 
' 
'· I ~ 
'· 
,_.;~: · r"'..- •.• 









TABLE 3-9 (con t i.nued) 
---l 
.. . 
Sample. no. 35D-31 35Q-32 350-24 350-38 350-40 350-4-2 
Si02 39.26 39.77 '39.84 38.17 39.57 39. 7.5 
. t 
... ~· Al203 0.04 0.04 o.o4 0.04 0.05 0.06 
'f102 0.04 o.oo 0.02 0.00 0.02 
o.oo 
lo"eOt 12.91 12.88 13.09 i6.34 .10. 32 10.35 \ ) CaO \0.19 0.17 , O.lB 0.16 0.06 0.09 
MgO 6.70 46.46 46.60 43.61 48. 41. 48.52 
MnO 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.1) 0.07 a;. 10 
l 
Na20 . 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.02 
0.01 l 




Total 99.49 99.67 100.10 98.61 98.88 99.21 
' 
Fo 83.97 83.93 83.75 79.44 87.17 
87.16 
' Sample no. 350-43 35D-47 406-0B ··  406-10 406-18 406-22 
Sl02 39.61 39". 56 39.21 38.89 .39 .85 39.68 
Al203 0.07 o.os 0.04 0.06 0.04 
0.04 
T102 0~00 ·• 0.00 0.02 . 0.02 0 .• O(l 0.01 
FeOt 10.40 12.19 ' 15'.09 14.72 11.36 
11.45 
CaO 0.09 0.14 0.18 0. 14 
0.13 0.11 
MgO 48.46 46.20 44.4 4 44.04 47.32 ' 
4 7.14 
MnO 0.08 0.15 0.23 0.16 0.10 
0.11' 
Na20 0.03 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.02 
0 • .02 ... 
' NiO 0.35 Q;, 25 0.14 o. 12 0.29· 
0.31 
-:-------~---..... ------..:.--·-------------------------------------
Total 99.09 96.56 99.36 98.17 99.11 98.87 
Fo . 87.09 84.59 81.00 -~ Bl. 24 85.78 e 85.6) 
' 
Sample no. 406~24 406-47 406:-48 406-50 40(1-51 406-57 
Si02 . 39.68 39.15 38.73 39.14 38.75 \l9-67 
Al203 0.04 0.02 o.oo o.oo 0. 00 
0.04 
T10Z o.oo o.oo 0 .00 o.oo 0.00 
o.oo 
FeOt 11.42 13.99 13.93 15.45 15.42 
10.73 
CaO 0.10 0.23 0.23 ' 0.17 0. 18 
0.()8 
MgQ 46.84 45.05 45.09 ' 45.07 
44.62 . 49.00. 
MnO 0. 14 0.43 0.41 0 ~ 16 0.16 0.10 
Na20- ·o.o1 0.02 o.o1 0.03 ~ o. 16 0.02 
N10 : 0.27 o.oo 0.00 0.14 
0.18 0.23 
-------------;._-------------------------------.-------------
Total 98.50 98.89 98.40 100.1 6 99.47 
99.87 









' ... ,_ · ·~··-~ ............ 
t 
. 
Minor cleme.nt contents vary sy~patye~ically with Fo -
(f1g.:3-10). Ni shows a posit~ve correlation, whereas Ca and Mn 
correlate.,n~gatively. Thi's ~s clearest in the latest 
crystallising ~liYines. 
The phepocrys~ cores with Fo < 75 · ar~ . clearly different -
from the trends of most olivlnes. The lo.w Ca content is 
. -
n'oteworthy, .since -Simkin ·and Soith (li78).and Mitchell.(i973) 
. . .. ,. 
'deep _ s~ated' origin. A 
.... . ; 
n~ve suggested it is indicati~e of 
x.enoct'ystal origin for these gralris can not be ruled out. 
. - .. 
Micas range in size from around lcm to ground~ass laths. · 
only O.Olmm long. Most micas are strongly zon~d, and seven · 
pleochroic schemes-,- eaeh- with distinct chemical characteristics, 
- ' • 
can be recognised 1o11thin one rock (table 3-lOa). Analyses are 
given in table' 3-lOb, and representative analyses from other 
kimberlite samples are lis ted in appendix 1. -It is extremely 




outemost zones on·.some crystals are-:-~ very th.in pale · coloured 
i~ ··~. ,~J/ 
rim to a strongly normal pleocihroi~ pale brown. to deep 't}!d-brown -
zone (fig.3-ll). Th~ outer zones of phenocrysts may be partially 
I 
removed by later corrosion. or ahrasio~. The deep red~brown ~one 
occurs on almost all crystals in contact wLth the matrix, and 
also forms discrete laths within the . matrix. AU mica 
generations ma y be deformed , and age r'elationsnips between them 
are u-itcertain. Thus, there appears to ~ r.~ ica of 'seve_ral 
/ 
starting co~positions introdu~ed into a kimberlitic fluid from 
which common . rims and the matrix phases precipitated. 
,j 
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Pleochroic schemes of micas from kimberlite - sample 383 
Mode of 
occurre_nce 
mid orange-brown very pale green to green brown Glimmerite 
bright red-brown pale brown,green-broWn,gree~ Phenocryst cores 
non-pleoch~oic ~ery pale brown Phenocryst cores 
pale green 
pale brown 






neutral or very pale brown orange-brown,brown,green-brown Phenocryst rims 
· & groundmass 
neutral to pale orange neutral or vary pale brown Outer rims of 
phenocrysts 
100 
TABLE 3-lOb: Analyses of micas from kimberlite sample 383 
Type refers to Table 3-lOa. 
Sample no. 383-50 383-51 383-52 383-55 383-56 383-63 
Type 1 1 1 2 2 2 
Si02 41.84 42.36 41.86 .41. 60 41.45 41.36 
A1203 9.85 10.15 10.25 8.09 8.07 10.44 
· Ti02 0.86 0.72 0.8~ 0.44 0. 45 . 1.15 
FeOt 9.58 9.18 
. 9 . 5 1i.80 11.64 13.30 
CaO 0.00 0.00 tl.OO o.oo 0.00 o.o.o 
MgO 22.97 22.82 z.i-~83 22.77 22.91 20.59 
MnO 0.08 0.14 0.08 0.05 0.04 0.08 
Na20 0.21 0.16 0.08 0.13 0.13 0. 28 
K20 8.58 8.52 9.25 8.86 8.54 .8. 74 
-------------------------------------------------~---·----
Total 93.96 94.05 94. 75., .. ~3. 74 93.23 95 . 94 
r' J . • 
Structural formu la· on the basis of 22 oxygens ; 
Si 6.121 6.165 6.092. 6.197 6.189 6.040 ! 
Al 1.699 l. 741 l. 759 1.421 1.420 1. 797 • 
Fe 1.172 1.117 1.167 1.4 70 1.454 1. 625 1 
Ti 0.095 0.079 0.089_ 0.049 0.051 0.126 
Mn 0.010 0.017 0.010 0 .006 0.005 0.010 
Mg 5.009 4.951 4.953 5.041 5.058 4.483 
K 1.601 1.582 1. 718 1.684 i.670 1.629 
# Na 0.060 0.045 . 0.023 
0.0)8_ 0.029 o'.o79 ~ 
., .~l 
Sample no. 383-64 383'-69 383-70 383-71 383-92 383--9 3 J Type 2 3 3 3 4 . ,'4 
Si02 41.70 42.27 42.19 42.64 39.27 39.1~ 
A1203 10.32 12.15 11.52 12. 23 11.01 . 11.23 
Ti02 1. 28 1. 48 1. )4 1. 38 1.09 1.10 • 
FeOt 13.38 7 .<J7 - 6.91 7. 2 7 ' 17.88 17.78 
CaO 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
HgO 20.&7 22.93 23.54 23.39 15.41 14.95 
MnO 0.10 0.04 0.02 0.07 ·o. 2s 0.16 
Na20 0.28 0.24 0. 28 0.21 0.24 0.36 
K20 9.33 8.53 8.71 7. 69 7.':J6 7.85 
----------------------------------------------------------
Total 97.06 94.71 gt,.Sl 94.88 9:}.11 92.59 
Structural formula on the basis of 22 oxygcns; I i Si 6.040 6.037 6.048 6.048 6.038 6.047 ! .1\1 1.762 2 . 045 1. 947 2'.045 l. 995 2.044 
Fe 1.621 0.844 0.828 0.863 2.i96 2.287 
Ti 0.'139 0.159 ·o. 14 s 0.147 0.126 0.128 
Mn 0. {)12 0.005 0.002 0.008 0.033 0.021 
Mg 4.463 4.882 5.030 4. 946 3.532 3.~41 
K 1.724 1. 554 1.593 1.392 1.561 1. 546 
Na 0.079 0.067 0.079 0.058 0 .108 0.086 
•' 
--- ""' 













































Total 94.38 94.77 95.84 
Structural for.mula on the 
Si · 5.620 5.635 



























































































0 . 000 
,: 
Sample no. 383-78 383-88 383-95 383-99- 383-98 383-4~/ 
type 6 6 6 6 1 . 7 / 
Si02 37.79 ,•36.21 37.64 37.39 41.58 42.5/J 
Al203 15.69 l5.82 16.12 16.13 10.27 8.~2 




FeOt: 6.75 6.87 7.33 6.42 8.06 fY~ 00' 
CaO 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.11 .!J.lO · 
MgO 20.29 20.18 19.64 19.80 23.89 j3.68 
MnO 0.01 0.04 0.06 0.04_ 0.07 ! 0.14 
Na20 0.38 0.27 0.31 0.30 0.18 J 0.13 
K20 8.61 8.23 7.75 8.,47 9.45 ; 7.86 
-------------------------------------------------1·--------
Tot a l . 94.47 92.19 93 .•. n 92.71 94.6/• 91.30 
Structural formula on the bas i~ of 22 oxygens; / 
Si 5.451 5.360 5.4 55 5.478 6./)34 
Al 2.668 2.760 2.754 2. 7!56 J/ 757 
Fe 0.814 0.851 0.888 0. 787 r/.978 
rt o.sJs o.507 o'.s 29 o. 456 />-112. 
Mn 0.001 0.005 0 . 007 0.005 f 0.009 
Hg 4.363 4.453 4.243 4.324 / 5.168 
K 1.585 l.SS4 1.433 l.SS ~" l.750 
N.a 0.106 0.078 0.087 O. 0.051 
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Figure 3-11: Zoning in kimberlite micas. Megacryst is 
reverse pleochroic (type 2; table 3-lOa) with a norQal 
pleochroic rim (type 6). The small crystal (far right) 
has a thin orange reverse pleochroic rim (type 7). 
Magnification x 60 
Figure 3-13: Carbonate-rich kimberlite with atolled 
titanomagnetites. The median zone is mostly carbonate. 
Note stronger development of the outer 
carbonate-associated reverse pleochroic mica zone. Late 
movement within the rock is evidenced by deformed type 6 
mica. 
Magnification x 35 
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in Ti, and to a lesser eitent Ai relative to all previous mica 
generations. Various plots of wt % oxides (fig.l-12) suggest an 
iron depletion trend within the core micas with respect to Si 
and Mg. The position of the glimmerite nodule micas within this 
trend may imply a · cognate origin. 
The latest pale coloured rims directly reverse this trend; 
'Ti and Al are depleted and Si, Fe ·and Mg are enriche~ (table 
3-lOb, anal. 383-49,98). This type is not well developed, but is 
be·st develdped near carbonate- rich veins or patches. A 
depletion of Ti and Al is seen in sovites relative to 
da~kjernites in the Fen Complex (Mitchell, 1980). · 
Micas from 'basaltic' kimberlites (Dawson,l967) usually 
have hi~hcr Mg/(Mg +Fe) (Smith~ al. ,1978; Delaney..!:! al. 1 1980; 
Dawson and S~-lth,l975). Only the rare non-pleochroic micas at 
Aillik Bay are at all similar. 
Micas similar 'to Aillik Bay kimberll te micas are found in 
micaceous kimberli tes at Kirkland Lake, Ontario (Rimsa 1t~A;i971), 
West Greenland (Emeleus and Andr ews, 1975) and Saglek, Labrador 
(Collerson and Malpas, unpubl.data) . 
. Lamprophyric micas may have similar Hg/(Mg+Fe) and Al 
contents, but normally have higher Ti (up to ll wt% in potassic 
' 
l amproites in Montana (Veldc,1975) ) , and higher Na (0.5 to ) 1.0 
wt%; Cooper,l979; Roden and Smith,1979; Hansen,1980). 
Total Na~K is considerably l ess . than r equired to fill 2 
sites for Ailllk Bay kimbcrlitic micas. 'This nay be partly due 
t() loss' of alkali.es (? by vol.HUls~tion) du~ing annlysis, but 







_F.~.£ liE~- ].= ~~-: Cor.tposi tional 
variation in nic-a fror., 
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substitutions of Tl4+; which will occupy r..tahedral 




of ca: or Na will facilitate larger amounts of -\~b.~tit;ut io~ . 
into tetrahedral si~es, because th~ir smaller · io~-~p~i pErmit 
tetrahedral rotati9ns. Ca and Na are vefy limited in t~~ 
kimberlitic micas, but vacancy of interlayer sites wo~ld ~ 
105 
presumably have a similar effect. ~ 
Oxide · phases make up 77. of kimberlites on average, but up ~ ~ to 22% in some cases. Oxide megac,rysts are all titanomagnetite, 
.some with inclusions of carbonate. Matrix oxides comprise 
titaMmagnetite with rarer rutile, chrome-rich spinels and 
Mg-Al-titanomagnetites (table 3-11). Rutile occurs as corroded 
grains rimn!ed by titanomagnetites. 
Hg-Al-tltanomagnetltes are the latest oxide phase, 
frequently forming 'atolls' described by Hawkins (197_7). Atblls· 
are &\'owths of Mg-Al-titanomagnet ite· around ·earlier oxides with 
a median zone of carbonate which had nucleated on the oxide 
crystal (fig.J-13). Olivines may have incomplete rims of Mg-,\1-
titanomagnetite. A rarer type of, atoll rim is apparently 
magnesioferritic (Mg =-3[Ti+Al)) titanomagnetite. but no 
satisfactory probe analysts could be obtaine~ because of the 
small slze of the rims. 
Magnesian ilmenite, and spine ls ·~ith high Hg and Tt 
" contents are two of the most fundamental marke~ minerals in 
recognl'sing true kimberlites (Haggerty, 1975; · 
Mitchell,l978a,l979a). llmenites from alkaline central cor.1plexes 
have lower Mg and higher Hn (eg.Vartiainen !!_ al.,l978).The 


















3-11: Rep.res en tat i ve analyses of TABLE oxf.de minerals from 
kimberlite l 
Sample 406-10 406-11 
·~ 
no. 383-01 406-01 406-0S I 
' 
Ti02 . 12.47 14.24 8.29 6.52 11.57 
Al203 3.04 2.40 9.93 8.94 2.27 
FeOt 75.32 . 78.81 40.73 35.37 . 77.03 ) 
MnQ. 0.56 0.28 0.12 . 0.38 0.69 
MgO 5·;56 0.09 10.37 10.54 4.82 
Cr203 0.00 0.04 26.78. 33.34 0.00 
------------------~-------------------------------




formula on the basis of 4 oxygens; t 
Cr 0.000 0.002 o. 775 0.952 o.ooo 
Al 0 .• 149 0.123' 0. 417 0.381 0.114 
Fe 2.628 . 2.867 1.215 1.068 2. 753 
Ti 0.391 0.466 0.222 0.177 0.372 
Mn 0.020 0.010 0.004 0.012 0.025 
Mg 0.346 0.006 0.578 0.567 0.~07 I Sample no. 406-06 383-05 383-07 406-07 383-03 Ti02 ll. 7 5 s.ss 11.38 12.97 15.95 1 
.. Al203 2.33 0.24 6.95 7.69 5.51 
FeOt 77.23 83.54 67.79 65.38 67.05 
MnO 0.48 0.23 0.72· 0-?-~ 0.34 
MgO 5.39 2.80 8 . 58 7:6 . 1.04 
' 
Cr203 o.oo 0.02 o.oo. o.os 4.47 
---------------------~-------------------L--------
Total 97.16 <9s·. 37 95.43 94.11 94 .36 
Structural formula on the bas i s of 4 oxygcrts; 
Cr o.ooo 0.001 0.000 0.002 0. t46 
' 
Al 0.116 o. 013 0.330 0~364 0.268 
'Fe 2.725 3.192 2.279 2.197 Z.U4 
ti 0.373 0.294 (}. 3411 0.392 0.495 
Mn 0.01.7 0.009 0.025 0.013 ().012 
Mg 0.339 .O.l-91 . c1.514 O.lt56 0.064 
/ 
....... _.!.n-.•• .• ..-~. - ... ~ - - · ~---....... , . ... ,· -- ~ ......... -:--
) 
_,/ 
presence of ilmenite in Aillik Bay ~kiml?.e lites', r.eporfed by 
·'- -· ~ -·~ - ·· 
Hawkins (1977,p.l69), 
The spinels have 
could not b~ 
MgO contentls 
I 
except in cr!rich 
val."ieties . MgO contents in spinels 
I 
kimberlites are 
co~monl~ lD-17 wt% (Haggerty,l975; Mit may 
ex~eed 20 wt% (Haggerty:l973). Ti rarely exceeds 5 wt% 
(Haggerty,l975). 
The Cr-rich spinels (anal.) and 4 of table 3-11) are 
similar to Cr-spinels in true kimberlites at Kirkland Lake 
(Mitchell, 1978a) and Premier Mine, South Africa (Elthon and 
_Ridley,l979) except for lower Ti/Al ratios. 
·Spinels in carbonatite-alkaline complex· rocks are 
characterised by increasing Mn contents and Fe3+/Fe2+ ratios, 
culminating in carbonatites with Hn-magnetites poor in Ti 
(McMahon and)laggerty,l979; ' Boc tor and Svisero,l978; 
Hitchell,l978b). Mn contents in Aillik ·Bay ki~berlite spinels. do 
not eJtcecd 0,7 wt% and contain considerable Ti, and thus cannot 
be considered typical of carbonatite~associa ted rocks . 
Simil a-r minerals oc cur in other ·lamprophyre and carbonate-
rich lamprophyre occurences (Cooper,l979; Platt 'and 
Mitchell,l979). Titanomag~et i t es fr o~ Mesozo i c lamprophy res in 
Wes~ Greenland a r e similar exce pt for higher ~n (Ha nsen, l 980). 
Oxi de evQlution toward that of typical cArbonatit e s was 
pre sur.ta bly h a lt ed by. the developme nt of · sulphides i n 
carbonate-rich klmberlltes. 
Carbonates are abundant in all kimberlltes, ranging from 














enables steps in the proceeding carbonatisation to be outlined. 
In the least carhoilatised examples, carbonate forms· a 
.,.,.. 
crystalline matrix· with mica an'd ,apatite, · and varies greatly in 
gral~ size (fig.l-9). More carbonatised rocks are charatterised 
by submicrogranular altera tion o f olivine and accentuated 
atolled opaque development (fig.3-ll). Coarse g£"ained c-'\rbonate 
may form irregular rounded ' patches which are apparently late 
segre~ations'of carbonate f~ee from mica, ·apatite ~nd 
titanomagnetite, which coexist witl1 -carbonate in the matr'ix. One 
sample has radiating roagnesioriebeckite crystals grown within 
late carbonate segregations (table 3-12; fig.l-14). Riebeckite 
has previously been described i n carbona tites .of the . Sar!lalpatti 
Complex in southern India (Subramaniam !.£_ al., 1978), where it 
was considered to be caused by fenitisation. At Atllik Bay it is 
apparently due to late concentra~ion of Na and vo l atile s in the 
kimberlite roatri,x·. The surrounding ~arbonate is not sodic. 
The most ·carbonate-rich kimberlites, more correctly termed 
metasomatic carbonat'it'es, are tJmost entirely carbonate. 
"' Olivines. are entirely pseudon:11rphed and only occasional 
phenocrysts of phlogopite, plus ·matrix ,. ap.:~tite and Hg~ 
titanomagne tite survive (fig.3-lS). Matti~ phlogop'ite is 
resorbed, ~nd may appear as brown stains in carbon~te. V~ ins and 
elong;tted patches made up of coarsely crystalline (upto 4mm) 
carbonate become more c.or.~mon, in which carbonate frequently 
takes the form of radiating laths. Amalgamation o f these patches 
gives rise, at least in part, to the banded appearance of many 
carbonatised kimberlite dykes. Veins·: occaslon<tlly contAin 
108 
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TABLE 3-12: Composition of magnesioriebeckite from k'i.l!lberli .~e 
----
Sample no. · 373-10 37 3-17 373-12 373-15 37l.:.l4 
Si02 52 . 38 53~98 54.25 -53.77 53.84 
Al203 0.11' . 0.99 0. 10 0 .·tt 3.11 
T102 0.09 0.74 0.14 o.oo o. 71 -I 
FeOt 28.86 24.40 24. 05 24. ,38 19.39 { 
CaO 1.09 1.04 l.O& 0.05 0.31 
Mg6 2.10 5.54 6.46 9.50 10.91 
1-tnO 0.01 0.04 0.01 0.06 0.04 
Na20 13.23 10 . 53 10~35 7.89 8.67 
.K20 0.09 0. 25 0.68 1.53 1.21 
------------------------------------------~-------
Total 97.96 97 .~ 1 97.10 97.29 98.19 
' 
;~ 
Structural formula on the basis of 23 oxygens; 
Si 8. 228 8.222 8.305 8.189 ' 7.924 
Al 0.020 0.178 0.018 0 .Q20 ' . . o. 540 .. l Fe 3. 792 3.108 3.079 3.105 2 . 387 Ti 0.011 0.085 0.016 .o.ooo 0.079 
Mn 0.001 o.oos 0.001 0.008 0,05 
;• 
Mg 0.492 1.258 b 474 2 . 157 2 94 
") 
l K 0.018 0.049 0.133 0.297 0.221 Na 4.)1[ 3.110 3.07 2 2.330 2.474 Ca o. 4 0.17Q 0.17 4 0.008 0.049 . , 
~ 
... ;. 
Figure 3-14: Radiating magnesioriebeckite bundles in a 
late-stage carbonate segregation in kimberlite. 
Magnification x 60 
Figure 3-15: Intensely carbonatised kimberlite. Olivine 
is entirely pseudomorphed by submicrocrystalline 
carbonate. Coarsely crystalline carbonate is common in 
the groundmass. 
Magnification x 40 
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orthoclase. 
Staining of carbonate shows more complex relationships than 
in olivine 1;annaites, but dolornite again generally postdates 
calcite. 
•:, CARBONATITES 
Most carbonatites are metasomatic c~bonatite~ 
(Frantsesson, 1970) which have retained relict textures from 
·kimberlite as described above. No discrete carbonatite ~ykes 
devoid of earlier textures occur on Cape Makkovlk or on Turnavik 
!~land, but a~ alvlkite on Graplln Island, and a beforSite on 
Cape Aillik were described by Hawkins (1977.). The alvikite 
comprises fine to medium grained xeno~orphic calcite with minor 
dolomite. The beforsite has a similar texture but the carbonate 
is virtually all dolomite • . Minor phases include apatite, 
K-feldspar, pyroxene and pyrite. The pyroxene in beforslte is a 
tit'anaegerine, which would be expected in the final stages or,, 
evolution ,Qf ~n alkallne-carbonatite complex (Mitchell,t9fo). 
. ". . 
K-feldspar occur's as rounded inclusions which are clouded by 
hematite dust. Heinrich and Moor~ (1970) .describe similar 
features in car bonatites as being due to potash metasomat ism. 
CARBONATE COMPOSITIONS 
Table 3-13 contains analyses of carbonates. from S'annaites, 
olivine sannaites, kimber~ites and carbonatltes. CarboRate 
' . 
occurs. in 5 ~odes ; as gr~ndmass crystals, in ocelli, 
111 
.,. . 



























TABLE 3-13: Partial analyses of car:bonate minerals froc Aillik 
""""'Ba'Y dykes . 
. IAbbreviations: SNT•Sannai te •. OSNT•Olivine sannaite, 
KLP•kimbcr lite, -CBT• carbonatit'-• GDsgroundmass, OC•ocellus, 
PS,.pseudomorph of 'olivine, VN=c ross-cutting vein, !Goo gli=eri te 
.! 
nodule. 
Sample no .. 325-Jb 3332b-4a 325-la 325-2b 325-Sa L55-5a 
type SNT-PS SNT-GD SNT-OC SNT-OC SNT-OC OSNT-PS 
' CaO 29.15 55:10 31 .·6 3 29.86 29.00 52. 12 i MgO 22.14 0.02 20.54 ft.95 ' "21.81 2.83 FeOt 5.17 0.36 5.02 4.36 4.99 1. 10 
• HnO ·o.16 0.08 "" 0. 27 p.zo · a. 24 o. 21 ~ 
SrO o;29 2.36 0.45 .{).59 1.14 1. 31 
·· Na20 0.25 0.04 0.03 0.01 0.07 o.oo 
... 
BaO 0.02 0. 14 0.00 0.06 0.(}0 o. 96 
-----------------·-~--------------------------------------~ -· 
Total 58.20 58.20 58.05 57~ 15 57.37 58.56 t 
l 
L55-3a L55.S-lci /,-J I Sample no. L55-6a 367-3a 367-la · L55-2a ., 1· 
type OSt<lT-PS OSNT-PS OS~T-~ OSNT-VN1 OSNT-VNlOS~V~i ~ CaO 55.46 28.26 3~.50 58.30 58.99 33. 04 
MgO 0.11 20.83 20.~ o--.oo 0.03 15.55 t • 
FeOt 0 •. 39 5.-69 -6.84 . 0.05 0.07 5. 77 
MnO 0.08 o. 26 0.16 . 0.00 0.03 1. 24 I 
SrO 0.51 0. 33 0.3 3 1.03 I. 78 0.14 
Na2Q 0.02 0.17 0.14 o.oo o.oo o.oo 
BaO 0.23 0.04 0~04 o. 10 0.04 o.oo 
---------------~-----------------------------~-----------
' Total 56.84 55.72 . 59.84 60.54 60.98 55.80 
Sample L55-4a 383-3a 383-4b 321-2a 3 7 3-1a 373-2a i no. 
·1 type OSNT-VN2 KLP-PS KLP-GD KLP-GD KLP-GD KLP-GD 
CaO . 37.59 30.07 / 30.58 32.84 56.19 3 ). 36 
MgO 19.30 22.04 20.47 14. 15 0.09 14.')2,-
FeOt 2.53 ' 3.07 3.86 7.72 0.28 7.84 
HnO 0.35 0.32 0.16 '0. 32 0.46 I. 37 
Sro 0.33 0.11 o.os 0.36 o. 35 0.30 
Na20 0.07 ~ ,0.01 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.02 
BaO 0.00· . / 0. oo 0.09 0.02 0.01 0.01 
I 
---------------7~------~------------~---~------------------




Table- 3-)3 (continued) -1 
Sample no. 383-1 a 383-lb . 383-2a L512-2a L512-3a LS12-4a I type KLP-VN KLP- VN KLP-IG est-co CJH-GD CBT-GD I CaO 56.41 57.55 55.57 54.18 56.40 53.64 ~ ~ 
MgO 0.06 0 . 14 0.35 0.93 o.ss 2.50 it 
FeOt 0.08 0.16 0.32 0. 73 0.25 0.79 .. 
MnO 0.16 0.11 0.14 0.96 1.03 0.39 -
SrO 0.81 0.14 0.27 0.06 0.18 0.13 
Na20 0.18 0.02 0.04 0.03 0.01 o.oo 
BaO 0.25 .0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 
--------------------..J-----------,....------------------------
Total 57.98 58.19 57.11 58.81 58.45 58.70 
Sample no. 1512-la L513-2a L5 13-3a 
type CBT-GD CBT-GI> CBT-GD f 
CaO 30.52 43.64 29.54 
MgO 18.38 8.02 18,12 
FeOt 5.76 3.36 6.05 
.MnO . l.ll 0.16 0.86 
SrO.f" .· 0.01 0.38 0.15 N,-zo 0.02 0.04 o.os 
B 0 · 0.05 0.09 0.00 
' ' 
----------------------------------








Compositions concentrate around almost pure calcite and 
ferroan dolomit;e (fig.3-16), both of which o~cur in all rock 
groups. Fe-magnesite and a Sr-rich phase are rarer types 
restricted to carbonate-rich kimberli tes. 
I 
......__/
1 Interstitial carbonate in glimmer! te nodules is calcite, 
and veins are normally dominated by one or other carbonate, 
suggesting distrete generations of Ca-rich and Mg-rich 
carbonates. The other 3 modes s})ow no consistency in 
co!!lposition, b~t staining shows that· dolomite generally 
postdates calcite. One olivine sannaite 1~ cut by twQ 
generations of ve~ns; the fi.rst calc-ite ~nd the second dolomite. 
This rock contains earlier do'tornite and calcite. 
RELATI':D ULTRAMAFIC ~ 
The Turnavik Island p~logop~ te-e linopy roxene-peridot 1 te has 
a striking texture defined by c?arJ;ely dendritic acicular to 
-.) 
i 'bladed olivine crystals (fig.3-17) 0.2-0.3mm wide and often in 
. excess of 3cm long. Oliyine has frequently Teyry,stallised to 
shorter sub-grains.· Olivine forms 60-65r. of the rock, with the 
rest comprising pyroxene and coarse grained (2-4llllll) interstitial 
mica, which is optically continuous for lcm OP more. ~inor 
' phases ~nclude 0.05mm to 0.4mm suhhedral slightly spineliferous 
otitanOillagnetite, rutile, apatit'e and carbonate. 
-Titanomagnetite and rutile are included in olivi!\e and • 
frequently are concentrated close ·to olivine-olivlne boundaries • 








































c. 1 _) 
o 2 analyses 
c 1 _) 
FeOt 
analyses 
Figure 3-16: Compositional variation in carbonate 
; inerals from the Aillik Bay Intrusive Suite. Different 
s ize symbols represent numbers of analyses. (A) rock 
t ype ; (B) groundmass minerals from the suite compared to 
s annaite ocelli; (C) Ocelli vs. groundmass in sannaite. 





























D D 0 
Figure 3-17: Phlogopite-clinopyroxene peridotite 
illustrating bundles of acicular to bladed olivine 
crystals. 
Magnification x 40 
Figure 3-18: Acicular olivine in 
phlogopite-clinopyroxene-peridotite with large 
interstitial phlogopite crystals (bottom-mid grey). 
Oxide phases are concentrated at olivine-olivine 
boundaries, suggesting overgrowth by olivine. 




minerals occur along with randomly oriented apatite 88 
inclusions in mica. Serpentine stringers cross ol~vine laths 
separated by interstitial phlogopite. 
Mineral eompositlons are listed in table 3-14. Although the 
chief components in eac~ phase ~are sitdlar to those in J:_he 
lamprophyres, there are several anomalies. Ollvines can be 
divided into Ca-rich (1.1-1.5 wt~) and Ca-poor (0.3wt%) t_Ypes, 
' of which only the latter occur in the lamprophyres. No textural 
distinction is apparent. Micas have extremely high ~a/(Na+I<), · 
and titanomagnetHes have high,. Mn! 
This roc~:-:is possibly an ~;:~tller dyke type me.tasoi!latised by 
o fluids fr.onr the alkaline cor.1plex. 
Th~ mica-pyroxen~ rock . (fig.3-19) is 407. pyro~ene laths, 
mostly 0.7- lmm x 0.2mm with no. preferred orientation, and 35%' 
larger (0.5-I.Smm) corroded grains of pale yellow-brown ~ildly 
pleochroic mica {bl=- pale yellow;~'" mid yeUo~brown; 
' ~=-tor slightly greener). Apatite needles up to l·mm x O.lmr.J 
occur· as inclusions in mica and pyroxene. 
Yellow-brown to d'ark brown non-pleochroic. amphibole 
(10-12%) occurs in patches poikilittcally encl~s1tng pY_roxene, 
apaHte, rutile and titanornagnetite. The amphibole is a 
subsilicic ferro-kaersutite by the classification of Leake 
(1978). Rutile (O.OS-0.2mm) is commonly bordered by 
titanomag~etite, but oc~urs as discrete inclusions in mica. 
Other interstitial phases are carbonate. pyroxene and rare 
altered alkali -f e l,dspa r. 






t 119 TABLE 3-14; Mineral analyses f.rom phl-c(lx-peridotite 
' 
Sample no. 369-01 369-10 369-14 369-20 369-21 369-23 
mineral OL OL or. CPX CPX CPX 
S102 40.07 3,9 .08 39.06 51.05 50.87 49 ',64 
{\1203 0.04 . . . {). 02 o:os 1. 73 L88 3.23 
( Ti02 0.00 0.04. 0.04 1.14 1.18 . 1.89 
FeOt .. 12 . 92 14.69 13.95 5.01 4.16 s . .So 
MgO _.1 45.91 43.66 45.08 15 .. 05 15.67 14.21 
MnO 0.51 0' 34 o. 28 0.09 0.07 0.08 ,. 
CaO 0.29 1.12 1.42 24 . 37 . 24.34 23.52 I 
Na20 o.oo 0.04 ().01 o. 37 0. 37., 0.60 
K20 . 0.02 0.01 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.02 
-----------------------------------------------------------
Total 99.80 99.02 99.93 98.85 98.57 98.72 
Fo 83.73 81.13 92 . .39 I J~rde itt> 2.27 2. 75 4.37 
Acmi te 0.00 0.00 .0.00 
.I 
taTiTsch. 3.14 3.23 5.22 I ' 
CaTsch. -L58 -1.14 -0 . 84 
Wollas. 46.70 46.17 43.83 
Enstat. 41.14 42.54 38 . 86 
~~ --. Ferros. 7.83 6.44 8 . 56 \ 
.. l .. J ~- Sample no . 369-80 369-81 369-"84 369-02 . 369-03 369-04 I •' -· ' mineral Ml MI Ml Til ·TM TM 
Sl02 39 . 74 39 . 62 38.0) <:l l . 
Al203 14.62 15.53 15.14 1. 81 ' 1./3. 2.03 f 
T102 1.80 2.13 3.22 10.79 10.61 10 . 35 
FeOt 7.51 7 .u 7. 29 J6.D5 77.35 77.02 
MgO 22.07 . 22.64 21.6~ 4.13 4. 29 4.61 
MnO 0.15 0 . 07 0.07 1. 06 0.99 • 1.09 
../· CaD 0.07 0 . 08 •· 0.08 
Na20 1.35 1. 81 1.09 . 
K20 7 .. 51 7.01 I :81. 
----------~----------------------~------------------------- ... 
Total . 94.82 96 . 00 94.52 95.84 94.98 95.13 
, 
Struc tura1 formula on ,the basis of x oxygcns ; 
. · X 22 22 22 4 4 4\ 
Si 5.695 5. 589 5 . 495 
M 2.470 2.582 2. 578 0.093 \0.090 o .1 O.l 
Fe ; . 0.900 0.839 0.881 2.845 2.845 2.820 
'fi 0.194 0.226 0 . 350· 0.354 0.351 o. 341 
. Mn 0.018 0.008 OJ 009 · 0.039 0.037 0 . 040 
" 
. l'lg 4.715 4.]61 4, 6fi9 0.268 r0.281 0.301 
K l.H3 1.262 1 . 440 --
Na ,0. 375 0.495 o. J66 
f 
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Figure 3-19: Mica-pyroxene rock: mica (yellow) and 
pyroxene (elongate, white) with minor apatite, rutile and 
titanomagnetite. This picture illustrates a 
kaersutite-rich part of the rock. 
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titanomagnetite are given in t.~bl~ 3~15. Mioa' composition~lly zoned toward 1~/(Mg+Fe) at grain m11rgins.' 121 are 
The cores are similar in composition to groundmass micas of the 
- ·:. 
klmberlites, but are more sod.ic. As in the peridotite, 
tltanomagnet.it~s are manganoan. 
Pyroxenes are more silicic and Al-Ti poor, but Ca,Mg,Fe 
'• 
relationships are not significantly different from those in the 
lampr op hy res • 
Pyroxene-biotite dominated rocks ·are also fou~d in 
association with the Elchuru nepheline-syenite complex in India · ~· 
(Madhavan and Leelanandam,l977,1978), but no compositional data 
. . . 
are available. Mica occuring ~n pyroxenites in caibonatite 
complexes (Heinr1ch,l966,p.42~3l is often thought to be due to 
fenitisa.tion (Gittins~ al. ,·L97Sb). 
The pyr~xene-carbonate-glimmerite is a seriate textured 
rock with pale to dark brown normal pleochroic mica nnging in 
size from 1.5 x lmm to less thnn 0 .lmm. 257. of the rock cons'ists 
of 0.5-lmm pseudomorph's of yellow- green chlorite, presumably 
after olivine, and smaller euhe~ral to subhedral pyroY.ene 
grains. Small grains of, titanomagnetite are nbt,mdant, and form 
rims around 'chloritised pseudomorphs. Unaltered carbonate forms 
a ~oarsely cry~talllne base with no ocellar structures. 
THE NATURE AND ORIGIN _2! LEUCOCRATIC OCELLI , 
As. noted earlier in the section on sannaites, leucocratic 
\ Patches occur in many ~ocks. Smnller ones are spherical or 
'subspherical, and are normally filled with carbo~te and 
, . 


















TARLE 3-15: Mineral ana lyses fro~ cpx-mica rock . 
----
Sample no. Js6-s5 386-56- 386'-02 386-07 386-01 386-03 
mineral CPX CPX MI-c MI-r. TM TM 
Si02 so. 28 52.17 3a).4s 36.99 
Al203 2.82 1.33 . 15.68 13.98 2.77 1.47 
Ti02 1.44 0.62 3.03 2.33 lO .14 6.91 
FcOt . 5.64 4.94 7. J') 14.38 75.65 84 . 04 
MgO 14 . 44 14.89 21;27 17.10" 3.84 1.45 
MnO 0.12 o.-20 0.04 0.20 0.87 1. 11 
CaO 25.21 25 .36 0 . 02 0.11 
Na20 0.43 0.49 0.56 0.41 
. K20 0.01 0~_01 8.31 8.38· 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Total 100.38 99 . 99 94.75 93.90 93.26 95;.0 2 
End members/structural formula on the basi s of x oxygens; · 
X 22 22 4 4 
Jadeite 3.00 3.42 Si 5.533 5.583 
Acmite 0.00 0 . 00 Al 2.658 2.487 0. 145 0.080 
CaTi Tsch . 3. 83 1.68 Fe 0.88/t 1.815 2.816 3. 252 
CaTsch. 1.10 -1.14 Ti o. 3"28 0.265 0. 339 0.240 
Wollas. 45.59 . 48.35 Mn 0.005 O.OZ6 0.033 . 0.044 
Ens t a t , 38.08 39,95 Mg 4 .559 3.848 0.255 0.100 
. Fe rros. 8.39 7 . 74 K 1, 525 1. 6l4 
Na 0.156 0.1 20 -- .. 













analcite which is coarser grained than the surrounding matrix 
phases. Larger ones are ellipsoidal or have irregular shapes, 
but their edges are always rounded. Large globules are.bommonly· 
zone.d, with an analcite-carbonate core and a K-felspar, 
I . 
nepheline, or analicitic outer zone including small pyroxene,· 
biotite and opaque crystals. Alteration to sericite and 
zeolites, of which stllblte and natrolite have been positively 
identified, is frequently advanced. 
Leucocrlltlc patches are less col!llllon in olivine-rich 
sanna1tes.· with tfie maximum development being numerous small 
carbonate- analcite globules. 
Figures 3-20 to 3-23 demonstrate· the variation in 
morphology and mineralogy of ·these leucocratic patches. 'I 
( 
I 
Leucocratlc globules have been described frol!l a ,variety of 
· rock types, Vtcluding basalt (Upton and Wadsworth,l971), spilite 
(Smith,l967), picrite (Drever,l960), basanite. (Mackenzie ~nd 
Wh1te,19l0) and tholeiitic dolerite (Nakamura and Coombs, 1973), 
but are most commonly found in lamprophyres ( eg. Ferguson and 
Currle,l971; Cooper,l979; Philpotts,l972,1976; Phillips,l968; 
Strong and Hartis,l974). 
The origin of such globules has been variously attributed 
to amygdales, liquid immlsci bil i ty and segregation vesicles. 
Origin as amygdales can be discounted for the zoned globules, 
since the outer zones contain n!afic minerals nuclea.ted within 
the globule, showing that they were crystallised from magmatic 
liquids. Inward growth from nuclei! at th.e globule-groundmass 














vesicle (Phillips,l973). The inner zones probably origin~ted as 
vesicles. 
Fig.3-20 shows a globule which is int~~preted to'be due to 
silicate liquid immiscibilty. Acicular pyrox~ne crystals within 
the globule are bent to complement the embayed shape of , the 
globule. This suggests that the pyroxenes existed in a melt 
before deformation of the globule, which in turn predated 
/· crystallisation of the groundmass pyroxenes outside the globule • 
• The globule is more felsic than the s~rroundlng rock, 
containing abundant nepheline. analcite. plus minor. · 
alkali-felspar. This shows Na-e nrichment remlniscent of that 
described by Strong and H~rris(l974) from · lamprophyres in which 
.vesicles cleary postdate the globules. 
The subspher1cal analci tic area at one end of the globule · 
could be f Uling a bubble formed at a l~te stage due. to 
contraction on crystallisation of the bulk of the glob~l< s 
mineral~~ The near absence of apatite is noteworthy. since ~ and 
r'are-earth elements (REE) should be strongly fractionated . into 
the basic fraction when . i mmi s n.ible silicate liquids df.vi d@ 
. I 
(Watson,l976). 
Zoned ocelli arc best expla ined by separation of a ga s from 
the magma when . mu ch of t he pyr oxe ne and s on1.e of t he bio t ite .. tn 
the groundmass had already cry~ tallised. 
The subspherical shape of m~ny of the inner zones of ocelli 
, , supports the id~a of formation by~ g~s bubble. The fr e4uently 
\ 
occur r ing tangentia l arrangement of. pyroxene or biot.ite around a 






Figure 3-20: Globule representing an immiscible liquid: 
acicular clinopyroxene (moderate relief) is bent to 
complement the edge of the deformed globule. Groundmass 
nepheline (light grey with cleavage) is not -deformed. 
The clinopyroxene existed alone in a liquid and was 
deformed with the globule. Edge of globule is seen at 
the top of the picture only. 
Magnification x 35 
Figure 3-21: Zoned ocellus: carbonate-rich inner zone 
and nepheline-rich outer zone. Note tangential 
arrangement of pyroxene and mica- now mostly overgrown. 
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~. \nd ·exparision of gas bubl)les in the partially c.rystAll15;ed 
·.magma. Late f;tage expansion of gas bubbles formed much earlier 
cannot be discounted. 
' Irregular shapes in largt; globules could ·be due to 
coalescence of gas bubbles in a seml~crystalline groundmass and 
may give the appearance of a s~ngle irregular ocellus. Small 
sub-spherical carbonate- analcite· globules are frequently 
c ·onnected by irregular feldspar- .or nepheline-rich leucocratic 
veins containing mica and pyroxene. The veins originate as 
cracks in the ~rystalline m~sh .of pyroxene, which were later 
filled , by residual fluids. The cracks could have been caused by 
expansion of gas bubbles now represented by the carbonate-
analcite globules. Rafts M mica which originally defined 
individual ocelrl are frequently found across the width of large 
) 
leucocratic patches, attesting to their furmation by 
coalescence. 
The structure in fig.3-22 is clearly due to coalescence of 
two globules, now with differing mineralogies . The gases. now 
rep~:esented by''the analcite- carbonate glo bule, have,.joined to 
form a . single gas bubble with the liquid now filling one of the 
forme r vesicles. 
The occU'rence oyana lcit ic subs pherical globules at the 
. same ~d of adjacent _ocelli (fig.3-23), further supports the 
idea that they represent a gas phas e with a liquid lining. 
Similar s t t uctu res a-re descrl bed , by Upton and \ladswor t h (1971), 
in whicb the liquid was chillel to a glAss . 
The liquids crystallising as the .outer zones· of ocelli are 
\ 
~ ........... . 
126 
l 
Figure 3-22: 'Double globule' interpreted to be caused 
by coalescence of two globules. The g9s phases conbined 
into one globule, now represented by the 
carbonate-analcite inner zone (right). The cavity left 
was filled with typical outer zone material derived fro m 
late stage groundmass fluids, but the original shape of 
two globules was maintained due to a mostly crystalline 
groundmass (top and bottom centre). 
Magnification x 35 
Figure 3-23: Zoned ocellus in sannaite. The inner zone 
is carbonate-analcite with a relatively sharp boundary 
between it and the outer zone. The outer zone is 
K-feldspar-nepheline-analcite with oinor carbonate, mica, 
pyroxene and zeolites. Note that the other globule (top 
left corner) has its inner zone at the same probably 
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clearly fractionat~d and volatile enriched. Micas are ~requently 
strongly iro~ enriched (table 3-16) and thin aegeritic rims 
occur on ·pyro~enes. Both these trends occur in the -groundmass, 
as described earlier, but may be more marked in the ocelli, 
which is explaine-d by the" greater concentration of late. stage 
fluids. Orthoclase, nepheline and analcite show no d-iscernible 
differ-ence betwe·en 9celli and groundmass. 
The alternative view that the zoned ocelli represent 
volatile!....rich immiscible liquids, from which a gas later . 
separated to form the inner zones, fails to explain the 
fqllowlng points': ( 1) Linings occur within globules with 
tangentially arranged minerals, (ii) Fiactionation irends in 
• ocelli linings are simllar to groundr:~ass trends. Distinct 
) 
. fractionation trends would be expected in the case of i:'!lrniscible 
. 
liquids (Roed.der,l9,79). Nepheline occurs in ocelli only when it 
is alsQ present in the groundm~ 
The major P.roblem with explaining segregation vesicle~ is 
the mechanism by whic'\1 liquid is . drawn into the vesicles. Any 
mechanism proposed Jshould account for the variable ratio of core 
to .lining, which can only partly be explain~d by differing 
levels of section througl'l the ocelli. Smith (1967) considered 
I 
escape of gas, re-solution of gas into the surrounding r.u:!lt, 
c~oling at constant pressure and an increase in external 
pressure, of which the latter two can not explain d(ffering .core 







Re-solution of gas into surroun.ding melt raises problems of ·. 
melt availability at late stages of crystallisation, although 
/ 
. ····· ·· ·- -- - ----- ·· . . ... - ·----- ----·-· ----------------------------· 
.... , ·-··Ill' .. 
··~·. · ·· ··-.·------
TABLE 3-16: Comparison of minerals in groundmass and ocelli 
Sample no. 325-15 325-16 1z.J-17 l25-10 325-:-11 325-12 
type CD GO GD • nr OC in OC in OC 
Si02 34.41 33. 27 34.68 34.57 33.75 33.54 
"Al203 16.12 16.57 16.58 16.42 15.63 16 . 11 
Ti02 5.00 5.82 4.29 6.08 4.74 5.31 11 
FeOt 12.}7 13.18 D.l5 15 . 39 21.27 18.81 
MgO 14.98 14.45 15.43 13.21 9.46 10.96 
Mno -0.14 o.15 ·,.o : 12 0.19 o.29 o. 2s 
CaD 0.01 0.14 . 0.02 0.06 0.05 0.05 
Na20 0.54 0.58 0. 57 0.59 . 0.50 0.47 
K20 B. 01 8.04 7.82 7. 75 8.26 ·· 8.07 
-------.1.----------------------------------------~-------" l'· .. 
















































































.. 0. 61 
. 0.01 
22 oxygens; 
5.223 5 . 296 
2.924 2.891 
1. 945 2. 791 
0.024 0.039 
2 . 975 2 . 213 
1.494 1. 654 









. 0 . 11 
22.68 










Total 9 7 • 8 3 9 8 . 55 9 7 . 88 9 7 • 7 4 
End Nembers (by the 
Jadeite 4. 92 
Acmi te o'. 00 
CaT!Tsch. . _ 7.02 
ca·T~ . 11.55 
Wo1las . 34 . 02 
Ensta t . 32 .' 57 
-FerroR. 9. 92 




10 . 36 
36 . 94 
. 32 . 13 
11.13 
o f Cawthor n an~ Coll~rson, 1974); 
4 .15 2.89 ., 
0 .00 0.00 
~.15 13.24 
19 .06 19. 10 
31. 15 28. 96 . 
27.71 . 24 . 26 






' · • 
I 
.... ..,....._, , ..... . . 
·tnhomgeneity in residual melt dist~ibution co,uld help to 
expl~in thi differing thickness of oc~lli linings. Escape of gas 
. . 
may be assisted by defor~ation du~ing flow, but similar ocelli 
' occur in. rocks exhibiting no flow textures. Gas bubbles may well 
retain their subspherical shapes in a mushy groundmass when 
- de.rmed (Philpotts,l977). 
Perhaps contraction of the bulk of the groundl!lass on 
c crystallisation may help to explain segregation. Minerals within 
the outer zones of ocelli .are commonly boundary nuc"leated, which 
requires that they grew from a rigid margin. 
In summary, carbonate-analcite do~inated globules are 
. 
formed by separation of a gas to form vesicles into which 
residual groundmass liquids were drawn. Tangential arrangement 
• 
of minerals around the globules suggests expa.nsion at a late 
stage when groundmass 'minerals were crystallisil\;~ Whether they 
were initiated at this stage or merely expanded by retrograde 
boiling is uncertain,' · 
130 
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CHAPTER 4 • ~OLF.-ROCK GEOCHEMiSTRY 131 
Members of the Aillik Bay dykP suite were analysed for 
major elements, trace elements and rare-e•rth elements (REE) in ,..,~ 
order to define the affinities and origin of the suite. Major 
~na trace element results are presented i n tabl~s 4-1 to 4-4. 
Major elements .were analysed by atomic abs6rption 
spectroscopy, and trAce and rare-eartn elements by K~ray 
fluorescence. Details of analytical procedures are given in 
Appendix I. Low totals may be due to abundant minor elements, 
including halogens which,were not analysed for. 
Ferrous an.il ferric iron, C02 and H20, were not analysed 
separately. Total iron as Fe203 is expressed as Fe203* in the 
jJ . • 
following disc~ssion. Despite some problems due to a different 
classification; the data of Hawkins ~~977) can be used to 
sugge st probable values (table 4.:..5). Sannaites and olivine 
sannaites "are assumed to be equivalent to Hawkins' monchiquites. 
The increase in C02(H20 from sanna i tes, through kimberlite& to 
carbonatites corresponds to Cao , reflecting increasing modal 
carbonate. 
MAJOR ELEMENTS 
Major ele ments a r e r e pre sented graphically in figur e 4-1. 
The salient features of ma j or e l ement c hemis try of .the suite as 
a whole are as follows: · 
• 
(i) Extremely low ·siOZ, mostly less than 35 wt%. Si lica abundance 














































































































































































































































+ Anal. II ref.ers to rock specimen number, and corresponds to the 
fir at part (before the hyphen) of mineral analysis nwnbe~s 
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Table 4-1 (continued) 
---
Anal.# 446 447 · ' 357 320 378 364 -4115 '• 
S102 35 .80 '34.40 33.50 32.50 32.60 . )3.00 3)-so"' 
!102 1.85 2.07 2.17 4.25 3.92 6.04 .23 
Al203 12.60 11.50 10.50 6.8& 5.87 6.81 12.30 
Fe203* 11.20 11.74 10.98 14.24 14.45 16.90 11.80 
.MgO 7.98 8. '11 10.70 9.90 12.78 7.73 . 9.25 
MnO •. 0.24 0.23 0.18 0.23 0.21 0.23 0.22 
CaO 13.70 14.23 1.5 .oo 14.43 14.05 15.95 13.03 
Na20 4.13 3.36 2.82 2.30 0.97 2. 2~ ' 4.03 
K20 1.33 1;24 1.91 2 .'06 2.53 2. 26 1.67 
.. 
P205 1.48 . 1. 75 1.21 1. 55 . 1.85 2.55 L30 
LOI 8.50 10.26 10.44 9.69 9.15 4.76 6.45 
-----~----------------------- ------------------------------
.-. Total 98.81 98.89 99.41 98.01 98.38 .-9~.44 99.• 78 
--------------------------------------------------------------
Ni 72 66 122 . 188 382 . 67 123 
Cr 70 . 56 181 210 353 0 129 
v 157 161 213 305 22 5 333 191 
Rb 46 53 51 70 236 
. 88 S3 
Sr 2735 2191. 1417 17 55 :• . 14.28 1391 1937 
Ba 1774 1667 1134 1181 794 1052 1629 
Zn 106 103 <)0 135 124 126 98 
Zr . 434 436 440 . 666 132 
. 607 396 
Cu 6 8 22. 74 48 103 20 
Ga · 14 14 11 20 9 19 • 1) 
u 2 . 1 0 0 12 0 0 
Th 7 44 5 '11 35 17 11 
Nb 208 200 140 181 115 166 190. 
La 201 220 133 170 201 189 179 
Ce 283 309 183 258 348 347 
257 




Table 4-1 (continued) 
---
Anal.il 358 408 376 368 409 
, 
Si02. 33.90- 33.20 30.20 34.40 33.20 
Ti02 6.~5 4.00 5.80 6.67 5.48 
Al203 6.47 6.67 6.67 9.27 8.17 
Fe203* 15.90 14 . 40 14.30 13.57 14_. 82 I MgO 9.70 8.80 6.80 5.20 7 .os : MnO 0. 22 0.22 . 0.25 0.30 0.26 . CaO 17.85 16~58 16.88 14.70 17.98 
Na20 1.71 1.89 
,.. 
2.45 4.64 2.53 ; 
-1. K20 - .-2. 20 1. 74 1.16 1.19 2. 79 P205 2.25 2.00 2.63 1. 90 . I o.oo, 
LOI 2.41 9.01 10.96 9.22 4. 91 ' 
-----------------------------------------------~ 
0 Total 99.13 98.51 98.10 98.78 97 .49, 
------------------------------------------------
.I 
. Ni 119 141 13 2a 
) 
( Cr . 54 218 0 0 
v 289 295 305 279 38 ~ 
Rb I 01 · 49 60 54 104 
Sr 2750 1761 1179 1791 2508 
-'Ba 1148 886 2155 1125 1527 
Zn 130 119 -132 173 149 
Zr 615 460 550 907. 821 
Cu 110 44 106 19. q6 
I 
Ga 20 18 12 28 }7 
I 
u 0 5 0 6 !2 I 
Th 7 4 58 1 22 !o 
Nb 193" 145 223 _372 2~7 
L.a 195 196 259 327 168 
334 329 442 
. 528 258 )- Ce 
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Table 4-2: Representative analyses~ olivine sanna1tes from 
AIITik Bay . 
Anal.# 393 396 397 337o 337n 37S · 306 
Si02 25.80 28.80 32.10 28.30 29.&0 31.10 34.80 
Ti02 3.47 -~~03 3.81 3.54 3.73 3.80 5.56 
Al203 3.59 3.83 4.77 3.73 3.57 5.00 6.20 
Fe203* 12.65 15.84 13.65 13.03 13.81 14.19 1}.02 
MgO 17.48 17.70 18.14 17.41 19~32 16.16. 11.35 
MnO 0.22 0,21 0.20 0.20 0.20 0.18 0.23 . 
CaO 15.33 13.00 13.94 12.11 11.55 9.10 15.90 
Na20 0.25 0.80 0.35 0.68 • ' 0.63 1.84 2.22 
KZO 1.98 1.54 t .. 60 1.41 1.63 2.27 1.95 
P205 1.70 2.&S 1.70 1'.25 1.35 · 0.75 1.93 
LOI 16.12 8.69 8.17 17 • .33 13.10 "14.96 1.43 
-----------------1r--------------------------------~----~--·---
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Table 4-3: Representative analyses~ kimberlites ~ Ailllk 
Bay --
. 
Anal. I :399 405 406 j}() 31J5 373 398 
5102 22.3'o 24.00 18.70 24.30 24.00 26.50 20.20 
Ti02 2.99 . 3.49 2.10 3.47 2.81 2.86 3.55 
A1203 2.85 2. 63. 1.85 2.86 3.34 6.00 4.00 
\ Fe2.03* . u: .31 14.7 0 11.42' 11.35 12.00 12.00 11.80 Mgo· · l7 .23 20.25 17.13 18. 11 14 .~3 13.18 11.50 MnO 0.22 o. 31 . 0.27 0.27 0.31 I 0.23 0.24 
' 
-
CaO \ 17.65. .17.25 20.88 13.40 18.00 17.80 19.70 I .. Na20 0.41 0.12 0.28 o. 39 ' 0.61 1.22 0.85 ' ·~ K20 2.05 1.48 1. 7 4· 2.28 2.38 2.89 2 .OS • 
P205 1', 78 '2.35 2.5) 1. 37 2.48 2 •. 2 5 2.73 




. . ---------------------------~---------------------------------- 1 
Total 97.54 98.79 98.47 97.76 97.54 98.77 97. 7l 
---------------------------------------------------------------
. 
Ni 449 • 516 452 582 373 161 238 
Cr 529 628 448 561 480 331 251 
v 209 168 161 -159 201 177 188 
Rb 59 46 64 125 68 85 s~f, 
Sr 2031 3640. 3740 2208 116.9 3905 1846 
Ba 919 1435 . 1131 3723 uss 3104 902 ':--... 
Zn < 103 ll6 92 94 105 88 131 
Zr 495 321 360 511 672 6~3 420 
Cu 8 16 0 7 Sl 19" 18 . 
Ca 6 6 r:- ~ - 7 9 9 8 
u 7 14 ·'-2XJ 3· 21 1 ; · 25 
Th .39 7 0 10 18 0 71 , 
Nb 323 232 250 240 271 249 242 
La 217 4·50 380 1801 2.34 609 24'~ 
. 
C'e 518 722 554 3875 371 837 424 





------···- --- ·----- ---·- .•. -
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· Table 4-4: Representative analyses bf Aillik Bay carbonatites 
----
Anal.fl 349 351 407' 416 417 
s·ioz 1s. so- . '20~80 20.00 w·:9o 5.95 
Ti02 ' 1.82 2.08 3.75 1.02 0.7~ 
Al203 2.28 ' 2 .81 2. 72 0.99 0.99 
Fe203* 9.60 10.96 10.44 6.61 5.48 
MgO 16.93 19.3 2 13.97 10.55 7.30 
MnO 0.22 0. 22 . 0.29 o:zs 0.24 
CaO 15.33 15 .. 53 20.95 29.55 35.60 
Na20 0.80 0. ,, s 0.82 0.89 0.29 
K20 2.38 2.58 l. 79 ' 1.13 0.84 
P205 1.58 1.94 2.55 3.08 3.50 
LOI 26.34 21.42 2~. 12 ' 31.·50 35.27 
-----------------------------------------------
Total 95.78 ~8.11 98.40 . 96:47 97.33 
-----------------------------------------------
,-
N~ 459 552 296 ~ 0 124 
Cr 435 628 '365 355 190 
v 155 138 241 139 . 177 
Rb 178 L46 54 51 5 
Sr 3228 2468 2645 ' • _, 8260 .. . , 5448 
I Ba . 3173 2728 1928 ' 982 363 
Zn 83. 85 96 73 B5 
Zr 651 . 633 ].43 1022 91 
Cu 8 10 SL . I. ' 7 
Ga 0 3 2 0 2 
; 
u 2 8 22 34 56 l 
Th 21 lL 26 0 82 
Nb- 214 201 ' 252 273 ' 183 
La 364 491 290 421 413 I 
Ce 435 976 625 541 523 I 
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Table 4-5: Values of Fe203.FeO,Fe203/Feo.co2.H20.H20/C02 in 
Aillik Bay dykes (taken fror.t llawkins.L977) 
---------.------------~----------------------------------------










avge. C02/H20 t 
3.')3-7.57 
. 6.15 -11.'49 
. 0. 31 - 1.06 
0.56 
. 3.15-·13.02 
1.45 - 3.67' 
t.Js ~ 8~9a ,, 
2·31 










0.006 - 1. 58 
0.38 
18.36- 39.14 















Figure L~-1: Oxicie vs. I'igO plots 
;;~naite~CD) olivine sannaites 
carbona tites (0) from Aillik Bay 
wt ~< 
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(ii) Enrichmen~ in Ti02~ Al203, Na20, K20, P205 and CaO relative 
to average ultramafic rock (Wedepoh1,1975). 
-
( ili) Low MgO/Fe203* relative to average ultramaf lc rocL 
(iv) Extreme volatile enrichment. 
Silica contents of less than 40 wt% are common only in 
highly alkaline rocks or carbon;te-rich rocks. Agpaitic ratios 
(Na20tK20/AlZ03) are .0.56 for average sannaite, 0.58 for average 
olivine sannaite, 0.74 for average kimberlite, and 1.22 for 
average carbonat.ite. All rock t ypes are part of the nephelinite-
carbonatitP. serie.!; of Currie (l975a) • 
SANNAITES 
Aillik Bay sannaites and olivine ·sannaites are compared to 
other alkaline lamP.rophyres in ta~;>le 4-6. Lamprophyres 
I 
. I 
associated with nepheline syenit es (ana l. 3-11) typically have 
--"'-S102 contents below 40 wt7.,\ but the 30-33 wt:t of Ai.llik Bay 
4 
lamprophyres is unusually low. The Aillik Bay · rocks also differ 
in their lower Al203 and higher P20S and C02+H20, emphas i zing 
the association with carbona tites. Analogous rocks occur at Oka. 
Quebec (anal.3) ·and Callander Bay, Ontario (ana1.4,S); where 
rocks bec.~me carbonate-rich (Ferguson and Currie,I97l). The New 
Zealand example -(anal.7) is at the southern extreoity of an 
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. Table 4-6: / Comparison of Aillik Bay sannaites with 
· lali':lprophrres from nepheline ·syenite and 
/ carbona.tite complexes. 
I 
Anal.H 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Si02 33.~5 30.72 30.37 . 37.56 18.60 38.76 39.46 
Ti02 4.45 4.;n 2.39 3.75 1.03 3. 79 3.89. 
A1203 8.35 4.42 9.20 10.40 . 4.10 15.42 . 13.43 
.lo'e203 13. 94* 14.67* s. 55 4.86 1.15 4.13 5.92 
FeO --~ 6.02 7.24 4.90 ' ·5.28 8.30 
MgO 8.35 16'. 78 10.70 9.56 8.96 6.59 6.28 
MnO 0.23 0.21 0.35 0.20 0. 89 0.20 0.25 
CaO 14.84 13.30 15.31 1'2.42 25.00 15.30 10.06 
Na20 2.65 0.94 1.54 1.64 0.47 4.90 3.97 
K20 2.06 1.63 3. 79 3.64 3.49 2.25 . 2.13 
P205 1.78 1. 78 0.87 0,.96 1.82 0.71 1. 27 
LOI 8.03 9.74 
.coz 9.88 4.70 29.60 1.22 1.70 
H20 2.32 3.32 0.35 1.42 3.-79 
--------------~---------------------------------------------
Totnl ., 98.23 98.52 98.31 100.25 100.36 100.45 99.~6 
-------------------------------------------..:-------~---------\ 
\. \ Anal. f1 8 9 10 11 \ 5102 40.80 37.31 38.83 . 39.43 
Ti02 2.94 2.96 0.60 2. 73 \ Al203 1!.76 11.87 10.83 10 . 76 \ 
Fe203 5. 83 6.70 8.93 7.55 
FeO' 8.06 4.36 7.84 4. 70 
MgO 8 .00 10.60 18.78 . 4.30 
MnO · ~ 0:21 0.18 o·.:nJ 0.38 
CaO l3 •. 69 13.52 11.67 15.38 
Na20 3.69 3.22 •' 0.96 7.60 
K20 h38 3.42 0.97 4.00 
P20~ 0.44 0.84 0.52 0.96 
LOI · 3.18 
C02 0.88 0.00 
H20 • 0.08 1.80 
--------------------------------------
Total 99.98 99.59 
.. 
EXPLANATION 
1- Avel-a.ge sannaite - Aillik Bay 
2 Average olivine ,sannaite - Aillik Ra y 
3 Lamprophyre ass . nepheline syenite (Cold,l970) 
4,5 Lamprophyrc ass. nephelin~ syenite 
( Ferguson and Currie, 197 1) 
6 Lamprophyre, Ice Rive r , B.C. (Cul:'ri. e ,l975b). 
1 ·· Lamprophyre. Haast River, New Zeala nd (Cooper 1 1979) 
8 Kotuite , Siberia (Egorov, 1970) 
9 Lamprophyre ass. melanephelinite, Sibel.\la 
(Butakova and Egorov,l96 2) 
10 Lamprophyl:'e ass. ankaratrite·, Siber i a 
( But akova and Egol:'ov ,1962) 
1l Alnoi tic lamprophy_r e ass. carbonat! te, Kisingiri. 
( LeRas , 1977,p. 301) 


























'central complex kimberHtes' (Dawson,l967,l96B) which o-ccur 
. ·' 
with carb~natites anclijolite series. rocks, and not to cratonic, 
diamondiferous kimberlite&. This is demonstrated in Table 4-7 
where _~v~rage Aillik Bay kimberli tf is compared to exaraples of 
both kimberlite types. Cratonic kimberlite (ana1.7-ll) is 
- . t 
typified by MgO > 22 wt%, stressing the importance of olivine to 
it's. definition (Mitchell,l979;. Skinner and Clement,197-9). 
Lamprophyric kimberlites have MgO < 2~ -..rt%, and generally have 
high contents of CaO, alkalies and P205. The least alkalic 
eKamples (lle Jliz-ard, anal.2, ansl Munjibbee, anal.6) do not 
· occur wi~hin central complexes but are situated in areas with 
regional nephelinite-carbonatite magmatism. 
The Nigerdlikasik and Saglek kimberlite~ (anal.l2 and 13) 
appear to have crat~nic affinities despite their association 
with the Labrador Sea rift. 
. CARBONATITF.S 
Carhonatites frequently occu~.as the latest magrnat lc event 
in alkaline complexes. Carbonati te plugs ar:e often nor~ evolved 
than the Aillik Bay carbonatttes, showing gre-ater depletion in 
Si02, Ti02, Al203, Na20, K20 and MgO (t;~.ble 4-8). Aillik Bay 
dykes are similar to carbonate-r .lch members of the Saguenay 
(anal.7) all'll..e-a"fiander _Bay (table 4-6, anal.S) dyke swarms. ~e, 
142 
high MgO_ values are partly due to vestigial silicate phases, and , · 
· p~rtly to the abundance of dol.omi.t lc carbonate. The Fen 
rauhaugite (dolomite carbonatite) is included for comparison. 
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Table 4-7: Aill ik Bay kimberlites c·ompared to diamondiferous 
----
and central complex kimberlites 
. 
Anal. II 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Si02 23.36 33.58 31.77 29.1 26.92 . . 24.83 35.2 
Ti02 3. 02 2.27 1.98 3.7 4.7'1 2.33 2.32 
A1203 3.40 6.9.3 7.99 4 . 1 4.47 2.13 4.4. 
Fe203 · 11.69* 13.20* 7.07 8.9 5.69 
FeO 
---
3.40 7.2 3.47 7.15* 9.8* 
MgO 16.77 20.08 19.86 16.3 17.96 . 14.09 27.9 
MnO . 0.26 o:31 0.4 . 0.18 0.09 0.11 
CaO 17.09 12.89 13.82 13.5 11.32 20.52 7.6 
Na20 0.50 0.18 i.62 1.6 0.11 0.09 > ~ 0.)2 
K20 2 .. 02 0. 71 .2.28 1.3 2.92 0.59 ;:.:. o. 98 
0.95 P205 1.9J 1.16 1.3 '0.93 O.S6 ' t> . 7 
LOI 18 ~ 68 
C02 0.00 7.75 7.6 14.64 3.3 
H20 8.76 0. 73 4.7 5.06 7.4 
-----------------------------------·------------.-------·-------
Total 98.72 99.82 99.63 99.7 98.38 100.03 
------:---------------------------:------.. -------------------------: . 
Anal.# a 9 10 11 12· 
Si02 33.21 27~ 76 29.9 38.05 26.45 
r1o2 1.97 1.90. ' 4·.o 1.32 ·1.88 
A1203 . 4.45 3.18 I 4.0 4.14 2.02 
Fe203 6.78 6.18 10.4 3. 25 .4.00 
FeO 3.43 1.84 ·1.8 :·4.'90 5.31 ' 
HgO 22.78 25 . 90 ,2.3.1 28.41 28.0Q 
MilO 0.17 0.13 I 0.19 0.16 . 0. 20 
CaO 9.36 1~ .. 33 13.2 8.80 12.33 
Na20 0.19 O.ll• 0 . 07 0.31 0.23 
Kzo· o.79 o:41 1.s 1.01 " 1.6o 
P205 0.65 0 . 35 {).30 0.54 0.66 
13 
35.6 









0 . 40 
LOI 10 . 09$ 9.9$ , 
coz 4.58 9.48 ·1. 3 2.26 12. 6 z:42 
~=~-----=~~~~---~-===----~==-----~~F--=~:~----~~~=-
Tot_al . 99.06• 99·.64 99.96 99.tJ8 · 99 . 67 99.67 . 
~~;~:~:~~~:----~-;-=-~~~-~-~~~~- -- -- -------
1 .. 















Average kimberlite - Ailli:k ~~y . 
Central complex type kimbetlites: 
Ile Bi~ard (Gold and Marchand, 1970)' · 
Damkj~rnite. Fen .(Griffin and 'J:ay1or, 1915) 
Saguenay. Quebec . (Gittins et ai.' 197Sb) 
Walloway, Australia (Ferguson-;nd :;>herat:on , 1979) • 
Munjibbee, Australia (Colchest~r, f~72) 
iliamondifer.ous ('true') kimhc rl i tes; 
Avcrag,e South Afripan kimberlite (Da'wson, 1967) 
Average Lesotho kimberl:!fe (Gurney and Ebrahim. 1973) 
Dal~yn, Sib'eria · (llupin ~ al. ;·.1974; average) ' 
Colorado kimberli~e . (Smith, 1977) " 
Lattavaram·~ India (Paul et al., ·1915) 
Nigcrdlikas ik, Greenlan~ (Emeleus and Andrews, 1975) 
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Table 4-8 : Comparison of Ailllk Bay carbonatites to 
carbonatites and carbonatised klmberlites/lamprophyres 
Anal.H l. 2 3 4 5 {) 
Si02 lS.H 13. so . 12.10 3.36 2.22 4.65 
'fto2 1.88 1. 30 0.80 0.30 0.15 0.59 " 
A~203 1.96 
" 
3.67 3.55 1.&9 2,.,01 1.42 
· Fe·4P3 8.62* 2.68 3.12 6.q "1.9.9 17.10 
FeO 4.65 3._78 ).99 6.23 . 1.90 
MgO 13.61 10.07 5.64 3.10 9 . 40 .0.50 
MnO 0.24 0.50 I . 0.61 ' 0. 31 0.90 0.68 
Cao . 23.39 26.59 35.12 44.35 30.24 40.06 
Na20 0.65 1.24 0.42 0.04 0\26 1.00 
K20 1.74 1.98 1.49 o.so 0.31 ' o. 16 
P205 2.53 2.96 2.06 3. 26 .. 1.00 1.60 
LOI 27.13 ---
C02 27.98 28.73 32.80 35.90 28. 43 

















Total 96.98 98.99 98.81 99.13 .90. 93+ 99.00 98.9. 
-----------~---------------------------------------------------
EXPLANATIOti 
1 ,Ave rage .ca rbonati"te - Aillik B~!y 
2,Beforsite- Aillik . Bay (llawkins ,l~77) 
3,Average carbonat ite (Gold, l 963) 
4,Sovtte, Fen (Barth and Rambe rg,l956) 
-5,Rauhagite, Fen (Ba rth and Ramberg , l966, Low to t al due to 
hig~ content of BaO_and SQ3 · 
. 6,Aeger1nc-magne'tlte sovite, Malawi (Garson·, 1966 ) 
7 ,Carbonate- ri ch kimbe rlite, Snguenny ,Qucbec 
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contents manifested in carbonat~..and manganoan iron oxide 
' \ . . 
development at the expense of most silicates. 
In S\lmmary, the raajor ele!'lent·· chemistry of the sannaites, 
kimberli tes and carbonat ~tes is characteristic of rocks 
. ,-
• • 
·associated with carbonatite-ne'phelinite series magmatiso. 
TRACE ELEMENTS 
t ' Trace elecent data for Aillik Bay dykes are given in tables 
' . 
4-1 to 4-4, and are repres.eJ;lted graphically in fi~ure 4-2. 
Wedepo~l and M~ramatsu (1979) compHed average values for . 
ultramafic rock, ktmberl i.te, nephelini te, alkali ali vine· basalt 
and tholeiitic.. basalt. Most elements define eith.er depletion 
(e.g.Ni,Cr,Rb,Zr, Nb,La,Ce,u·,Th) or enricl\r.lcnt (e.g . Ga, V) trends 
from kimoerlite ' to tholefite in the order SJ?eCified ·ab~ve, 
In Aillik Bay dyke~ V,Rb,Sr,Ba,Zr,Nb,La,Ce .and 'l are · 
· endche~ relative to average ultramafic rock (!UR), and either. 




or in excess of both. These elements ge nerally l.ie 
in t~e upper part of the range f or kimberlite given by Dawson 
(19SO,p.S7-S3; after Muramatsu,1977). Ni and Cr are de pleted 
' 
. . . 
relative to AURand li e• be tween ki~berlite and nep~elinite 
va lue s e~~~.p: for olivine-poor san~aites, which .are. seve7 y 
depleted ln.both Nl and ,cr. Zn,cu· and ca. de crease in ajda.nce 
from sannaite to carbona t it~ at Aillik Bay, but do n;rgeneral l y 
show much variat~on betwe~n the rock t ypes s'tudie.d jY Wedepohl: · 
and Mu rama tsu , ( 1979) .• U a ·nd Th are extremely enrl~ed ln 
, I . 
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contain similar amounts to average kimberlite and nepheU.nite·. 
· Pb, As andAg were not detected ' in any samples from. Aillik Bay. 
The abundances of trace elements in Aillik Bay dykes 
relative to· kimberlite and hephelinite is explained b); the 
·influence of carbo·nati te. Although carbonat Hes were not studied 
\by lledepohl and Muramatsu (1979), they do note that Sr and Ba 
are more abundant in nephelinites than kimberHtes despite 
showing a generafdecrease from kimberlite to tholeiite. Sr and 
Ba are the most characteristic marker trace ·elements for 
carbonatites, and th~ a:verage trace ele~ent data reflect the 
association of -nel'helini tes with carbona tites. 
Within the Atllik Bay su~te, Ni,Cr,Sr,Ba,U,Th,La,Ce,Y and 
to a small extent Nb are enriched in kimberlite rela_tive ta 
sann~ite, whereas V,Zn,Cu,Ga,Zr and 'possibly Rb are depleted. 
Carbonatites show a definite reversal of Ni ,Cr and Zr trends, 
whilst most other trends are maintained. Ni and Cr depletion is 
due to r~moval of silicate. phases. Zr increase is c~aracteristic 
of carbonatisation~ but the Zr depletion in kimbe~llte can be 
. 
cons idet:ed anomalous. It is probably due to complex trace 
element movements in fluids associated with different episodes 
of carbonatisation. Samples 416 and lt17 (table 4-4) · represent 
different episodes within one dy.· ke; initial increase i n Zr is 
. ~ 
. .. ') 
followed by severe depletion in n later carbonatite pulse. 
Depletions of R.b,Sr,Ba and Nb also occur, · cont'r.asting with the 
expected trettds toward a more .carbonate-rich rock. 'l-,U,Th, La 
, . . ' 
and Ce are not lost, however, so coinplex relations-hips with 
0 
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Mica and titanomagnetite removal \t a late stage can · 
explain some of th~e observations. Apatite and perovskite 
fract;:ionation cannot ~-ause the observed trends, since· these 
minerals wou-ld fail to discriminate between Nb, ·zr and La, y ,Ce. 
Sr preferentially enters carbonates, and so its depletion in the 
most carbonatc-r lch rock appears ;m onalous, and must be due to 
reduced _availabi.lity of Sr rather than removal o.f calcite. 
' Pouliot (1970). described similar late Sr depletion in Oka 
carbonatites. Trace element studies of dolomitic carbon;Hites. 
are lacking, and_ so the importance' of carbooote type to trace 
element geochemistry cannot . be assesed. 
Apparent ,enrichment of La and Ce in kimbet'lltes relative to 
carbonatites is misleading due to ~nomal.ously high REE content 
in one kimberlite sample. 
RARE-EARTH ELEMENTS . 
Rare earth el_ements (REE) were anal ysed for 'several 
. . selected samples, and results a re illustrated in figure 4-3 as a 
chondrite-normalised plot. High · REF.: abund.1nces and str~ng light 
REE (LREE) enric hme nt • . is seen in all · cases, and i.s most 
pronounced in kimberlite& and carbanati tes. La and Ce values 
t 
were obtained for all samples (tables 4-1 to 4- 4), s howing that 
t he samples picked for complete RE F: analysis arc- t~present a tive 





in most cases ." An exception ·rs the REE-rich kimberlite sample, 
w~ich "Shows depletion in HREf,: re l~tive~ther- rocks in the 
~~~ ,, ~ 
J'he apparent holmium anoraaly is cons ide red to. be due to 
• 
148 
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i 
.f.!g~-r~ !:.:-~..:_· Choncidte-normalised plot of rare earth 
eleri:ent abundances in selectee; ciykes fron: .t\illil: Bay. 
o Carbonat1te 
• QJ, 't'ne Sanna itt: 
.. Sanna,te 
... 
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analytical error and so points in figure 4-3 ·are joined 
accordingly: ho.lmium is much less abundant than dysprosium and 
erbium, and so errors are' enhanced by the plot. The apparent 
anomaly is more marked in rocks with the ptrongest LREE/HREE 
fractionatio~and higher tot~l REE. The analytical method (see 
appendix 2) uses less sample for REF.-rich rocks, so that 
weighing errors are most signifi~ant in these samples. Europium 
anomalies are much less likely to be ert:oneous, and frequently 
exist due to variations in the relative abundances of the · 
diva lent and t r 1 valent .ions. 
The strongly LREE enriched patterns ar~ typical of alkaline 
rocks (Kapu~tin,l966; Balashov and Pozharitskaya,l968), and are 
seen . in all alkaline lamprophyres, kimberlltes and carbonatites • . 
Abundances in the sannaites and olivine sannaites are similar 
to, or greater than other alkaline lamp~-ophyres and associated 
rocks (Jahn ~ .!!..:.,1979; Kay .and Gast,l973; Cullers and Medaris, 
1977; Borodin· and Py~tenko,l<J78; Roden~ al.,l979).· Cratonic 
klmberlites typically have chondrite-norcalised va lues of 
200-700 for La and less than lS for Yb (Paul!:!_ al. ,1975; Fesq 
. !:.!.~•1975; Mitchell and Brunfelt,l975a; Kaini.nskiy !!_' al. ,1978; 
Pau1,19~0). Ailllk kimberlites have higher abuddances similar to 
the carbonatltes. ~oth kimherlites and. carbonatites have 
patterns with variable slopes. Chondrtte normalised ·values for 
ytterbium ·range from less than 5 to around 50, which .is a 
similar range to carbonatites from other centra l co~plexe~ 
(Mitchell and Brunfelt,l97Sb; Eby,l971; Moller~ al.,l9SO; 
Loubet et al. ,1972). This reaffirms that the kimberlites are an 
--- \ 
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CHAPTER 5 : PETROGENESIS 
Any pet~-~tic model for the Aillik Bay dykes should take 
the .following obs~stion~ into accoont. 
(a) There is a progression in time from abundant sannaites to 
' 
rarer ki~berlites ~nd .carbonatltes. 
(b) Structural relationships suggest that all the dykes are 
related to an intrusive ce~. • - ~ 
(c) Sannaites .and olivine sannaites are .clearly spatially and 
genetically related, occurring together in banded dykes. 
(d) Sannait.e mineralogy shows chemical ev!)lut ion typical of 
nepheline syenite associations. · 
(e) Some4 evidence for li·quid 1•nm1scibility is 'found in the 
earliest sannaite dykes. Nunerous ocelli may also represent 
immiscible fluids. 
(f) Kimberlites are similar to rocks found ln association with 
nephelinite- carbonatit~ rock ser les (Currrie,1975a), and can be . 
distinguishe(t from cratonic kimbet""lites :wh i -c h do not have such 
associations. 
-(g) Most carbonatites display r e lic t kimbe rlite texture s • 
~ . 
(h) Carbonate is an essential prirt of al~ dyke -r6ck type s. 
The above points, which hnve been described or denonstrate.d 
in earlier sections, sugges t that s~nna.ites. olivine sanna1tes. 
kimbe rlites and C.arbonatltes are rela ted to an intrusive centre 
of nephe~inite-ca rbonatite type. Some details of petrogenesis 
0 
are here investigated further. 












1. SANNAITE AND OLIVINE SANNAIT~ DERIVED FROU A Cmf·IO:\ PARENTAL 
MAGMA (SPM) 
-----As noted~arlicr. the principal difference between sannaite 
and olivine- sanna:ite rs the presence of abundant olivine · 
phenocrystsoin the latte~, and wel~ developed leucroc~tc 
ocelli in the former. The occurrence of banded dykes with 
t' . 
olivine-rich and oc~lli-rich bands supports the idea 'of a col!lmon 
.,. 
<Ori..gin ' ror these rocks' and for the discrete sannaite ana 
olivine sannaite dykes in which more distinct types occur. 
An attempt is made here to define ~e ~annaite parental 
magma (SPM) composition. Figure 5-l shows major element oxide 
plots -similar to figure 4-1 with solid symbols signifying 
average values for sannaite, olivine sannnai t e, kimberlite and 
carbonati~e. It should be po~sible to define the composition of 
SPM by using enrichment 'an~s or polygons if crystal-'liquid 
sepa~ation dominated the process's which produced the two types 
of sailnaite. In figure S-1, olivine (open circles) and . 
clinopyroxene (open squares) are extracted from olivine sannaite 
in the average ratio - of phenocryst occurrence (6:1). Enrichment 
lines f6r a mixtur~ of nepheline (Ne), analcl~e (At) and 
K-feldspar (Kf) compositions, repres~nting sannait~ groundmass 
minerals and the outer zones of ocelli, are drawn for sannaites. 
Carbonate was not i ncluded in tho extraction because 
. ' 
· carbo~ate-aualcite globules similar to the inner wncs of 
' 
sannaite ocelli also occur ·in olivine sannaites. Only the outer 
'zones are exclusive to the o"livine-poor sannait.es. The relative 
' . 
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153 Figure 5-l: Oxide. ·vs. MgO -plots for Aillik. Bay dykes. 
Solid symbols signify average values for sannaite ( •), 
olivine sannaite C•), kimberlite ("') and carbonatite (t~). 
Open symbols signify mineral compositions . Olivine and 
clinopyroxene are extracted - fro~ olivine sannaite in the 
· ratio 6:1, to suit phenocryst occurrence. Extraction 
lines from sanna~te represent amixtur!'! of analcite, 
K-feldspar and nepheline~ with limiting cases (100?. one 
minerd)< marked by the initiaL The" intersection of the ' 
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groundraass is open to question because of alteratlou and 
J 
variation between rocks. Multiple lines are shown in sane 
diagrams 1ft figure 5-l to show the limiting cases fQr 1007. 
nepheline (n). K-feldspar (k.) or analcite (a). Mine.ral 
compositions plotted are average probe analys~s from this study, 
The intersection of ~nrichment lines froc sannai tes and 
.  ~ . 
oli vin~ sanna.ites should define the SPM, which ideally •:11~ show 
identical MgO value~> for each dia~r811. The diagrams in figure 
5-l suggest that the proposed enrichments a r e possible a:td place 
the following limitations on the mineral phases involved: The C<t. 
and Si plots confirm that carbonate did not play an iopQrtant 
role in segregation of olivine sa~naftes frbm sannaites, 
Addition of carbonate to the sannaite extraction would result in · 
. an anomalously large MgO value for SPM·. The Na and K plots show 
that the aluminosilicates involved in~the enrichment for 
sannaites must .have .been dominantly sodic, suggesting a minor 
rol~ for !(-feldspar. The P plot shows a 'high MgO intersect, 
which can be rectified by adding apatite to the olivine sannaite 
enrichment, The same ls possibly true forTi; addition of a Ti 
bearing phase would produce a rnore horizontal enrichment llne. 
Computer subt.rac t ion ca l e u lations· ( Ca\oithorn,l974, program F) 
were performed using slight variations 1.n mineral proportions 
subtracted, The calculated bes i: fit with whole-rock che;:~ical and 
petrographic modal analyses data 1~ plotted in figure 5-2. The 
high HgO . values· a-ce due to the. co1aputer program nonnalising data 
to 100% prior to ca-lculation. C02 va'lues were ·not inc.luded since 
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Figure 5-2: Oxide vs. MgO plot for the best fit 
whole-rock extract~on after computer modelling. Solid _ 
symbols represent average sannaite and olivine sannaite 
1o1hole-rock c;.ompositions, and open symbols r"epresent the 
'residue' after the extraction calculation • . 'the 
intersection of lines (circled) defines the SPM value for 
each element. P and K do not intersect~ which could be, 
overcome by slight modification of apatite and K-be.ui.ng 
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an important phase to this calc~lation, The 'subtractions 
calculated used 27.5% olivine. 5% clinopyroxe~e~ 0.5~ apatite 
arid 0.4% rutile for olivine sannaite, and 157. an;Jlcite, 5% • 
. . ' 
nepheline and no K-feldspar for sannaite. These achieve a'n 
intersection for all except potassium and phosphorus (figure 
. 
5-2), fo£ which thet:e _was .insufficient extraction. These _could 
be allo~ed for by modification of apatke content and inclusion 
of some X-feldspar.in the extraction, but furt~er refinement of 
the model would be of dubious value .Since complete accuracy 
c.annot be expected from this . type of calculation (Cox et 
al. ,1979, p.l53-l54). 
In order to arrive at' .a composition for SPM, a value for 
/ 
the missing volatiles ~ust be assuned. If the ten oxides treated 
t.8 
in the program art! assumed to form 94r. of the total, then the 
SPH is· deduced to have the following composition: ,29.8, ~Sl02, 
5.67. 
CaO, 
Ti02, 6~257.'\~.203• 18.67. Fc20?.(total Fe). 9_.6% XgO,_ 17.91. 
1.3% N~4% K2D, 2.2t P205 and 0.27?. MnO (all wt1.). 
Roedder and Emslie (1970) describe how the cooposition of 
. . 
olivine is : determi.n.ed by the magnesiuo:ferrous iron ratio of the 
me~t fr.oo. which it crystallises, and. ~ , independent of 
. ~ 
temperature and probab~y pressure (Trying, 1971). The SPM 
> 
· . defined by the extraction model has 1).6 r.1ol% FeO' (assu:'led total 
Fe as · FeO) and 13.9 mol% HgO. According to qgure 7, of Roedder 
and Emslie· (1970) the SPM would crystali'ise olivines of· Fo.77-78 
under ·'eq·ull:i~rium co~t,i~ns." This is close to the average value 
of Fo79 for the olivine sannait'es. Some · trivalent iron oust be 









values, because trivalent tron will not ·-tnter' the olivine. 
i 
crystal structure. Jlowever, the s.oall discrepancy bet·..reen 
' . ' ' 
observed and calculated forsterite contents argues. for a high 
·~· FeO/Fe203 ratio, and thus low oxygen fugacity in the SP~l. Low 
----------~ 
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oxygen fugacity has previously been suggested as a condition of 
formation of alkaline ultrabasic rocks (Mitchell,1973,197S). 
2. RELATIONSHIP OF KIMRERLITES AND CARBONATlTf:S TO S~~~AITES 
It has been shown on the _basis of mineralogy and .strucfural 
associations that· the ·kimberlites are· celated to other rocks of 
-·u 
the Aillik Bay suite. Absolute · ages are -uncertain, and the 
pres~nce of . tw.o ;distinct ages, one ar'ound 5 70 ~Ia (Leech !.!_ 
al. ,1963) and one Mesozoic (King arid McMillan, 1975) cannot ~ 
-- . . . . 
discounted. Kimberli tea and carbonat ttes on Cape . Makk.ovik occur 
· as a diStinct set of ·dykes, with shallow dips, although 
• '!. - • ..:_ • .~ . • 
kimberlites als·~ occur as sub-verncal dykes' , 1f h~ periods of 
" ' •. 
intrusion occurred, it see~s likely that the break came between 
the sannaites and the k~mberlltes. 
Mass l;ialan.ce ·calculatio1'!,S (Cawthorn,l974,program E) were 
performed to see if kimberlite could be related to the SP)o{. This 
method definea the best balan·ce. of SPM and kimb~rlite mineral 
· compositions that is equivalent to the b~lk kimb~rlite 
composition. Once again, · probe analyses ~rom this stud.y were 
.uscd . where possible. The following soJutlons were ob t ained: · 
~ . 
Kimberlite .. 50.17% SPM + 22.997. dolomite+ 15.62% olivine + 
7.66% mica (revers~ pl~oc~rolc phenocrysts) . + 
2.29% apatite+ 1.047. calcite (wtX) 
l 
I 
.~· · ... 
.... ---
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' The sum of squares of errors is 0.217, which defines a good 
fit. Repe~it ion of the calculation using glimrnerite ~:~Leas did 
not produce such a good fit. The possibility was also _considered 
that kimberlite is ~ hybrid rock formed by carbonatisation of 
'olivine sannaites, since carbonate-mica metasomatism often 
ocwrs around carbonatites (He1nr1cb,l966). This gave the 
solution: 
Kimberlite • 68.08% olivine sarinaite + 22 .• 9% dolomite + 
6.93% mica+ l.87% apatite + 0.231. calcit.e 
(sum of squares of .. errors- 0.25) (wt%). 
The apparent vindication qf_ two different hypotheses for · · 
the origin of the kimber.lites emphp.sises that computer .models 
should fit the geologf.cal. constraints (Wright and Doherty,l970). 
In fact, ne1ther · solution is ideal: ·if carbonate-mica alterat'ion 
of olivine sannaite gives rise to kimberli t~ there should be 
more abundant rocks derived frm:t the carbonat t~ation .of 
~livine-poor sanriaites. If kimbeilites are derived fro~ the SPM, 
the occurrence of nodules and pheno~rysts o.f widely differing . 
compositi.ons . i 's difficult to explain: . 
The range in F() values (71•87) of kimberlitic oli.vines 
sugge!'tS that ·either one. or more generations of olivine is 
exot ic• or that the ·Mg:Fe ratio i .n the parental 111agma was 
extremely variable. A continuous range . of olivine col".lpos itions 
_is difficult to explain 1n terms of exotic crystal s ~ a large 
numbe.r of grain$ with 8 · small compositional range would b!}/ 
.oxPeetod. RoeddOr and Eaolie (1970) .note thot :the~elatlon 
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of olivine composition with melt composition . may be open to 
question if (1). there is insufficient Mg and Fe to fom olivine 
,I . 
(11) th,eu are coa!lplexes in the melt tying up Mg or Fe (i~i) 
temperature and composit~on vary greatly fro,o the experimental 
conditions. Ca~tion should therefort! be applied wben conc;idering 
the Fo contents of . olivine. from the kimberlites in view of their 
low S102 contents and the presence of dolomite as a Mg-bearing 
phase • 
. Despite a lack of proof .of the relative ages of olivine 
phenocrysts in kimberlit.es, it is pr~bably valid to propose that. 
the Fe-dch oii'vines ·formed be f ore tl;~-r;~ch olivines. The . 
Fe-rich olivines are Ca-poor, which signif ie& a . deep-sea.ted 
or.igin (Simkin and Smith,L970; Finnerty and Boyd,1978). Mo.ore 
. . 
and Erlank (1977) suggested that, high iron 1 low nickel olivines 
- . - . -
ln South African olivine melilit'ltes indicate crystalli'sation 
under low oxygen'fugaci.ty, and not necessarily ~rom a ){g:-: and 
Ni-poor melt. The olivines in th.e Aillik Bay kimberlites couid 
• therefore describe a trend of increasing Ca,Ni and Mg starting 
. . . 
with those. crystallised at depth. under lo~ f02. Reduction in 
pressure dut)ng ma~~ ascen,t would be ex~ected to lt:ad to 
increased oxygen -activities' (Moore .and Erlank.1~77). Pressur.e 
( drQp could also be caused ·by a loss of volatiles. Low Ca c6ntent . 
. . 
in later ohvines can b·e 'attributed to coexistence with 
.. 
carbonate phases • 
. Micaa may describe a similar chetdcal trend. if -the green 
pleochroic raicas crystallised first. Gr.een phenocrys t cores are 
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possibly_ indicatin$ earlier formation. The green ~leas · are more 
iron-rich, but probably crysta~lised under lowe!." f02 · than the 
' 
red micas. 'since the reverse pleochroism is due to tetrahedral 
ferric iro~ (Fay~ •nd Hog~rlh,1968) • 
In summary, the mineralogy of the kimberlites describes a • 
g_r~ater r~ge in conditions of cryf;fallhation th~n _would be 
expected ff :i.t crystallised from the. SPM. Kimberlites b~come 
increasingly carbonate-:rich · with time, ~.uch ~hat c.arbona~ite 
must· be ari tntegr~l paz::t of kimber
1
Hte genesfs. 
3. GENESIS 0~ THE AILLIK BAY . SUITE\. BY PARTIA{. MELTING 
Of the three main hyp~thcses proposed to explain the. 
. . 
genesis. ·of kimberli tic liquids (Gur:.ney, i 974 ;D~~son.l971 ,1980 
.J , ..... .. . 
p.il2•215), partia~ melting of mantle material appears to best 
expiatn the currently availabl~ data. Other explanations include 
zone · refining · arid ·fractional .crystallisation from a · picritic 
melt. 
The zon~ r~f~niftg pr<reess proposed by Harris and Middlemost 
· (1970) requires a .low geothermal gradie11t typical of cratonic 
areas. and is . thus inappropriate for a ~1ft envi.rooment. • 
O'Hara and Yoder (19~7) s\lggested that kimberl~te·· may be · 
p.rod1,1ced by f'r~ctional. crystallisation of eclogite from a 
picritic m7it. which .vas itself produced by part-ial melting of 
the diopside-ga·rnet fraction of ·ga.rnet lherz:~ at ~o-110 km 
. ,. 
depth. lUmberlite ~ould be the last remaining fraction of melt. 
a_nd WO\Ild be emplaced after .basaltic lavas which would be 
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the grounds that kimberlite does not · necessarily occ;:ur along 
with 1110re voluminous rocks o( less extreme . compos.itlon 
(Pawson,1971) • . . The eclogi t e xenoliths once presumed to be· 
cognate have been shown to have lower 87Sr/86Sr than ga.rnet 
lherzolite xenoliths, a ·nd to be considerably . older · than the host 
kimberlite (Allsopp~ ~,1969). Mitchell and ·Brunfelt (197Sa) 
estimated th~ t 96%' crystal lisation would . be requir ed to produce 
a kimberlitic liquid. 
Thus the partial melting hypothesis has become i ncreasingly 
pop~la r • · especially ~i th the consideration o'f hydr'ous and 
carbonated per1dotit~-~tarting mate~ials. ~The attract i on of this 
hypothesis is that most Continuous elemental depletions and 
enrlchments between alkali basalts, nephelinitcs an.d Kinberlttes 
(Wedepohl and 'Muramatsu,l979; see chapter 4, thi9'w0r k ) ca.n be 
explained as peing due to variatlons in either · thc fr ac tio n oL~, 
melting or the ·depth. at which melting occur~ (Wyllie, 1979,1980; 
. Eggler .;tnd Wendlandt',t979); 
H20 is stable under 11antle conditions in hydro~s phas es'; 
amph~bole at depths· up to 80-90 km, ·and phl ogopite to' 150 km or 
more, d e pe nding on t emperature (Kus hlro,l969 ;Carswe ll,l975 ). The 
presence of H20 c auses a sub~tantial drop in the peridoti t e · 
163 
s?lid1.1S. temperatur~ (fi-g~5-3), b~,~t l'(le l tin g experit~~ents gene r a lly ..... . 
' f.ail to produce silica-undersaturated melts (Mysen and 
- \ . 
'soc.ttc:heT,L975 ; ·Kushiro,197 2 ; Bravo and O'Hara,l975)'. 
. 'Ool011it ~ is the 111ost sta ble carbonate phase unde r mantle 
geotherm c ondit i ons (Eggler ~ ~,1976). giving .way · to 
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'I'he effett ·of H20 and'' C02 .ori ' the solidus -of 
-Volatile-iree · pet"idotite solidus 
· XYZ = Peridot~tc-C02 solidus _ 
XWV Peridotite.;.H20 solidus 
.. ~ . . 
A-D 
A-Z 
Cat"bonation surface for the reaction% 
(l) Opx + Ca-Ool = (2) -Ol +' Cpx + C02 . 
(after Wyllie, - 1979) 
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Wendlandt,1979). Evidence for the presence of C~2 in the mantle 
includes C02-rich fluid inclusions in xenoliths and olivine 
phenocrysts (Roedder, 1965; Green and Radcliffe,I97S), and rare 
carbonate 1.nclu8ions (McGetchin and Besancon ,1973; Smith, 1979). 
The addition of C02 to peridotite conpositions causes a slight 
drop in ~olidus temperatute at lo~ pressures, but a much greater 
drop at pressures above about 25kb (fig S-3; Wyllie and Huang, 
1975; Egsler, 1978); MeltiJ produced from carbonated perido-tite 
4 / • . • 
compositions are 'silica undersaturated and. carbonate-rich 
' · 
(Eggler, 1974; Wyllie and Huang, 1975). 
Peridotite compesitions including both H20 and C02 could 
. thus form a variety of liquids depending on the relative amounts 
of H20 and C02. In order to produce silica~undersaturated melts, 
' a COZ-rich composition h · required. Figure S-4, taken .. from 
Wyllie (1980), &ummarises probable phase relations in peridotite 
with 1QO*C02/(Co2+H20) • 80. The continental and oceanic 
geotherms of Ri~gwood (1966) are superimposed on figure S-4; 
Which of these is !'lore applicable in the case of Aillik Bay 
depends on the precise time of magr:~a generation relative to rift' 
' formation.' Nephelinite-carbonatite magmatism is typical of a 
very early stage of rifting,_ and so the relevant geothe~m may be 
close·r to the continental than the oceanic geotherm. Royden ·and 
Keen (1980) have sho~ that most rifting of the Labrador Sea ln 
the Hakkovik area occurred ln the late Cretaceous, which is 
after the ptoposed date for Aillik B~ magmatisl'l. In either ' 
ca&e, melting should occur at depths of •9D-120 km (fig.S-4). 































Figu.re S-4: Phase relationship-s · for peridotite_oi-. H20 + · 
C02 ~ith 100*C02/ (C02+H20)=80 (after Wyllie, ).9SO). Ct 
and De are continental and oceanic· gecitherms.· ' Partial. 
melt will exi,st on the continental geotherm ·betw~en N and 
P . . Magmas moving along N-P will sop.dify at P rele:lsing 
vapors which could cause mantle metasomatism . . Saaall melt 
fractions .along the solidus P'-R will be . C02-t:ich and 
silica- poor. Melt type depends on geotherm type and 
fraction of parttal meltfng. Rising volatiles from below 
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dolomite from mantle compositions, but only 0.02~ H20 to form 167 
the maximum amount of phlogopite allowed by the low ·l( 
concentrations {Eggler. 1977; Ringwood, 1975 p.225). Unles; _ 
there has been considerable metasornat ic enrichment of the mantle 
in K in the magma source region, H20 will oe present in amounts 
f • . 
~:~~eli Jreater than requi r?p to .form the maximum amount of 
phlogopite. Under these conditions, melting at depths ·i!' the 
range 90-130 km will, be controlled by dolomit~ in a buffered 
~eaction (Eggler. 1977; Wyllie, 1977a p.l97-198). Near-solid~s 
- melt_s are e~tremely enriched in C02, probably carbonatitic 
. 
(Wylli~ and 'Huang,l975; Eggler,1976) and become more silicic, 
. . . 
' possibly kimberlitic ot: melilititic, at higher pressures 
(Wyllie, 1977b, 1979). 
.... . 
It has been shown from trace element studies that 
increasing the frac~lon _ of partial meiting leads to progressive 
,• 
deplet'ion of the melt in incompatible elelllents (Ga:tt, 1968; Sun 
and H'nson~ 1975). The ele~ental trends fro~ nephe llnlte through 
alkali basalts to tholeiitic ~a salts described by Wedepohl attd 
Muramatsu (1979) may be sim~l{' an expression . of melt fraction. 
Exnapolatfon to lower, melt fractions is complicated by 
accessory phases. Per~dotite-C02-H20 experimenta l work outlined 
. 
above sugge s.ts ~hat carbona titic melts<> shoulG· characterise the 
lowest melt fractions. The common association of alkaline 
lamprophyres with 6ar~onatites and nepheltniilc rocks can 
therefore be explained by a small variation in melt fraction • 
. 
~ 
The Atllik Bay lamprophyres have trace eleillent abundances _ <! __ _ ~ 
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· . . with some clearly influenced by carbonatite (see chapter 4) • 
. 
Therefor~, if derived by partial ~elting, · the A11lik Bay 
lamprophyres must have been prodfcia'\ by a melt fractio'n less 
than the 3% suggested for nephelinites (Cast,l968). The 
C> 
, · 
influence of carbon.atite implies that the mel~ .fraction was l!1uch 
. ~ 
. lower 'than 3%, or that later mixing ·occurred • . Complications of . 
· solidus relationships will be caused by the presence of 
... 
incOm.patible elements· such a .P, Ti and S, which are not 
considered in most peridotite melting experiments. Ti,P and S 
all cause polymerisation of the melJ:. and 'may cause a furt her 
drop in solidus temperature, although phase relationships are 
not .yet ·clear in c0111~.le~ systems (tcushiro, 1975; Arculus, 1975; 
·Ryerson and Hess, 1980; Mysen and' Popp, 1978). 
If ''it is assumed that the kimberli tes and carbonatites 
r,epresent a 6JU'alle;: melt fraction of similar materials to the . 
:,sannattes (or SPM) • then examina-tion of their chemistry may . 
. 
provide .clues as to the accessory phas&s important l.n thetr 
genesis. 
"l:he commonest REE-rich phases in kimberli tes and 
carbonatites are carbonates. apati.te and perovskite. · 
Carbonatitic calcites typically have LREE-enriched patterns with 
roughly sltnila·r slope to sanna ite ;wh?le-rock analyses (fig.4-3) • 
. but their ab~ndances are ·similar or' slightly less (Eby, ·(97'1). 
The higher modal carbonate i.n ldmberlites and carbonatites can 
therefore explain ·parallelism of most pa;~erns, but not the 
.,. ··:----. 
overall abundances. Apatite and pe r ovski te are both extremely 










REE-enriched pattern, wHereas apatite has a less fractionated 
pattern (Eby, 19'7!: Nagasawa et at.,l980).Both apatite and 
perovskite typically have negative europium anomalies, but the 
whole-rock pattern.s d·o not reflect this due to the strong 
positive europium anomaly in mica, which is caused by the. larg_er 
Eu2+ ion entering interlayer .. sites · (Philpotts, 1970). The 
' 
> • 
variation' in HREE C!iQ. bl;-~)t~lained as variations in carbonate 
. ~ · . ''."';.:,.... . ' 
. and apatite, assuming ,t?lat dolomite has similar REE 
. :; . ' patterns~ 
calcite. The anomalously high REE conte.nt in one kimberlite 
sample is. almost certainly due to higher modal yerovskite. 
Generation of LREE-c!nrichel! pattern~ such as those of the 
Aillik Bay dykes by partial melting requires either a 
. LREE-enrichld source (Sun'and Hanson, 1975; Hanso.n,l980) or 
·. 
disequilibrium melting of one or more LREE-~nriched phases 
(Campbell_ and Gorton, 1980); eg. fluorapatite is stable in the 
mantle at depths proposed here for partial· meltiong, and is 
unlikely to remain .in the solid residuum after even very small 
fractions . .,J·.i:eiting (Watson, 1979, 1980')'. 
Nd is~topic data indicate that LREE-enriched mantle sources 
would be the exception rather than the rule (DePaulo and 
Wasserburg, 1976; D~Paulo, 1979 p.204). Ho1o1ever~ Lloyd ' and 
, Bailey (1975) have shown that metasomatic fluids are likely to 
cause enrichment of . incompatib.le elements in. cratonic regions, 
.  
as evidenced by metasomatised xenoliths in alkaline mafic and' 
•. 
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ultramafic rocks (Lloyd and Bailey, 1975; Harte~ al., 1975; 
Boettcher.!!_ al., 1979; Wass and ~ogers, 1980; Ehrenberg, 1978). 







enrichmef).t due to higher ionic radii, and t:hus greater 
incompa-tibility in the LREE (Hanson, 1980, p.373). 
A. cooling diapir, possibly kimberli tic in nature, on 
. reaching the solidus at around 100 km depth will exsolve vapor ·. 
if the phase relati~ns shqwn in f i g.S-2 are applicable (Wyllie, 
1980; Hysen, 1975). These vapors may then assist metasomatism of . 
the mantle at this level~ : so that later. partial melts will lead 
to carbonatitic and lamprophyrtc· liquids. Wendlandt and Harrison 
(1979) showed that LREE will preferentially partition into a 
C02..-rich vapor, so that LREE- enrichment of,the mantle is 
explained by this · process. This model may be particularly 
applicable to the Labrado·r Sea rift, since true ~imberlites 
. occur together with lamprophyres in Green:)..and (Scott,l979). 
Collerson and Ma.lpas (1977) envisaged two stages of · evolution 
for kimberlites at Saglek, Labrador, to explai'n the presence. of 
groundtUass .melilite and glimmeri.te nodul es. Kimberlite magmatism 
I 
may therefore be a .n indirect cause of central complexes such as 
Alllik Ray • . 
· The ult"imate source of the metasomatising fluid remains a 
- ' 
. mystery: Wyllie (1980) require~ an inpu t of volatiles from below 
about '260 km. The earth's appar e nt .depletion in potassium 
~ 0 
relative to chonddt~s· has cau'Sed some authors to propose 
... , 
: ·· 
enrichment ·inK at:_£fepth, possibly in the core (Goettel,l976; 
Somerville ·and : Ahrens, 1980). Kushi ro (1980) has shown 'that 
melts produced in the sys·t~m ~g2S104-:<AlS104-Si02 have higher 
K20 contents with increasing pres sure. 
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oxygen fugacities is . in very early stages (Pasteris, 1981). In 
\ . 
view of the common association of . reduced carbon as diamonds and 
graphite with the deepest derived kimberlites, CO _and 
hydrocarbons may be more relevant volatile species (Eggler et 
al.,l979; Eggler,l980). Freund -~t al. (1980) haveshow~ · that 
carbon may be stored in forsterite solid-solution. Carbon 
supersaturation rnay . occur at sha~lower depths under reducing 
. · ~ .·· . : .. 
conditions, explaining the ob!)erved depth limit of d lamonds . 
(Freund~ al.,l980 p.l33l), and also explaining release of 
carbon to form m,etasomatising fluids. 
4.THE ROLE OF FLUID £MMISCIBIL lTY 
-------
· Text1fr.fl ~vidence for cqexisting immiscible liquids is ) . . 
found only in one sannaite (sample ~47). The lcucocratic ocelli 
h the san~ai tes are believed to have . been 'tormcd by s egregation 
of re!iidual melt into vesicles. The time of formation of the 
• 
vesicles is uncertaih, si~ce later expansion will destroy all 
preceding teKtures. It is therefore pertinent to .corisider 
e~idence for i~isci~ilitr in lamprophyres. 
Many studies of lamprophyres associated with car'l?.onatite 
and nepheline syenites have called upon large scale 
: immisc1b111~y to explain the origin of carbonatite ·and syenite 
c . ~:---:::· . 
rock typ.es. Examples ar:e the Monteregian Hills of Quebe.c, where 
there is ·a compositional break between silica-poor ~nd 
silica-rich alkalic rocks (Philpotts,l976); Callander Bay, 
~ntario, where c arbonatite, melteigite, nepheiine ·sye~ite and 
. .,, . 













eph · L of immise<bility hom an ol!'vine t•phelinite liquid (~:~n ;~nd Currie,l97l); and Fen, Norwa)', where a carbonated 
. nephelinit~ parental ~agaia was proposed by Mitchell and Brunfelt 
J 1975b)'. 
. 
Leucocratic ocelli, which ~re frequqntly said to be a 
manifestation of the propQsed imrniscibilty. are more common in 
alkaline . lamprophyres than in any·other rock . type (PhilP.otts, 
1972; Rock,·1977), and so lamprophyres are often considered to 
be starti~g points for explana~ions of different rock types by 
· immiscibility (eg.Currie, l975b; Philpotts, 1976). 
Koster van Groos and Wyllie (1968, 1973) showed that 
- ~ - . 
immiscibility of silicate and carbonate magmas is P:t:omoted by 
the presence of alkalie~. Experimental st}ldies of liquid 
immiscibility have recently been extended to high pressures. 
where it has been shown that iramiscibility ~ould be. a relevant 
. . 
process to lamprophyres due to thetr enrichment in 
Ti.P,S,H20,C02 etc •• Visser and Koster van Groos (1979) have 
i · 
sho\.m that P205 can stabilize iiDiliscibility to ,higher pressures 
than in P-fr_ee systems. 'l'hus, i~iscibility wpuld become more . 
widespread at lower pre£1sures. since melts progressively poorer 
in P205 would become involved. C02 .and S are core soluble in 
silicate melts at high pressures similar-. to conditions at ,which 
partial me~ting occurs .(Eggler, 1974_; .. Mysen and Popp,l978)., and 
so will be -inclined to separate from a ~ising ma~a. 
Crystallisation, caus.ing ~nrlchment of incorupat ible elements in 
• residual melt, and increasing f02 (Freeston'e,l978a; 
0 • 
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process. 
Frees tone (l9l8b) discovered that Ti and P expand the 
. "-.. . . 
immiscibility field in· the system fayallte-:leucite-sillca · 
towards more silica-undersaturated. comp?sitions, but. suggested 
that alkaline lamprophyr.es are outside the il11111iscibility {i.eld. 
·~ 
In compos~t~!)ns most applicable to lamprcn>hyres ·, "Freestone 
,.0 
(1978b) defined a oetastable sub-liquidus immiscibility field 
which causes an isothermal step iq the liquidus (fig.S-5). This 
• " !~ 
can be taken to support an origin as segregation vesicles 
... 
. , 
( ~m1th0 1967) for the abundant zoned oce,lli; a smal.l drop in 
.-
temperature will.c~us~ a large amount "of .crystallisation, and 
yet the residual melt will persist ~or a relatively large 
.~~- ...: : 
- · - < 
· temper~.~ure interval. The uprise of · the. sannaite magma was 
f 
accoc1panied by falling ··temperature. When the temperature of the . 
isothermal step in the liquidus was re~ched, rapid 
· • crystallisation resulted in the formation of a crystalline mesh 
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-dominated by acicular · py~oxene. This supports the assertation' of 
.. -.:~ . .·· . 
. · l?<>"at'f~.o~\ (1976). ~hat acicular cryst~ls a~e not necessa'c'ily . 
. - J 
indic'!-tive· of rapid temperat.ure· drop; but . merely rapid 
' ... ·' crys~allis~_'tfoon. Exsolucion _of volatiles from the residual. melt 
as the. magma ~ontinued its . upward journey caused the rucleatlon 
r . . . 
and ~ro;...ti of .gas bubl>l~~ 1 whicl) in _turn caused 'frac.turing of 
the cryl?t!llne mesh (oechan,.~ginolly p<op~sed by Bail•y, 
1928, quo .ed by Carman'.!!_!!...!.,l975). This is• e\tidenced by long 
.· . . i .. . , . . : -:--· . '~ ' ~ ., r..i~ .. ~- . -
-irregularly sh~ped 'ocelli' , which have su~sphllricA·\ 
. . . I , 
earbonate-a.nalci te 
' . . ,
globules occurring at intervals along"their 
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Fisure ~ Fceestone's (1978b) tempoia<ure-c6~posL 
profil~ of an alkaline mafic magma. A .large amount:' of 
crystallisation, not.ably pyroxene, occurs over a ;_slllali 
temerature interval. . The residual meH can p~rsist 
for a relatively laJ;"ge temperat4re int.erval, resulting in 
crystallisation ;of strongly differentiated late-stage 
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are filled by K-feldspar ,·· n~heline or analcite with Fe-mic:a .and 
pyroxene, representing residual melt drawn . int the fracture. 
lf the immiscible globule in sample 44 7 represents a 
widl!spread. process, then its Na-rich chemistry suggests it may 
be the: orig~n of nepheline syenite- type rocks which p.robahly 
.make up the central' part of the unexposed co~plex. There is 
considerable experimental and chemical evidence to sug-gest that 
immiscibility is likely in the alkaline lamprophyres. However, 
the late-stage formation of segregation vesicles is likely to 
/ 
elh:dnate any textural evidence in support of liquid 
immiscibiU ty. 
5. STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF MELT SEGREGATION AND EMPLACE:·!ENT . 
T~_e , invocation of partial 111elting hypotheses for kimberlite 
has been unpopula,r . in the past because . of· the dlfficul~y in 
explaining the following points: (i) Where kimberlites occur 
. 
with other alkaline rocks 1 they 'are the youngest • with t.he 
possible exception of carbonatites. (11) Extremely low. fract~ons . 
of melt must be physically separated frM. their sou'rce-rocks in 
order ·to amalgam~te : into JUagmas. 
• 
Kimberli tea and carbonatites are t .he youngest rocks 
observed at Aillik Bay; It is suggested fro~ the discuss~on of 
partial melts that they may alSo. represent lowe'Ga fractions of 
melt than the la~QProphyres. u · has been suggested (Eggle r and 
Wendland~. 19J8) that the rarity of kimberlltic ·rocks is due to 
the rarity of tecton:ic .settings conducive to their· ascent • . 
' Emplacecae~t of low fractions of melt from considerable depths 
.• (l. 
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be assist.ed by structural pathways fortlled by earlier 
176 . 
magmatism. Such structural inheritance also explains why 
lamprophyres a~e frequently the latest magmatic episode in an 
area (Rock,l977), and yet 'their c001posi tions are apparently 
parental to the rocks they postdate (eg.Currie, 1975b; 
Philpo-tts, .1972) : easier passag_e . to near surface conditions 
leaves less time for evol~tion of the later lamprophyres into 
. 'daughter rocks'. The attitudes of dyket!l described in chapter 2· 
shows that the magmas giving ris.e to all dyke-rock types are 
related to the .intrusive centre, and thus used the structural 
weakness created or used by the earlier central complex rocks. 
. ~ . ~ 
Progressively deeper-derived rocks representing progress.i ':'ely 
s'maller melt fractions can be explained by this process 
(Wyllie, 1980 f. 
The problem of separation of very small melt fractions may 
be partly overco11e by usage of pre-existing structures in ,the 
mantle. Silica-underaaturated ·mt!lts enriched in incocpatible 
elements could be g~neraied at higher mel~ . fractions froo an 
enriched mantle ctue to the buffe.red 'reactionl:l described by 
Eggler (1977, 1978) and Wyllie (1979). 
·., .. 
The 'pres~nce . of .carbonate selvages t o some Aillik Bay dykes 
demonstrates the existence. of a C02-r1ch fluid movi,.ng ahead of . 
., . 
- the mag~a. Anderson-~1979) descr1bed how the low viscosity of a 
C02-r1ch fluid ca n assist stress- corrosion cracking~ The ~apid 
·- : . . . I . 
. crack gro~th fai:.liitated by the low viscosity fluid . is p'receded 
. .. ~ . . 
by '·a pe'ripd of Sl<?W stable crack growth due. to surface! chemical 
.. ··' 
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cracks immediat;ely after their formation, but before .·a large 
. ' 
preli\.sure buildup ini tiate.s rapid crack growth; aais t be 
considered as a ·· possible. mechani sm fo r m~lt separation. Another 
possibility is Un\_ted to dilation in incipient sheiu zo nes. At 
177' 
SQ-75%' of the effective shear strength of, a rock, an increase in 
r~ck v~lume occurs (Frank, 1965; Brace et al., l96t)), causing ~ 
. ' ---
locll drop · in pore-fluid pressure. This could draw in small 
fracti~ns of melt which in turn cause shear failure due to 
lowering of .the roc;ks' effective shea!' strength (Nur,l972). The 
. . 
mel~ could the'ref ore create its own escape channel despl te low 
initial shear stresses . It is not possible to ascertain whe.the r. 
this process could occur in the' ·mantle; dilatancy m,ay occur in 
dun!te to at least lOkb and 6Q0°C (Brace,l978), but is likely to 
if ... 
be , limited a~ · higher pressures by increased· plas t t,c l ty, Within 
. ' 
the plastic region, escape Of melt WOuld mos t like ly QCCUt 
through a succession of vertically oriented ductile faults 
(Yoder,l978) • . Duc'tUe faulting is .a s low process~ and so melts 
.. . 
existing in s~~h condition~ are . Ukely .to be more e q uilibrate d 
with .their host rocks than melts within the elastic ~eg~ol}• ~ 
Dilatancy may oc~ur we ll into the duc tiie field }P tbe . cas~ o! 
/ . ' -
low porosity rocks (Gowq-, and Ru~:~r~~l, i98~)! lind m~ ·~nhanced 
7 .•· 
by rep~te~ stressing (Brace ,l978);>B'ferlee,..)t~78) suggested 
that hydrous mine~als ·could' be.,·th: . loc6~f slidtng planes, 
.;'; · ' • I 
, / 
which 1'381 ·be appllca/ .to'. areas. of mantle metasomatism. · 
Mechanical extrac tion of low me l t f ract ions could therefore be 
· more effective in areas of mantle metasoma tis.m, and buffered 
. ,, . 
' •flt · c~Pc;aid:on.s aay 'not requi_r e suc h sma ll amounts of melt as 
prev1o~ ttlought. 
. , ~ I . 
. -.. ~ ... -: .· •.• 
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CHAPTER 6: SUMMARY 
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The Aillik Bay intrusive suit~ conprises dykes of sann:aite, 
olivine sannaite, kimberlite and carbonatite. Sannaites are 
alkaline lamprophyres with phenocrysts of Ca-Ti-sal'itic 
clinopyroxene and rarer olivine, which is characteristically 
altered to carbonate and serpentine. The phenocrysts are set in 
a two-stage groundmass: the first is a crystalli~e mesh 
dominated by acicular cilnopyroxene, whereas the second is a 
true groundmass comprising K-feldspar, Ti-biotite, 
titanomagnetlte. apatite, clinopyroxene. nepheline, carbonate 
and analcite. Sannaltes are charact~rised by leucocratic ocelli. 
wbich are commonly zoned with a carbonate-analcite core, 
. 
occasionally including sulphides and sulphates, giving way to an 
oute£ zone comprising biotite and clinopyroxene set in 
K-feldspa.r, .analcite and nepheline. Alteration of o,cellar 
mlnerals to zeolites is frequently advanced. 
\ 
' olivine sannaites are distinguished from sannaites by 
-0. -
higher modal olivine (up to 351.) and-r.an!r clinopyroxene 
phenocrys-ts. Ocelli are small and restricted _to carbonate-
analcite mineralogy · similar to the cores of zoneil ocelli in the . · 
... 
sa.nnaites. Sann'aites and olivine sannaites occur as bands W~!;hin·· . 
the same dyk.~> or as disc~ete dykes with more . ~istinctive. 
\ 
m~ralogy. The margins .of bands within banded _dykes frequently 
e~hf\ /well-defined flow texture. 
. Kfmberli tes are yellolof-Wea theri ng dykes compriSing olivine 
.; \ 
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carbonate, t:ltanomasnetite, and apatite. The mineralogy of 
ki_aberlite~~ n~tably . olivine(Fo<87), Mg-poor tHat:toruagnetite 
and lack of hi~h ·pressure l!l?rker mlnera.ls such as magnesian 
ilmenite, ,pyrope ~nc:l Cr-diopsid~ is . characteristie of 
ltimberlites from cent.ral complexes and not :erafonic kimberlltes. 
Diamond potential is the'refore low. Olivines and mtcaso are . 
zo~ed, .indicating yariat:lle conditions of crystailisation, 
starting w~th'a· dee.p-s .. ted low oxygen f ·ugacity environment. 
Ki~berlites contain abundant xenoliths-which, in tddition 
to country r~ck, include small (2cm max.) ultramafic nodules 
. . 
which ate. domindntly members ·of th~ MARIO suite (mica-
. ~: . .. " ·. 
amphibol~~ rutile- ilmenite- diopside) • 
Discrete carbonat1te dykes are raret but both calcitic 
(sovite) and dolomitic (beforsite) types ~re present. 
Metasomatic carbonatites, dhplaying relict textures of 
·-
kimberlite• are auch ~re common, occurring as ·bands within 
~iaberlite dykes. 
' All the majo~ rock types are characteristic of nephelinite-. 




. , ~~plexes including ijolite o~ nepheline syenite. The. attitudes 
' . 
~ . . 
' . o.f · dykes suggest that they form incomplete cone~ntrlc and radial 
; ":;- ·" . 
· se.t~ defining an intrusi~e centre sited 8-10~ . to · the ·northeast 
o:f Turnavik . Island. Structural conSideratiOns require • dsing 
, mag1DII ch.u;aber, · producing nnnaites followed by kimberlite& and 
. . .. . 
.caroonatites. Two episodes of" concentric dyke emplac~ment are 
eepa':'ated by a period of radial dykes. Dykes segmented during 
. . 
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carbonate- rich dyke selvages, enhanced aegmentatton of the 
dykes. This 1ow viscosity fluid 'probably assisted in the 
formation of. parallel. fracture z:ones .which ~re C·Oncentrated 
within . 4 to S ~~tres of the most volatile-rich dykes. 
. . 
The proposed location of the central complex is apparently 
controlled partly by the Archean-Aphebian boundary~ which runs 
between Turnavik hland and Cape Aillik· 11\ .a · northeasterly 
' • : r '- • 
direction, and pa'rtly by deep-seated structures beneatn the 
180 
Labrador Sea, which include one defined by .'a,ri east-west gravity 
~, .· ' 
anoaaly to the east of the Ai llik Bay area. 
" 
It is proposed that all rock t,Ypes are ge:neratcd by partlal 
. .·' ' \, 
melting of .a peridoti~ic mantle pr e viously enriched in 
- .. ( ,. ... . 
incompatible elements bY. metat>omatism. Re~ent :·expf_r.lmerital . 
. · . . . --- . .- -
studies in the system peddotite..:.HzO-~oz'. st:ro;.; . tha.t partial 
• • •• 1 . • 1. ', ~ ' _.. , . 
melting will 'occut at 9<>-:120km depth even with a con,wnenta:l 
• • • 4 
. : .: 
• .:,; .. ·..• .r 
geo'thermal gradient. The presence of ;~H~O and C02 ea~'se~ a 
. . . . ' . . . . ~ .. -
' • • • < • I . .' ·~ . . • .; '· ' •' / - • ' ' . 
buffe.{ed _s~liilus rcact~o~ whi~h .wi.ll' m,iR~~:i~\high .~z .. an? . l.ow 
S iOZ in derived melts. Carbonat lte' will. 'be .c.}1a r~t.t crl st ic ' of low 
. . . . . . . - . . ~ 
melt fracti:ons; givlt:t~ .way to \a.~prophyre: ~r ·~~inbe~i'tte ·~t: 
'· 
higher melt fractions._ d~pendin'g 
, : I • 
o1l .dep;h:::· The ob:served . 
J . ' . • 
evolution from lamprophyre ·through 
• ._, 0 . .. .. 
• . • -. . . ..; . <-
. explained ~Y a ·process of structural.:!.nherit:":tncae: · pat)ll,-'a~~ > 
.·· . .. .. . . . . ... . -~ ... . ~..... ... ~ . '. -~ . . .•.. · .. 
opene'd by the e'!lpl~c.ement. oi .lar:)prophyl'~. w.lil enat1,~ deeper 
. . -' .... . ' . . ~ ·. . .-·· .i ., ( 
derived melts and · /or 1t>wer . ·iii~lt 'fra'ctfo.ns to . l';',~ilch . the ·&4~f~ce,, _ 
_ ..... ~ . 
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concentration of 1ncocpatible elements, including rare earths\ 
in the Aillik Bay· dykes. The concent.ratlon of Ti, P and S has 
recently been shown to expand .the silicate imiscibili ty field. 
The emplacement, of ·. lamprophy~e caused - unmixing, seen as 
. -
immiscible globules in one sannaite sample. The sod,ic. mineralogy 
~ of the im~iscibl~ globule suggests that such a proces~ ~ay have 
given ~:ise to a nepheline syenite magrta", which probably make.s up 
.\ 
the central intrusion. Sannaites contain nephclin~, and 
pyroxenes with sodic r1m.s are· characteristic of nepheline . . 
s~nite associations •. The experiments of Freestone (l978b) 
suggest that liquids rich in ~i •. p ana s, analogo~s to the 
181 
lamprophyres, may hav.e a metastable sutf-liquidus miscibility 
' . 
·gap, causing an_ isothe~mal step in the liquid_us surface. if this 
is applied to the sannaites lt ca~ explain the rapid 
c:rystalUsation ~f pyroxene foll~lled by later ·· develo,p::~ent of 
zoried micas and ocelli~ Pyroxene crystallisation ·may trigger 
volatile exsolution, result'ing in formation of gas bubbles, and 
yet the residual melt will persist for a relatively large 
temper~ture interval, resulting in Fe-rich~iotite and t~e 
growth of ' sodic rims on pyroxene: This proc~ss is likely t:o 
destroy any evidence 'for earlier liquid . 1mmiscibili.ty • . It is 
. . 
proposed that emplacement of the initial magma was too slow to 
preserve lamprophyre. which ~nmixed, leading to the developme.nt 
,. 
of a nepheline syenite (or .similar) plug. The st-ructural pathway 
thus created enabled a later magma pulse to emplace lamprophyre 
bearing evidence of the unmiKi'hg process. ·Later pulses carried 














surface, culminating in k:i.mberlites and carbonatites. The 
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' • presepce of imm~sci ble globules or segregation vesicles may be • 
'\ovecntd by either the <;Jepth or the speed at which unmixing · 
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APPENDIX I: ·ANALYTICAL TECHNIQUES USEQ I~ THIS STUDY 
-------
A.MAJOR AND TRACE ELEMENT WHOLE ROCK ANALYSES' 
Rock powders were prepared by (a) removing weathered edges 
with a trim saw • .irtd splitting the rock with a hanuner beneath 
plastic to minimise cetal contamination from the hammer ~ead, 
(b) powdering rock chips in a tungsten carpide ball mill for ). 
minutes. The ball mill and. rings were cleaned thoroughly 
between samples by washing with distilled water. and then drying 
with compressed air. The powders were stored in a gla~s jar 
until use. ' 
. MAJOR ELEMENTS: Major elements were ,deteralined by atomic 
absorption spectroscopy by Mrs G.Andrews on n Perkin TUrner 3.70 
atomic absorption spectrometer using a method modified after 
that of Langmhyr and Paus (1968) •. Synthetic standards were , 
used. Loss on ignl~lon ~as determined ~y weigh,ng on a~ount of 
sample in a porcelain cruclble 1 .heating to 1050 C for two hours, 
cooling in a des sica tor. and weighing to determine the pe rcent 
loss of volAtiles. 
TRACE ELEMENTS: Pres sed pelle ts were prepared by weighing out lOg 
rock powder and mechanically n:J..!Jsing with l l.Sg phenyl 
formaldehyde thermal binding a gent. Aft~r pressing Into a 
·., 
pell~t, the disc~ were fused by baking tn an oven at 200 C for 
10 mi nutes . Trace elements we re de t e rM i ne d with~ Philip_s l450 
x-ray · fluorescen ce spectrometer with tele t ype input/output and 
automatic sample change. An;~lyti~al calihratl~n prograr:~s were 
prepared by D.Press. USGS PCC- 1 wa s used as a monitoring 

















most elements, and ro-25 ppm for Ba, Sr and V. 
within 10 ppm • 
• 
B.RARE EARTH ELEMENT~ 
207 
Preciston is 
Rare earth elements wer~ det~rmined for selected sample~ by 
a m6dified thin-film . x-ray, fluorescence method similar to that 
described by Fryer (1977) after Eby (l97l,E.~5-85). Samples 
.. 
were weighed out accurately to contain 20 mg yttrium, using 
determinations from pressed pellets. · This involved weights of 
0.06 to 1.4 g for the samples in this study. 2 ml of 25 mg Tm 
solution and lOml 6N HCl were adde d to the POfidert> and 
centrifuged for 4 minutes. Excess solution was then decanted, 
and the remaining material evaporated to dryness on a hot pl~te 
in a 100 ml· teflon _heak2r. After this initi~l step, the method 
... 
of,Fryei (1977) was follo~ed; 
C. ELECTRON .MICROPROBE ANALYSES 
Mineral analyses were obtained u~ ing a fully auto~ated JEOL 
JXA-50A electron probe ~icroanalyser with Kriesel control 
through a PDP-11 computer. Ana lyses wer e per~.Jed with. a hea:11 
current of 0. 21 - 0.23 microamps • . a henm diameter ~f 
approximately 1 mic r on (larger for feldspars) and an 
accelerating vo l tage of lSKV. Counts we r e m~d~ for 30 s e conds 
. \ 
or to a maximum of 30,000_ counts, and corrected by the HAGIC 
correction program. 
... 
· Calibrations against.known standards were. used as outlined 
btHow: 
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hedenbergite; Na • . jadeitic p_yroxene; K • orthoclase; Ti -
titanpyroxene; Cr = chromian spinel; Ni • ni~kel olivine. 
Mica: Si,Al,Mg,Ca,Fe Pyrope garnet; Na,K,Ti,Mn as for 
clinopyroxene._ 
Carbonate: Fe,K,Na = hornblende; Al,Mn •. hedenbergite; . Mg,Ca 
- dolomite; Si,Ba • barium glass; P • apati~e; Sr -
aragonite. 
Feldspar: Si,A,l,Na,Sr • anorthoclase; K orthoclase; Ca. .. 
plagioclase; Fe = hedenbergite. 
·. 
Oxides: Mg,Al,Ti,Fe ~ syntheti~ glass; Cr = chromi_a·n spinel; . 
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APPENDIX II: 
Analyses of coarse-grained ultramafic rocks aAsociated 
Alkaline Complex 
Ailal. 369 370 386 429 
Si02 31.50 33.40 32.80 30.00 
T102 5.29 3.63 4.90 4.29 
Al203 4.50 2.03 6.24 4.94 
Fe203 12.78 14.45 13.97 13.85 
MgO 21.32 30.QO 9.45 16.93 
MnO 0 . 25 0.35 0.22 0.27 
CaO 13.38 lQ,_.OS 21.()() ~~ .60 
Na20 0.62 0 . 39 o. 43 0.32 
K20 1.97 0.91 1. 82 3,.04 
P205 2.50 1.85 3.10 1.36 
LOI 4.29 2.84 3.75 8.93 
--~-.. -----------------------------------
Total 98.40 99.90 ' 98.28 98.19 " 
-----------------------------------------
Ni 159 259 38 412 
cr · 0 0 0 640 
v 148 121 208 200 
Rb 57 \ 20 47 80 Sr 1084 973 \ 1143 1460 Ba 1034 <.49( l 37 4569 
Zn 89 104 H)i <. 107 
Zr 408 298 823 437 r- Cu 68 I'+ 96 7 
Ga 7 3 1 l 10 
u .5 3 0 I 1 
Th 15 13 0 25 
Nb 279 239 320 253 
La 281 250 208 6 51 
Ce - 438 411 249 893 y 75 69. 100 50 
EXPLANATION: 






Peridotite. Turnavik Island 
Mica-cH.nopyroKenc rock, Cape Makkovik 
Pyroxene glimmerlte, Cape Ma kkov! k 
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··-··· ·;-·- ---·- ··-; ----- -------------------<1 
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Analyses of intrusives predating the alkaline complex 
Anal. 389 403 302 343 434 391 352 
S102 45.40 43.80 52.90 45.6o' 41.90 44.20 44.60 
!102 0.20 1. 95 o. 72 2.11 2.40 3.77 J .o 1 
Al203 4.32 15. so 15.10 15;40 7. 74 16.48 12.70 
Fec03* 12.52 14.85 8.44 14.51 12.6 9 16 . 48 12.70 
MgO 28.80 6.68 &'.50 5.98 17. 3 5 4.48 3.03 
MnO 0.16 0.33 0.15 0.20 0.16 0.22 0.10 
CaO 2.10 6. 73 9.15 8.15 8.03 7.15 7.43 
Na20 0.42 2.61 3.09 2.98 I. 61 3.54 3. 7 5 
K20 2.00 4.77 1. 7 6 0.78 3. 7l 2.26 2.49 
P205 o.oo o.ta 0.05 0.28 0.65 1.30 1.86 
LOI 2. 70 1. 82 1.47 2.84 . 2.44 1.16 3.52 
-------------------------------------------------------------
Total 98.62 100.22 99.33 99.03 98.68 98.76 98.37 
---------~---------------------------------------------------
Ni 640 47 .24 64 517 0 3 
Cr 1171 37 165 . 58 378 0 0 
v 46 244 205 191 137 79 155 
Rb 57 229 39 35 107 39 73 
Sr 30 222 497 418 1461 460 702 
Ba 443 694 522 504 2294 1379 1524 
Zn 99 535 69 109 118 103 72 
Zr 44 107 91 181 268 233 182 
Cu 235 0 0 13 4 0 7 t, 
Ga 3 21 17 21 14 18 18. 
u 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 
Th 0 0 4 2 0 0 0 
Nb 5 4 6 13 79 19 37 
•La 31 3S 41 &a 107 88 98 
Ce 22 39 40 . 96 108 119 132 
y 14 35 46 39 23 57 43 ,. 
EXPLANATION : 
389 l~prnblende peridotite 
403 \ : ~1 a mphibolite dyke 
.302. 343.434 : 1-12 diorite dyke 
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. Figure 1-3 · . ,
. TURNAVIK .. :ISLAND 
. ' 
I ... . 
. GEOLOG~ and . SAMPLE LOCATIONS 
' 
. legend as fig. 1-<~a 
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Figure 2_-1 · 
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